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TISSUE CULTURE SPEEDS INTRODUCTION OF NEW BLUEBERRIES,
AZALEAS

Horticulturists at the University of Minnesota aren't trying to fool

Mother Nature--just speed her up a little. At the university, extension

horticulturist Paul Read heads an Agricultural Experiment Station research

project that finds ways of cloning plants by tissue culture.

"It's a sophisticated series of steps with which we can turn one

plant into several thousand in a hurry," says Read.

Tissue culture is helping speed the introduction of new blueberry and

azalea clones developed by the university. Two new blueberries, ~orthblue

and Northsky, have just been released. Nurseries and garden centers will

have very limited supplies of them for sale this spring. "These ~re

hybrids of the high-bush blueberry used by commercial producers and our

native wild blueberry," says Read. "They have the large fruit and

productivity characteristic of the highbush, but are lower to the ground

for better snow protection."

The two new cold-hardy azaleas--one with rose-colored flowers, the

other with pink--will be "introduced in 1984. They were developed from

Northern Lights seedlings, have high landscape quality, brilliantly colored
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flowers, and can tolerate tempera~ures as low as minus 45 degreesF.

"These new azaleas, which are hardier than those commonly grown in the

warmer coastal climates, will add another plant to the palette of ,the

landscape architect," Read says.

Read and his staff are also using tissue culture to rapidly :propagate

an aphid-resistant honeysuckle for evaluation and possible introduction.

And, they are using the tecnhique to propagate trees and cattails for the

university's bioenergy research that seeks alternative energy sources for

Minnesota.
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SPRINGTIME STRAWBERRY CARE PAYS OFF

"Springtime's a great time for togetherness in any family that grows

strawberries," says University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service

horticulturist Leonard Hertz with tongue in cheek. "The togethe~ness comes

whenever it's time to remove the mulch from the strawberries or to replace

it to protect the blossoms from frosts."

It's best to leave winter mulch on strawberry beds as long as

possible in the spring, Hertz advises. However, the mulch should be

removed as soon as the plants begin to resume growth. This is manifested

by the appearance of blanched, yellowish new leaves.

Hertz says it will pay home gardeners to replace the mulch over

strawberry plants anytime in the spring when the temperature is expected to

fall below 32 degrees F. It must be removed again as soon as the

temperature gets above freezing.

"Using mulch to protect the blossoms is essential with June-bearing

varieties which only bloom once a year," Hertz says. "Raking al~ but a

light covering of mulch into the alleys between the rows and leaving it

there for the summer will keep the soil cooler, control weeds and save
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moisture. It also makes for p.asier walking and picking in the planting and

helps keep the fruit clean.

MP, 4-H
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NEW PROGRAM TO HELP HMONG BECOME SELF-SUFFICIENT

Helping over 300 Hmong families become economically self-sufficient

is the goal of a new four-year project.

The Hmong families will raise specialty garden produce and market it

through a cooperative. The funding proposal, by the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, calls for a combination of

federal and matching foundation grants totaling $502,649 the first year.

The project started as a small pilot program in Ramsey County last

year and will expand to other Twin Cities area sites. A 160-acre .plot in

Dakota County has been leased for the 1983 growing season, where 75 Hmong

families will commute to work. The project is scheduled to expand to 300

families and several sites in the metropolitan area by 1986.

"This is a project to help over 300 Hmong families help themselves,"

says Norman A. Brown, director of the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. The extension service and Lao Family

Community Center will launch the project this spring.

"But we plan to work ourselves out of a job within four yeats," Brown
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page 2--new hmong program

1=ays. "The plan is to help Hmong families learn to run the business

cooperative. By the end of the fourth year, the cooperative is scheduled

to show a profit and be owned and operated by the cooperative members."

Hmong families will commute to work sites and will not change their

residences to work on the project. Over the next four years, additional

land plots may be acquired in other locations. The Lao Family Community

Center in St. Paul will select the Hmong interns.

"The project isn't limited to managing farmland and farming," Brown

says. In 1984 the plan calls for opening the first of several high quality

specialty produce shops in the Twin Cities area. The shops will market

Minnesota produce in season and will also bring in fresh produce from

elsewhere during Minnesota's off season. A fresh produce packing ioperation
,

available to all growers in the area is also under investigation.

"Retailing offers more profit opportunities than growing the crops,"

Brown says. "Now, there are only two high quality speciality produce shops

in the Twin Cities.

"The Hmong will learn skills they can use in other employmen;t

situations," Brown says. "We'll be training truck drivers, bookk~epers and

marketing specialists. Some Hmong people with technical interests may use

this experience as a base to attend college.

"The Hmong were excellent farmers in their native land," Brown says.

"But we can't assume they can achieve self-sufficiency in this country just

because they are given access to a small plot of land. Marketing must be

the primary part of any agricultural enterprise in this country.

"The project also emphasizes the strong family traditions of the

Hmong people," Brown says. "Educational programs will be designed to

strengthen family life and involve young people in 4-H youth development
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programs. WP. want to help families adjust to their new country."

The budget calls for a project staff of 14 people the first year.

Seven will be experienced manager/trainers and seven will be Hmong interns.

The St. Paul Foundation) Northwest Area Foundation) Bigelow

Foundation and Lutheran Social Services of New York City have contributed

$76)000 (as of March 17). "r'm optimistic about getting the necessary

funding to fully implement the project)" Brown says.

Other sources including the McKnight Foundation) the Mardag

Foundation and a number of corporate sources are considering grants.

Prospects for the matching federal funds are encouraging and the Governor's

Council on Rural Development is reviewing the proposal for supporting

funds) Brown says.

# # #
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REDUCED TILLAGE AND WET SPRING MAY INCREASE EYESPOT

If the spring is cool and wet, corn growers using minimum tillage may

have trouble with eyespot disease, according to Ward Stienstra, plant

pathologist with the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension

Service. Since eyespot spores are produced on infested corn debris,

reduced tillage can increase the incidence and severity of eyespot.

Stienstra has seen eyespot become more prevalent in Minnesota as

tillage practices change. "When the fungus is present early in the season

on corn debris near developing plants, the weather is cool and humid, and

the corn is a susceptible variety, eyespot will develop. It can reduce

yields 10 to 15 bushels an acre."

Weather is important to the spread of eyespot. "You've got to have

the right environment for eyespot to occur," says Stienstra. "Last year

was warm and dry and we saw little eyespot damage. In the wet spring of

1981, however, eyespot was estimated to reduce Minnesota corn production

1.2 percent." He sees eyespot as a greater threat to irrigation farmers in

north central Minnesota and to southeastern Minnesota dry land farmers due

to the nature of the rainfall they receive.
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Besides lowering yields, eyespot produced ten times more lodging in

plants of harvest in 1981 and premature death of foliage lowered moisture

in corn fodder to unsafe levels for silage.

To control eyespot, Steinstra suggests, "Rotate crops--there's a much

lower incidence in fields where soybeans were grown the year befor~.

Select longer maturity, eyespot-resistant varieties. If they aren't

advertised, ask your corn dealer. If eyespot has already been a problem,

plow to incorporate stalks. A fungicide can also be effective, but is only

economical for seed corn or sweet corn growers."

Stienstra adds, "If the conditions are wet this year, it may be a

good time to get out into the fields and see what's happening before you

make choices about what to plant next year."

# # #
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NEMATODE-RESISTANT ALFALFA SOUGHT

Establishing alfalfa on some of the light, sandy soils of nOftheast

Minnesota is difficult. Recently, University of Minnesota Agricultural

Experiment Station agronomists Craig Sheaffer and David Rabas attributed

this problem to the alfalfa lesion nematode. Research headed by Donald

Barnes, plant geneticist with the USDA and the experiment station, may help

solve the nematode problem.

"The alfalfa lesion nematode is a very small worm which kills small

seedlings. It is capable of eliminating plants at two weeks of age," says

Barnes. "Nematicides applied at planting have been successful in

preventing damage by the worms, but farmers are then faced with either the

added cost of the nematicide or the cost of wasted seed if the nematodes

prevent stand establishment when nematicides are not used. If we had a

nematode-resistant alfalfa line, there wouldn't be a problem."

The researchers are trying to develop just that--an alfalfa variety

. d "1.1 I h h"res1stant to nemato es. we re at t e stage were we re g01ng int9

large-scale testing. We have lines that are highly-resistant in laboratory

testing, but we don't know if that will be enough to stop the nematodes
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~rithout nematicides in the field," Barnes says. "If the experimental lines

perform well in field tests, they could be available to growers in three or

four years.

"Lesion nematodes don't appear to be as serious in other parts of

Minnesota. This may be because they don't survive as well in heavier soil.

Also, when alfalfa is grown in rotation with corn, nematicides used with

corn may help reduce the nematode population," Barnes adds.

MP, 4-FC
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RESEARCH LOOKS AT IRRIGATION'S IMPACT ON WETLAND BIRDS

The irrigation practices of central Minnesota farmers and the

survival of wildlife that inhabit wetlands may eventually be affected by

the findings of research being conducted by the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Experiment Station.

Wildlife researcher Jim Cooper, who heads the investigation, is

examining the impact of center pivot irrigation system pathways on wetland

birds, especially waterfowl.

Under current law, farmers who put wetland areas under easement to

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are paid not to fill, burn or d~ain

those areas. This can create problems for farmers who irrigate with center

pivot systems in fields surrounding the wetlands because irrigation

equipment is not always able to run across the wetland areas and make a

complete 360-degree pivot.

An option, presently illegal, for those farmers is to fill part of

the wetland area to make pathways for the irrigation equipment.

"Our preliminary findings show that wetland vegetation is not

affected by the irrigation water or by building pathways," Cooper says,
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"but" bird -production is lower because of an increase in predation on nests.

The irrigation pathways act as roads for the predators, helping them reach

the nests."

If building pathways for irrigation equipment through wetlands is

found to have no major effect on wetland birds or their habitats, the Fish

and Wildlife Service may change its policy to allow landowners to construct

travelways in easement wetland areas, Cooper says.

iF iF iF
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RESEARCH SEEKS TO IMPROVE NITROGEN FIXATION IN SOYBEANS

Soybean plants take 40 percent of the nitrogen they need from the

atmosphere. Greenhouse experiments have shown that it could be 100

percent, according to Edwin Schmidt, a soil scientist with the University

of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.

"The nitrogen that doesn't come from the air or from soil residues

must be provided by fertilizer," Schmidt says. "That raises petroleum,

energy and transportation costs and affects both the environment and the

economy. We're trying to improve the maximum amount of nitrogen brought

into soybean plants from the air by fixation."

Free-living soil bacteria, called rhizobia, develop a symbiotic

(living together) relationship with soybean plants. The rhizobia capture

nitrogen, incorporate it in a biologically useful form, and get it into the

plants through nodules that they form on the roots.

"The problem is that there are many strains of rhizobia varying in

potential efficiency," Schmidt says. "We have identified strains that work

better than the ones that live in the fields, but we don't know how to get

them into the plant. The strains living in the field are more
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competitive."

Scientists have tried to inoculate soybean seed before planting with

more efficient rhizobia strains, but the native field rhizobia always

appear in the nodules that develop on the plants' roots.

"We're trying to identify properties of the rhizobia in the soil that

make them more competitive. Then, we'll either modify conditions to change

their success rate or engineer new rhizobia strains that are more

competitive and more efficient." Schmidt says.

"Within the decade, this information can be capitalized on. Soybeans

are a $l-billion-a-year business in Minnesota. Increasing nitrogen

fixation by just a few percent would save millions of dollars."

MP, 4-FC
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RADIATION PROCESSING OF FOOD COULD BENEFIT CONSUMERS

Radiation processing of food "is versatile and has the potential to

provide more food, of good taste, with fresh1ike quality and of wholesome

nutritional value to consumers ... ," according to Joanne Slavin, extension

nutritionist with the Department of Food Science and Nutrition at the

University of Minnesota.

Citing a report issued by an expert panel from the Institute of Food

Technologists (IFT) , Slavin said the radiation process should prove

competitive with older food processing methods in terms of both money and

energy expenditures.

Irradiation is a "cold" process, according to the IFT, so nutritional

losses are minimal. Also, there are few adverse changes in flavor, odor,

color or texture. Slavin adds that irradiation is a flexible process, so

it can be used to process a variety of foods--who1e crates of potatoes,

sacks of flour, whole turkeys, or sandwiches of sliced meat, fish or

chicken.

"It can be used also to extend the shelf-life of foods before they

spoil, and this will probably be its first application, much like
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page 2--radiation processing

pasteurization of canned ham and other highly perishable foods. Unlike

pasteurization, however, irradiated food products would not be cooked, so

they could be used in other kinds of recipes or serving styles. Radiation

processing might, for example, make it possible to ship chilled coastal

seafood to Midwestern markets without freezing, Slavin suggests.

At higher "doses," radiation can also be used to prepare

"commercially sterile" food products, which could then be stored at room

temperature like canned foods. According to the 1FT summary, such products

could include shelf-stable pork sausage and corned beef briskets.

Irradiation can also be used instead of chemical fumigation to control

insect infestation in cereals and flour or in fresh or dried fruits. Since

it is a cold process, it will decontaminate spices without driving off

their unique flavor and odor-producing compounds.

"In-depth food irradiation studies in the United States began in the

early 1950s, when both radiation sources and processing equipment were

developed to a practical point," according to the 1FT summary.

The current renewed interest in food irradiation results from recent

actions by the U.N. 's World Health Organization (WHO) and the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration (FDA). The WHO has recommended that foods treated at

relatively low levels of radiation (less than 1 Mrad) should be approved

for human use without further testingj the FDA has announced it plans to

issue a proposal which would essentially allow approval of all foods

irradiated at one-tenth that level without individual testing. According

to the 1FT expert panel, this amounts to evaluating food irradiation as a

process like canning or freezing rather than examining each irradiated food

product for approval as a new food additive.

Slavin stressed, however, that government approval of food
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irradiation will not automaticaily mean that supermarket shelves will be

loaded with radiation-processed foods. "The cost of irradiated foods to

the consumer must be competitive with the cost of foods produced by

alternate processing technologies, or they must satisfy other consumers'

needs at a reasonable cost if they are to be accepted in the market place.

Processors must also see irradiation of foods as useful enough to justify

the costs of the equipment needed and the process."

MP, 4-HE-
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IMPLANTS IMPROVE WETHER LAMB WEIGHT GAIN

Sheep producers may be able to learn something from their

beef-producing neighbors and increase feeder lamb weight gains. The same

implants used on beef cattle have increased average daily gain of weight in

wether lambs 8 percent to 10 percent.

A recent study at the West Central Experiment Station, Morris tested

the performance of lambs treated with Ralgro implants. The study,

conducted by R.M. Jordan and H.E. Hanke, used implants applied

subcutaneously at the base of the ear and one inch away from the base.

"Over the 59-day feeding period, wether lambs implanted at the base

of the ear gained about 11 percent faster than wethers without implants and

those with implants one inch from the ear base gained 9 percent faster,"

says Jordan. "However, ewe lambs implanted at either site gained slower

than ewes wihout implants. Since they have a completely different hormone

picture, ewes respond differently to the same implants that wethers

. "recel.ve.

For the sheep producer, Jordan feels that implanting at two to four

weeks of age seems appropriate. An implant costs about 35 cents per lamb
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and the weight gains amount to approximately $1 to $1.~0 per lamb.

Ralgro implants for lambs have the same composition as the ones used

on beef cattle, but are one-third the dosage. A single implant should be

effective for 80 to 100 days.

"Currently," says Jordan, "only about one producer in ten uses

implants on feeder lambs. Maybe these data will encourage more to use

them."

MP, 4-L
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CONTROL SUMMER FLIES NOW

Now is the time to protect cattle from summer flies, according to

Roger Moon, livestock entomologist with the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Experiment Station.

"Livestock operators should clean up any litter, bedding, rotting

feed or manure that has collected over the winter. That means spreading

it, burying it or covering it with black plastic as soon as possible," says

Moon.

These practices will help control stable flies and house flies, Moon

says. "Both species are commonly known as 'barn flies' in Minnesota, but

stable flies are bloodsuckers that affect cattle's feeding and resting

behavior by causing pain and blood loss. House flies are relatively

harmless to cattle," he adds, "but are a nuisance that can be managed

through general sanitation."

#I #I /1

MP, 4-L
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NEW DRUG MAY CONTROL SHEEP LIVER FLUKES

In some parts of northern Minnesota, the liver fluke problem is so

serious that sheep can't be raised. A new flukicide, albendazole, may help

solve that problem, reports Bert Stromberg, parisitologist with the

University of Minnesota.

The fluke thrives in marshy areas of northern Minnesota where deer

and snails are its hosts. Up to 70 percent of the white tail deer in

those parts of the state are infected. Many of those areas also have

significant sheep populations. Only one fluke is needed to kill a sheep

and death can occur six months after infection.

A recent study by the University of Minnesota College of Veterinary

Medicine showed that albendazole produced a major reduction in the number

of flukes in sheep--up to a 70 percent reduction. Half the sheep treated

had no flukes. Albendazole was also shown to be effective against stomach

worms, intestinal worms, lung worms and tapeworms.

Albendazole isn't 100 percent effective in eliminating liver flukes

in sheep, but "it does produce significant improvement," says Stromberg.

"We suggest that sheep raised in those parts of the state with a liver
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fluke probl.em be treated twice each year--immeaiately after the first frost

in the fall and in the spring around lambing time. Market lambs don't need

to be treated because they will be sold before the six months it takes a

fluke to do critical damage."

Stromberg is optimistic that liver flukes can be controlled with a

combination of a flukicide like albendazole, new diagnostic techniques that

are being developed, and good management practices like keeping sheep away

from marshy areas.

Albendazole was approved for use on sheep in Minnesota by the FDA in

November of 1982. It is available only to licensed veterinarians through

Norden Laboratories. According to a Norden spokesman, one gallon of

albendazole will treat about 630 100-pound sheep at a cost of about 14

cents per head.

MP, 4-L
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ADDING COPPER TO DIET MAY IMPROVE PIG PERFORMANCE

Adding copper to starter pig rations will probably improve

performance and if the ration already includes antibacterial feed

additives, the benefits may be even greater, according to Steve Cornelius,

swine nutritionist with the University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment

Station.

Minnesota researchers determined the effect of adding high levels of

dietary copper as copper sulfate to pig diets either alone or with low

levels of various antibacterials. They found that adding copper sulfate

improved weight gains and feed efficiency 8 percent to 19 percent and that

using common antibacterial feed additives (chlortetracycline,

sulfamethazine, carbadox and penicillin) improved gains up to 35 percent.

Antibacterial additives are normally added to feed at levels far

below the dosage used to treat or control disease (about ten percent for

chlortetracycline, for example) to decrease the pig's disease level.

"Every pig has the potential of becoming sick if the conditions are right

or if there's too much stress," Cornelius explains. "Antibacterials help

to reduce that potential. Copper, on the other hand, isn't usually added
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to feed above the levels required by the pig for main~enanc~ even though

it's less expensive than antibacterial drugs. Copper sulfate costs about

$1 per ton of feed, while antibacterials cost $10 to $15 per ton."

Besides being inexpensive, copper sulfate is fairly easy to obtain.

It is commonly used in foot baths to control foot rot and in farm ponds and

watering tanks to combat algae growth.

When adding copper to feed, Cornelius suggests using one pound of

copper sulfate per ton of feed and feeding it only until pigs reach about

40 pounds. "Maximum response is seen between one and two pounds of copper

per ton. Adding more than two pounds may produce copper toxicity. Also,

response to copper decreases as pigs grow older. The effect in finishing

pigs is almost zero and toxicity is more likely." He warns, "Never feed

extra copper to sows. Baby pigs could develop toxicity while nursing or

before they're born.

Cornelius cautions hog producers against looking for too much of a

good thing with feed additives. "It's not the case where you get a better

response the more you put in. Additives are approved at a specific level.

Follow label instructions and call your veterinarian or county extension

agent if you have questions."

MP, 4-L
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NEW METHODS AVAILABLE TO CONTROL FLIES ON CATTLE

Insecticide tapes designed to control horn and face flies on pastured

cattle have been introduced. Replacing conventional insecticide ear tags,

tapes are attached to existing identification tags, eliminating the need to

double tag or cut out old tags.

The tapes use the same types of insecticides as insecticide ear tags.

They are applied when cattle are turned out to pasture in the spring (late

May in Minnesota) and should be effective throughout the summer fly season.

Flies on pastured animals are a problem for dairy and beef farmers,

according to Roger Moon, livestock entomologist with the University of

Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station. "Horn flies can reduce both

weight gain and milk production. Face flies may be carriers of eyeworms

and pinkeye," says Moon.

Can insecticide tapes and ear tags control the fly problem? "Horn

fly is quite easy to control with tapes or insecticide ear tags," says

Moon. "These devices slowly release fly-killing chemicals that spread over

the cow. Because horn flies live on the cow, they are exposed to enough

chemical to effect control. Face flies, however, are much more difficult
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to control because they spend vAry little time on cattle. Research shows

that less than 5 percent of the face flies in a pasture are on cattle at

anyone time."

"Researchers at the Iowa State University Agricultural Experiment

Station at Ames have studied the effectiveness of insecticide ear tags in

controlling flies on cows and heifers. They found that 99 percent tags

provided 99 percent protection from horn flies and 56 percent reduction of

face flies. ISU tests also showed that calves whose dams were tagged

weighed on the average 11 pounds more at the end of the study than calves

with unprotected dams," Moon adds. The Iowa study ran from the beginning

of June to mid-September.

Moon feels that horn fly control is effective and justifiable. "One

ear tag or tape on every third to fifth animal in the herd is enough to

completely control horn flies. Only partial control of face flies has been

achieved with two tags on every animal," he says.

"We don't know enough about what the face fly costs producers in lost

milk or meat production and in higher veterinarian bills. At present

prices, economic factors may not justify the extra labor and expense of

attaching the additional tapes or ear tags to provide only partial face fly

control," Moon concludes.

MP, 4-L, 4-D
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TIME TO MAKE MAPLE SYRUP

Those maple trees on your land are ready to tap if you have a yen for

real maple syrup. The sap has been running since the temperatures have

been above freezing in the daytime and below it at night. The flow will

continue until bud-burst.

To make your own syrup you'll need at least two or three maple trees

(or box elder) larger than 10 inches in diameter.

The amount of syrup you can make depends on the sweetness of the sap

and the amount. Generally, in a full season, you could expect to get 10

gallons of sap per tap hole which should boil down to less than a half

gallon of "nature's delight", as Carl Vogt calls it.

Vogt is a forest products specialist with the Unversity of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. He recommends you drill only

one tap hole per 10-inch tree, two per 15 inches, three per 20-inch

diameter, and four if the diameter is 25 inches or more.

To be properly prepared, he recommends having a metal collection

spout, bucket, bag, or tubing for each tap hole, and plastic-bag-lined

trash cans with lids for sap storage. For the boiling and finishing of the
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syrup you'll need a large pan, a confectionery thermometer calib~ated at

least 15 degrees above the boiling point, cloth filters for the hot syrup,

and clean bottles.

"The process is quite simple, but it does require time, a bit of work

and care," says Vogt. "The beginner would do well to get more information

from their county extension office."

MP
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WATCH FOR INDiCATORS OF POTENTIAL CHANGE IN SOVIET GRAIN
IMPORTS

Soviets will continue to need to import grain to meet their livestock

production goals, says an expert in Soviet agriculture from the University

of Chicago. To see signs that these imports may be reduced, watch the

Soviet hay yields and the price of bread, said Karen Brooks, speaking at a

recent Agricultural Extension Service sponsored ag policy conference at the

University of Minnesota.

"A serious problem for the Soviets is the high cost of domestic

agriculture and the poor return they get from their investment in

agriculture. The Soviet Union uses one-and-one-half times the input of the

U.S. farming for the same product," Brooks said. "Their hay yields are

lower than other countries', and this affects their livestock goals, and

therefore grain imports." If these yields go up, they may need less

imported grain.

Another problem for the Soviets is the difference between the price

of food bought from the farm, and the price at the grocery store. "The

Soviet government pays a massive subsidy to keep those prices stable. A

change in retail process may be coming. But major changes are politically
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very explosive so any cbanges are likely to be conservative," she said.

Both signals--higher hay yields, and higher prices at the Soviet

grocery store--indicate Soviet agriculture may be improving and therefore

grain imports could be reduced. But Brooks did not see the likelihood of

either appearing very soon.

# # #
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SOVIET GRAIN EXPORTS TO CONTINUE

The Soviet Union will continue to import 30 million tons of grain

annually through the '80s, according to an expert in Soviet agriculture

from the University of Chicago.

Karen Brooks, speaking at a recent Agricultural Extension Service

sponsored ag policy conference at the University of Minnesota, believes

this demand for imports will continue because of the Soviets' commitment to

meat production.

"The imports will be necessary to feed livestock the Soviets want for

meat. The Soviets could produce enough grain to meet that need

themselves," Brooks said, "but that would require major policy and pricing

changes." And these changes are not likely, she said.

"With the attention Soviet food problems have been getting lately,

it's easy to forget that in the '60s Soviet agriculture seemed to be in

good shape. In the '60s, the Soviets exported grain," she said.

But the reason for the ~urnaround, Brooks believes, was that

production declined, while demand increased, and a policy of maintaining

state prices has continued to increase demand. Meanwhile, a poor farm
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supply policy centraH7.pd decision milking, and poor incentives for farm

performance continues to depress production.

The question is whether, with recent falling oil prices, the Soviets

can continue to afford to pay for these grain imports. Brooks believes

that, given the high priority they have placed on maintaining livestock

production, they would take cuts in other places before they would cut

their imports necessary to meet that production. "But they are goi,ng to

bargain hard for prices and for credit, for the grain they import," she

said.

MP
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SERVICING DEBT IS BIGGEST FARM FINANCIAL PROBLEM

The "real problem" for most Minnesota and U.S. farmers is servicing

debts, not an immediate threat of going bankrupt.

"Farmers have about $5 of assets for each dollar of debt," says Jerry

Thompson, agricultural economist at the University of Minnesota. He says

there has been some recent deterioration in the solvency position of the

farm economy, and some individual borrowers are in much worse condition.

And, there have been "distress sales" where there were large discounts from

market values for farm real estate and machinery. However, the solvency

position of the overall farm sector has not shown serious erosion, Thompson

says.

"But the debt servicing position of the farm sector has worsened

dramatically since 1978. Interest rates and farm debt have both risen.

We've seen more than a 100 percent increase in the farm interest bill

between 1978 and 1981. And interest costs have gone up another 10 percent

in 1982," he adds.

MP
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AG ANALYST OUTLINES POLICY ALTERNATIVES

President Reagan's chief economic analyst for agriculture outlined

four policy alternatives for dealing with the nation's agricultural crisis

at a recent Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service sponsored ag policy

conference at the University of Minnesota.

Glenn Nelson, on leave from the Department of Agricultural Economics
I

at the University of Minnesota, said, "We're spending $18 billion a year on

agricultural price and income supports, and net farm income is $20 billion.

That situation cannot be sustained over the long range."

Nelson, who now serves on the President's Council of Economic

Advisers, discussed these policy alternatives:

1. A strong free market orientation. "That is a tremendous shock

treatment to agriculture, and probably not adVisable," he said.

2. Mandatory controls. "That would be a huge cost to society."

3. Massive export subsidies. "This is a very expensive way to help

farmers and risks a trade war, while not helping the rest of society."

4. Evolution of policy. "This would be a policy of minimizing

danger, adjusting as we go a10ng--keeping the same economic machinery in
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pIR('e."

Though all of these alternatives have problems, Nelson suggested that

one or more will be necessary for long-term improvement in agriculture.

"We need to encourage world economic growth," Nelson says. "That is

critical to U.S. agricultural growth. We need to keep our borders open to

imports. That's not going to be easy. We are looking at $75 billion in

trade deficits, which is going to fuel protectionist arguments. We need as

free a trade as possible.

"Prices matter and we need to price competitively," Nelson said, "r'm

not an advocate of low prices. r'm an advocate of real prices. r'm afraid

our prices are currently too high."

MP
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THE TRADE POTENTIAL OF LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Much of the growth in U.S. food exports, if there will be any growth

at all, will depend on the trade potential of developing countries, said a

USDA economic researcher, speaking at a recent Agricultural Extension

Service sponsored ag policy conference at the University of Minnesota.

Cheryl Christiansen named three categories of less developed countries,

based on their food importing potential:

1. countries with secure incomes like Saudi Arabia;

2. countries that are now vulnerable as a result of changing oil

prices, such as North Africa;

3. countries that have already had to make policy adjustments due to

financial crisis, such as the poorer countries of the sub-Sahara.

Countires such as Saudi Arabia will continue to import food,

regardless of the price of oil, Christiansen said. However credit

sensitive countries need outside sources for money to continue imports.

But Christiansen sees the political commitment to import policies as

very strong. "Iran and Iraq are examples of how tenacious importing

policies are. Their imports are increasing despite a war, islamic
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revolution and an oil price drop. They sim?ly can't risk the political

repercussions of not being able to supply the expected diet," she said.

The third set of countries simply can't afford to pay for imports.

"Unless these countries receive food aid of some sort, they will not be

able to continue food imports," she said.

"In the short term any growth (of U.S. imports) will depend

extraordinarily on money. Egypt, for example, is a test case for the U.S.

in subsidizing the credit for agricultural imports," she said.

MP
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CROP, IMPLEMENTS COUNT IN SOIL EROSION PREVENTION

How much residue is left on the field to help prevent soil erosion

varies with the crop grown and the type of disks s chisels and planters

used.

For instance, a 120-bushe1 corn crop will produce more than 3 tons of

stalks and leaves, says Clifton F. Halsey, soil conservationist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. An 80-bushel

small grain crop can produce from 1 to 2 tons of straw, while a 30-bushe1

soybean crop makes about 3/4 ton of stalks. Pound for pound, small grain

straw is about twice as effective as cornstalks in reducing soil erosion.

The amount of residue left on the surface depends on the implement's

design, its traveling speeds the depth of tillage, soil moisture content

and textures the kind and amount of residue presents and the time between

harvest and tillage.

One disking can bury between 15 percent and 65 percent of the surface

residue, depending on the crop and implements. Chisel plows also have a

wide variety of features: shovel sizes and shapes. One pass of the chisel

plow can cover from 20 percent to 50 percent of the residue.
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Its l' 1 t ." Ii 1 " 11 1evera 1mp emen compan1es, a sey says, se row~cro~ panters

and small grain drills designed for planting in crop residues." These are

engineered for accurate control of planting depth, opening planter furrows

through surface residues and moving residues aside. "All of these must be

properly adjusted and carefully operated for successful planting through

crop residues.

During conservaton tillage meetings, many farmers have testified as

to how they have made conservation tillage produce good yields and save

soil by using a combination of tillage and planting machinery, herbicides,

and careful operation.

"Conservation tillage is simply good stewardship: maintaining and

saving the soil for future generations," Halsey notes.

MP
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FARM LOAN RATES LINKED TO MONEY MARKET

Farm loan rates are becoming more closely linked to national money

market and bond rates, says Jerry Thompson, agricultural economist at the

University of Minnesota.

"More bank deposits are becoming 'interest rate sensitive, '" Thompson

says. They bear interest rates tied to national money market rates.

"The link between farm loan rates and money market rates will become

even closer in the future. New 'market rate' instruments without rate

ceiling are replacing deposits previously subject to rate ceilings."

Thompson says rates have eased and come down slightly more. "We'll

probably see short term (operating loan) interest rates at 11 to 12 percent

for 1983. That's about a 25 percent or more reduction from 1982," he says.

MP
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STILL TIME FOR CONSERVATION TILLAGE

It's not too late for conservation tillage this spring on land still

covered by residue--Iand that wasn't plowed or tilled much last fall.

To practice conservation tillage now, most fields that were in

soybeans last year need very little, if any tillage, according to Clifton

F. Halsey, soil conservationist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. Old stalks disintegrate easily and any

tillage destroys the protection provided by the surface residues.

"Heavy spring and early summer rains will be the real test of

conservation tillage. Most of Minnesota's water erosion occurs between

April 15 and July 15," says Halsey. Much more erosion is possible between

July 15 and October 1, but most fields by then are quite well protected by

the canopy, leaves and stalks of the growing crop.

"Soil conservation is the primary reason for conservation tillage,

which means maintaining soil productivity and saving the soil for future

generations," Halsey explains.

There must be considerable residue left on the surface after tillage

and planting if conservation tillage is to be effective. The old leaves
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and stalks ~hie1d the soil from the beating action of the raindrops and the

more soil surface protected, the less the erosion. Crop residue on the

surface soften the blows from the raindrops and also slow down the speed of

the water running off the field. The stalks and stems set themselves up

like miniature dams, and eroded soil in the run-off has much less power to

carry away the topsoil.

A field with crop residue evenly spread so that 50 percent of the

surface is covered will have 80 percent less erosion than the same field

bare. With 30 percent covered, the reduction in erosion is 60 percent.

"Some farmers chisel and disk their fields several times rather than

plow, but by the time the next crop is planted there is little residue left

on the surface to control erosion," Halsey says. "This is NOT conservation

tillage," he cautions.

MP
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BULB PLANTS CAN GIVE SPRING PLEASURE

Spring bulb plants such as tulips, crocus, hyacinth and daffodils are

bright spots of color that often symbolize the end of winter. Many people

buy these potted plants to give as gifts or enjoy in their own homes.

Harold Wilkins, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, offers some hints for getting the most from

your purchase.

"Don't buy them in full bloom," he recommends. "Purchase the plants

in early development when they are still green or just turning color so you

can have the pleasure of watching them bloom."

Bright sun during the day and cool temperatures at night are best for

bulb plants. Putting them in the coolest part of your house when you

aren't home and before you retire at night will help the plants live

longer. Wilkins says you can even store them in the refrigerator,as long

as they don't freeze.

"The flowers naturally bloom outdoors in the cool part of spring," he

explains. "The more you can imitate natural growing conditions, the longer

the plant will survive."
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When the blooms fade, Wilkins says it is best to discard the bulbs

rather than attempting to save them for future use. He says that these

bulbs are "spent"; they have used up their entire supply of stored energy.

"Because these bulbs were forced unnaturally, they don't have the

food and energy reserves of naturally growing plants," he explains. "In

addition, household light and warmth conditions are wrong for the

development of next year's energy stores."

If you want to grow spring flowers in your garden, bulbs purchased

from a garden supply store will give the best results. If you have a case

of wintertime blues, buy a potted bulb plant and enjoy the development of

its springlike colors.
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NEW METHODS EXTEND WOOD USE

When scarcity of certain woods for furniture, cupboards or paneling

increases prices, the natural trend is a switch to other species or new

manufacturing techniques.

"We are already seeing this happen and it will be even more common

when prices rise more a year from now," predicts Lewis Hendricks, forest

products specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

The woods he is speaking of are red and white oaks, cherry, pecan,

and black walnut. "Oak is going to go up in price. This year's weather

conditions found lots of it left in the woods. The ground wasn't frozen

and it couldn't be hauled out because roads were too soft," he explains.

"Sometimes the color of wood is more critical to its use than the

species used," Hendricks says. Wood staining techniques are improving

every year, he says, and certain lower valued woods can be made to look

like more expensive woods. Soft maple is being used more and more for

kitchen cabinets. It can be stained to look very much like cherry.

Improved finishes are giving greater durability, standing up to heat better
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and have h~tter water and solvent resistance. All this translates to

incresed value for consumers.

Short pieces of wood that used to be destined for the firebox can now

be "end grain matched." Edge (meaning the sides of small boards) grain

gluing to turn out panels has been done for a long time. Panels are sold at

builder supply stores to do-it-yourselfers for cabinet making, for

instance. Now through a process called Serpentine end matching, short

pieces can be joined end to end to make a longer length. The U.S.

Department of Agriculture Forest Service developed this method, Hendricks

says. The Forest Service describes it as using a computer-programmed

machine that matches up these small pieces of hardwood and glues them

together so magically that even wood experts can't locate the seams.

Finger joining of smaller pieces to make a larger piece is another

method Hendricks describes. "This bonding can be unsightly where clear

finishes are used," he says. But for uses where the wood is painted or

covered with plastic overlays, this method conserves valuable wood

resources. Finger joining is a most descriptive term--the look of the

joined wood is just as if tapered fingers of wood were slotted together.

A new method to conserve wood is being used while millworking

woodwork, Hendricks notes. A thin oak veneer is being bonded to the

surface of medium density fiberboard for use in door and window woqdwork in

homes and businesses. "It is lower in cost than solid wood, the bonding

qualitites of the veneer are splendid and appearance is not affected. You

really can't tell it is veneer without looking at the underside of the

woodwork," he says. Veneer is merely a way to conserve scarce woods. If

the bonding is well done, and Hendricks believes it is better in recent

years than formerly, it should not peel away, chip or separate.
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STUDY FINDS FORESTRY INCENTIVES PROGRAM COST EFFECTIVE

A federal forestry improvement program aimed at private owners of

non-industrial forest land is cost effective, according to a recent study

published by the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station. On a national

level, investments made under the program in 1979 will eventually yield an

estimated 8 percent real rate of return and more than 1.3 billion

additional cubic feet of timber, mostly softwoods.

The study, conducted by Paul Ellefson, professor of forest economics

and policy at the University of Minnesota, and Christopher Risbrudt of

USDA's Forest Service, Washington, D.C., evaluates the cost effectiveness

of the federal Forestry Incentives Program.

Ellefson says the program was started in 1973 to encourage private

investment on privately owned, non-industrial forest land. Fifty-eight

percent of all U.S. forest land is in this category, much of it in

relatively small tracts, the researcher says. The program pays up to 65

percent of the cost of reforestation or timber stand improvement on land

enrolled in the program.

"Our study shows that in 1979, 3,424 acres of Minnesota forest
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land--1 percent of the nationai total-·were enrolled in the program,"

Ellefson says. "In return, Minnesotans received $110,684 in cost-share

payments. The average size of tracts reforested with these funds was 12.4

acres; the average reforestation cost, $61 per acre. The average size of

timber stand improvement efforts in Minnesota was 15.2 acres, with an

average cost of $32 per acre."

Ellefson and Risbrudt made their projections of rate of return and

timber increase by sampling 676 of the 8,951 cases enrolled in the program

nationwide in 1979. Details of their study are given in Station Bulletin

550, ln Economic Evaluation of the 1979 Forestry Incentives Program.

When the researchers compared their findings with earlier studies of

the 1974 program, they found that 94 percent of the acres cost-shared in

1974 were retained in the program in 1981.

Ellefson says, "Although the average size of the reforestation and

timber stand improvement tracts has increased greatly since the program's

inception, increasingly efficient administration procedures have kept the

federal overhead cost constant in real dollars."

Single copies of Station Bulletin 550 are available free to Minnesota

residents from the Agricultural Extension Service Distribution Center, 3

Coffey Hall, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
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BORROW DURING INFLATION, NOT DURING RECESSION

Delaying purchases and waiting until the price is lower is good

advice during times of recession according to Jean Kinsey, agricultural

economist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Experiment

Station.

"Not using consumer credit makes perfect sense during a recessionary

time. People should avoid getting heavily into debt because there's a much

greater risk of unemployment during recessions and losing your job is one

of the the biggest causes of personal bankruptcy," Kinsey explains.

"Interest rates are really the price of money. When the price goes

up on anything, you buy less of it," says Kinsey. The real cost of money

is high during recession. For example, if the interest rate on a credit

card account is 18 percent, while inflation is only 4 percent, the consumer

pays 14 percent real interest.

However, if the credit card account charges 18 percent, but inflation

is 12 percent, then the real interest rate is only 6 percent. "During

times of high inflation, it's rational for consumers to borrow," Kinsey

says. "The real price of money is lower and consumer psychology says buy
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IlOW before t,be pr ice goes up."

Using credit during inflation and limiting borrowing during a

recession are always good strategies, advises Kinsey.
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CONSUMERS SHOULD SHOP FOR THE BEST CREDIT DEAL

Price and interest rate comparisons on consumer credit should take

place before the consumer gets to the checkout line. According to Jean

Kinsey, agricultural economist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Experiment Station, consumers don't shop for credit as

thoroughly as they might.

"People usually get credit where they make their purchases or use

whatever is easiest," she says. Consumers should compare the annual

percentage rate of credit but, "on credit card accounts, it is not always

easy to determine what the credit costs," explains Kinsey.

The actual price of credit can include annual fees, which vary from

bank to bank and from state to state. It pays to shop for credit because,

Kinsey says, "many people don't realize that they can have bank credit

cards issued from other states where interest rates may be lower."

Credit costs also depend on how the annual percentage rate is

calculated. Interest can be calculated daily or monthly beginning with the

day the charge was made or beginning a month after the charge.

Kinsey urges consumers to read the information that credit card
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companies send to them because it coula contain information about interest

rates. The consumer's initial contract agreement states the interest rate

but, with the free market determination of interest rates in Minnesota,

credit card compaines can change their rates.

Notification of a new interest rate is "considered a valid contract

if the consumer uses the credit card to make a purchase after the

notification," Kinsey explains. Often those notifications are mixed in

with advertisements and are easily overlooked by the consumer.

# # #
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CREDIT AND CREDIT CARDS SAVE TIME, MONEY

Consumer credit and credit cards are a convenient way to make

transactions, save time and possibly save money according to Jean Kinsey,

agricultural economist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Experiment Station.

Installment loans are not as convenient as consumer credit cards

because they have to be negotiated prior to a purchase. But with a credit

card, the consumer can make purchases right at the checkout counter and

even over the telephone, which is a great convenience for full-time workers

who don't have a lot of spare time to shop, according to Kinsey.

Credit cards can also be "a money-saving way to shop because you can

buy things when they are on sale. People can get caught up with that,

though," Kinsey warns. "Nevertheless, credit cards can be time saving and

money saving. And typically, credit cards are used for convenience. They

become dangerous to financial health only if they are substituted for money

that the consumer doesn't have."
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VIDEOGAMES NOT ADDICTIVE, STUDY SUGGESTS

Just about every Minnesota teenager has played at least one

videogame, a recent survey of state high-school-age youth suggests. But

the Minnesota Youth Poll also indicates that the games are not nearly as

addicting as people may have been led to believe.

"It counteracts the myth that videogames are a big problem for

teenagers," reports Agricultural Experiment Station youth development

researcher Diane Hedin, who headed the study. "For the majority of young

people in the state, (the games) don't represent a huge time commitment, or

a huge financial commitment."

Only three of the 1200 teens who participated in the study had never

played a videogame. But fewer than half reported playing more than a few

times in the past several months, and just one-fourth said they play more

than once a week.

The survey found surprisingly little difference between rural and

urban youth, with a few exceptions.

Although a majority of both groups reported that their parents

objected to videogames, "by far, rural kids said their parents were more
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negati'7e)' Hedin says ~ 8dding that they also had more ideas than their

urban counterparts when it came to creating new games or improving on

existing ones.

Both groups agreed that the videogame is not just a fad.

"They see it as a form of entertainment that's here to stay," Hedin

says. "It's a statement about how much kids believe in the power of

technology."

The survey is one in a series made periodically by the research group

on topics of importance to adolescents. The polls are unusual in that they

consist of small group discussions led by the participants) rather than

question-answer sessions with an interviewer. Because the teens run the

discussion themselves) the responses are more likely to be candid) Hedin

says.

iF iF iF
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Source: Lewis Hendricks
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Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

LIFETIME GUARANTEES--WHAT ARE THEY?

"Lifetime guarantees" is a term that has been linked to many

products, including furniture, but unless it can be backed up in court, it

probably shouldn't be stated.

That's the suggestion from Lewis Hendricks, forest products

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

A lifetime is often described as one generation--20 plus years;

however, a working lifetime can be thought of as longer than that. The

reference could even be to the expected lifetime of the product being sold.

Even the definitions of what is meant by "lifetime" are vague.

Product liability lawsuits do happen, especially when something fails

and injury results. Attaching "lifetime guarantees" probably should be

avoided in today's society. If a furniture product does have that

"lifetime" designation, be sure you know just how it is being defined,

Hendricks suggests.
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UFAC TAG MEANS LESS FLAMMABLE

If there is a UFAC tag on upholstered furniture, it's a statement on

flammabililty.

The UFAC initials stand for Upholstered Furniture Action Committee

and mean that furniture has been manufactured in compliance with a

voluntary agreement with the National Consumer Safety Products Commission.

"It doesn't mean that it won't burn, but it does mean that it is less

flammable," explains Lewis Hendricks, forest products specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "It means there

has been some fire retardant treatment," he adds. Hendricks thinks it is a

good hangtag to look for when considering purchases.

Some materials are highly flammable when a cigarette falls into a

chair and begins to smolder. When a chair cushion, for example, is removed

and air gets to the dormant fire, flames can go berserk. The day of

self-extinguishing smoking materials is beyond the drawing board stage but

hasn't become reality yet. Even when that does happen, the UFAC initial

precautions are good ones to know about, he concludes.
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CHANGING ECONOMICS AFFECT CONSUMER SPENDING

Although some current economic signs point to a recovery, the effects

of high energy costs, interest rates and unemployment are influencing where

consumer dollars are going this year.

"Consumer spending and lifestyles continue to shift," explains Dottie

Goss, family resource management specialist with the Agricultural

Extension Service at the University of Minnesota. "While gasoline is less

expensive now, a family who has purchased a smaller car won't run out to

get something larger. People aren't going back to their former ways.

"Many home owners hit by high oil prices for heating a couple years

back have turned to alternative energy sources such as wood or solar and

are conserving more with better insulation."

While families are impacted differently, Goss says many will spend

more this year for energy even with declining oil prices. Overall energy

costs will remain high due to a sharp increase in the price of natural gas

plus additional state and federal taxes on gasoline according to the

specialist.

"The prediction for food and clothing is that prices will not be
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.1 h h IIgoing up this year. However, food costs often depenu on t e weat e~, says

Goss. "And because of reduced demand, housing costs are less expensive at

this time although they should pick up with the economy. People have been

grouping together for economic reasons."

Two areas where costs continue to rise are taxes and medical

services. Goss explains that federal tax cuts will be offset by increases

in social security, property taxes, plus state and local taxes.

"M d' It' I' . .dl" Ge 1ca cos s 1n genera are 1ncreas1ng rap1 y, says oss.

"People with group medical policies should check their coverage. In

response to the recession, many companies have bought more economical plans

where the employee pays more or there is a reduction in coverage."

Juggling these different costs plus normal family purchases can be

complicated. "In general, people aren't borrowing as much as before the

recession," Goss says, "although businesses are hoping people will buy more

big ticket items as cars, appliances and furniture with credit."

Goss sites unemployment and worries about job security as factors for

reduced credit buying. "As a rule of thumb, a family can budget 15 to 20

percent of their stable income for consumer credit items. This excludes

mortgage payments," says Goss.

"If a family is experiencing income fluctuations, they have to judge

their needs versus income. You should look at your total debt, how stable

your income is, and whether you have enough savings and assets to cover the

debt if something happens."

Consumers who find themselves having trouble with their budgets may

be interested in classes on family finances or in publications on family

budgeting available at their local county extension office. Other

alternatives for help include turning to a public or commercial credit

counseling agency.
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TIPS ON SHOPPING SMART

In a recent survey by the Food Marketing Institute of Washington,

D.C., it was revealed that recession has caused record numbers of people to

make changes in the way they shop.

Stocking up on bargains, reducing snack and convenience foods, and

buying economy sizes are among the changes that seem to work. Other

methods, such as bargain searching and going from store to store in search

of the best price on individual items are still thought by most to not be

worth the extra time and transportation.

According to Mary Darling, nutritionist with the University of

Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service, the choices available to the

informal shopper can be overwhelming, and it pays to be informed.

One suggestion is to coordinate shopping in ways that reduce the

number of trips and to stock up on laundry and personal items that can be

purchased less often. Keep a list of good prices for frequently purchased

items and have it handy as a reference so you know when you're seeing a

good buy on something you can really use. Be on the lookout for good buys,

but when you find what seems to be a great bargain, be a little cautious.
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"Crisis buving" is when the shopper gets what seems to lJe a great buy but

then finds that there is no space to store itt or that the family doesn't

like it or know how to use it. Buying something that is not used t even at

a good price t will be a waste.

SurprisinglYt ."some forms of convenience foods cost the same amount

of money or less money than their homemade counterparts t " says Darling.

The following items are usually cheaper than if made from a recipe:

complete pancake mix (add only milk or water)t pudding mixes (add only

milk), plain cake mixes (yellow or devil's-food)t biscuit mix, fish sticks,

french fried potatoes, and spaghetti and tomato sauce (mix or canned).

Homemade is often of better quality and in some cases will cost less t

but don't make too many assumptions. Shopping in co-ops is another example

of how some people save money, but unless you're a member t it will probably

cost you more.

"Be flexible enough to respond to good buyst but also plan

carefully," cautions Darling.
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BLANKETS CAN GIVE YEARS OF SERVICE WITH PROPER CARE

Proper care can help your blankets last many years, says Cherilyn

Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Some blankets, such as those made of wool, may need to be drycleaned

to prevent shrinkage. Nelson says that many others can be satisfactorily

cleaned in automatic washers at home. "Sufficient water and not

overloading the washer, along with a gentle wash cycle, will help keep the

nap from piling and matting," she adds.

If the blanket bindings are heavily soiled, Nelson recommends

pretreating them with a solution of water and detergent.

Electric blankets may be washed by hand or in an automatic washer

using gentle agitation. They should not be drycleaned, since the

drycleaning solution may damage the covering of the electric cord.

Vigorous twisting or wringing may damage the blanket.

Nelson says that most non-electric blankets can be tumble-dried until

damp, when they should be removed from the dryer, blocked to original

shape, and line-dried. Care should be taken in machine drying not to
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overload the dryer. High heat should also be avoided, to help ma1ntain nap

appearance and lessen the likelihood of shrinkage.

If line-dried completely, blankets should be hung crosswise across

parallel lines about 2 to 3 feet apart. Gentle brushing when the blanket

has dried will help. renew fluffiness.

"Electric blankets should not be machine-dried because of possible

damage to the wiring system," she says. "Some manufacturers indicate they

can be tumbled in a preheated, medium temperature dryer for 10 mintues.

After this they should be removed and blocked."

Nelson says that most manufacturers give directions for blanket care.

"If following those directions significantly damages the blanket, consumers

should return it to the manufacturer," she says.
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YOUR TELEPHONE--DO YOU RENT OR OWN?

Thinking of becoming an owner of your telephone or telephones? Or

should you continue to rent just as long as the phone company lets you? In

other words, is buying your own phone a good buy?

There is lots of information circulating, giving answers, but leaving

questions, too. No one can decide for you, but Dottie Goss, family

resource management specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, suggests some check points for you to

consider on the way to a decision.

She suggests becoming familiar with "what's out there" before

reaching a decision. There are 103 phone companies in Minnesota -- so

know which serve your area. Lift the receiver and ask those in the

telephone-selling business to answer your questions and send you their

literature. You will find these sellers in newspaper and magazine

advertisements, in mail order catalogues, and in telephone company flyers

that arrive with your phone bill.

Until recent years, you may not have been aware that you are paying a

monthly rental charge on the phone itself, as well as the calls you make
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fr0~ {to Mayhe it se~ms to you it should be paid for by now, after years

of monthly rental. But not so. Of course, the basic monthly phone rate

will be lower for those buying rather than renting their phones.

One thing to figure out in advance is how long the payback period is

for the phone you may buy, compared with what you are now renting. If it

is more than two years (via a monthly payment charged to your phone bill)

technology advances may make the phone you buy today obsolete in two years,

Goss says.

When ownership shifts to you, so does repair. Find out where you

will obtain repair services--in advance. Will there be a loaner phone

while yours is away? Will you walk, drive or bus your phone to a local

repair center or will you have to mail it away to have it fixed? If the

latter, better save the box and packing it came in, just in case you need

it.

To background why all this is happening now, the Justice Department

has deregulated American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) following an

antitrust suit in the courts for years. Deregulation gave birth to a

separate American Bell, now the telephone seller, rather than Northwestern

Bell, which serves major portions of Minnesota, but is winding down the

phone-selling part of its operation.

What types of phones might you buy if you decide to? There are

standard rotary dials and touchtones (the phone company makes a $l-a-month

service charge on touchtones). Some special sales quote as low as $16 for

actual phone purchase. One-time purchase prices often quoted could start

around $30 and normally go up to about $70. Scott Magnuson-Martinson,

doing research with Goss, found that the local phone company, specialty

shops, electronic outlets and some department stores sell phones. (An
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import for $150 also turned up in a catalog.) Stv1es and colors varied.

Some purchases would have a 90-day warranty and others up to one

year. Often there would be 30 days in which to exchange one phone purchase

for another.

Local phone companies (nationwide) have offered to sell customers the

phone currently in their possession. American Bell, now independent from

the rest of the Bell System, could decide to quit renting you your phone.

If you opt not to buy from them, you would have to return the instrument,

of course, and look for another. Compare these choices with others in the

marketplace, Goss suggests.

Phone repairs to American Bell phones can only be made by the nearest

American Bell customer service office, an approved Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) agent or the manufacturers of the phone. American Bell

has a toll free number to reach them.

More than likely you could install your own phone with a plug-in wire

attachment that clips into modular jacks--the frequent method of

installation in many homes. Kits for conversion can be bought for older

jacks, with screws for attaching wires from the phone. Simpler adapters

are also available. As with all do-it-yourself wiring, it must be done to

code. Local phone companies will still install, but that would be more

costly than doing it yourself.

The FCC requires that a telephone-company-provided registered jack be

used. It can be ordered from the local phone company. You must also tell

the company the line (meaning your local telephone number) the phone is

being connected to, plus the phone's FCC registration number and ringer

equivalence number. These should be on the back or bottom of your phone.

The bottom of the phone (if you are renting) probably says "property of"
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whatever company serves you and "not for sale."

But this is not all that is new. Perhaps you are already subscribing

to more than one telephone company's services. Maybe you receive two phone

bills a month: the second from one of those companies that says it can give

you a bargain on long distance calling--if you ordinarily spend from $15 to

$25 a month on long distance. You may be familiar with some of their

names: SPRINT or MCI OMNI-Call or Allnet. Some require pushbutton phones

"tone generated" because the dialing equipment needs more speed than a

rotary (finger) dialing system. Perhaps where you work there is already a

21-number system for long distance calls--to dial into a less expensive

system. Chances are that some, but not all cities in the contiguous 48

states can be reached with this exclusive long distance service (although

Allnet advertises it covers all). Don't expect to reach Alaska or Hawaii

with it. If you are a subscriber to more than one phone company's

services, purchase of your own phone could complicate this service. Know

your needs for the service you will be buying.

"Look well," Goss says, "before you decide."
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PIK may cause a few more corn borers
Help exports by controlling stored grain insects
Control stored grain insects
Controlling stored grain insects helps exports
Clean up now to control flies this summer
Adding copper to diet improves pig performance
Feed additives profitable, but potentially dangerous tool
Reduced tillage and wet spring may increase eyespot
Implants improve wether lamb weight gain
New swine housing, equipment handbook
Ag policy alternatives
4-H expands plant and soil science awards program
Read color-letter codes on fabric
W-S-X give clues to cleaning upholstery
What to look for in upholstered furniture
Correct summer storage helps blankets last
Used children's clothing can be a bargain
00 kitchen changes without chaos
Evaluate sewing decisions carefully
Quality checks are important in used clothes
Describes "European-style" cabinets
Spring the unworn from closets
Control animal odors with neutroleum alpha
Curb basement mildew
How to remove spill spots from wood floors
Use organization in house cleaning
Spring brings sales, too
Soft water cleans best
Tub appliques are hard to move

A reminder to all agents: This packet is sent to you to help you work with
your local newspapers and radio stations. We send very few stories to weekly
newspapers. The reason is not that they're not important. But we think
you're in a much better position than we are to work with weekly newspapers.
You can also use the news media packet stories for your columns and radio pro
gram. That packet goes to Minnesota daily newspapers, but not to weeklies.

--more notes next page--
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Note to all agents: For additional timely news stories from the Agricultural
Extension Service, remember to call the University of Minnesota News Line.
This service is a cooperative effort of University of Relations and the exten
sion service. It includes a variety of items with voice actualities, about
half of which are extension related. Tapes change at 4:30 p.m. each week day.
Call at (612) 376-8000. Sorry, no collect calls accepted.

Note to agents and specialists: The following is a list of releases that were
sent out by Communication Resources during March but not included in this
packet.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax laws on PIK grain may be changed
Lifetime financial management program available
Anderson honored by weed society
Sawmill clinics
Regional sawmill clinics set for april
Careful cold weather management can prevent frozen teats
Protect your investment at calving time
Living resourcefully training seminar set april 12
Register by march 30 for extension seminar--living resourcefully
Caring for flood-damaged: textile's clothing
Caring for flood-damaged: beddings and linens
Caring for flood-damaged: carpets and rugs
Vatthauer to head west central experiment station

Note to County Agents: Radio PSA's: From now on the County News Packet will
include some radio PSA's based on stories in the packet. These stories have
been rewritten into the PSA format for your convenience. You may also find
them useful as column fillers.

Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of any of the above releases,
check them and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Copy
Desk, Communication Resources, 433 Coffey Hall.
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PIK MAY CAUSE A FEW MORE CORN BORERS

The government's PIK program could cause more concentrations of corn

borers, but it's not apt to be a serious problem.

So says Whitney Cranshaw, entomologist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. Cranshaw says fewer acres

planted to corn could mean higher concentrations of corn borers on

remaining acres.

"But this is not apt to be a big factor in whether we have serious

corn borer problems. The weather at egg laying and hatching time is the

big factor. The PIK program will have only a minor effect," he says.

Cranshaw says the biggest effect PIK might have is to increase corn

prices. "At present prices it hardly pays to worry about corn borers," he

says.
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HELP EXPORTS BY CONTROLLING STORED GRAIN INSECTS

Record levels of on-farm grain storage mean more stored grain insect

problems. "The need to control stored grain insects is increasing," says

Phil Harein, entomologist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

In the 1970s grain was stored primarily in off-farm facilities for

short period of time. "There was little opportunity for serious insect

problems to develop," Harein says.

"Today there are 9.3 billion bushels of grain held in on-farm

storage. This is an increase of 3 billion bushels in the last five years,

and the trend is expected to continue.

"Serious infestation problems make maintenance of grain stocks an

important economic issue for American agriculture." Harein says.

Allowing farm-stored grain to become infested results in direct

monetary penalties from losses in grain weight and grade reduction. But

Harein says there are "less obvious" losses.

"The U.S. marketing reputation in foreign trade circles suffers when

we sell insect-infested grain. End-use properties are also affected. This
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has led to more demands for materials to control stored grain Insects by

farmers, elevator operators, grain terminals and especially by people

involved in export marketing.

"The world grain market is becoming more competitive," Harein says.

"Buyers are purchasing grain from countries that can supply insect-free

grain.

"Our primary objective should be to prevent infestation at the source

and reduce chain reaction contamination problems as grain moves in

marketing channels. Effective on-farm treatment of stored grain enhances

our opportunity to maintain and increase U.S. exports," he adds.

Information on maintaining stored grain quality is available from

county offices of the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.
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Record levels of on-farm grain storage mean more stored grain insect

problems. "The need to control stored grain insects is increasing," says

Phil Harein, entomologist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

In the 1970s grain was stored primarily in off-farm facilities for

short periods of time. "There was little opportunity for serious insect

problems to develop," Harein says.

"Today there are 9.3 billion bushels of grain held in on-farm

storage. This is an increase of 3 billion bushels in the last five years,

and the trend is expected to continue.

"Serious infestation problems make maintenance of grain stocks an

important economic issue for American agriculture," Harein says.
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CONTROLLING STORED GRAIN INSECTS HELPS EXPORTS

Letting your farm-stored grain become infested with insects can

result in direct monetary penalties from losses in grain weight and grade

reduction.

In addition, there are less obvious losses, says Phil Harein,

entomologist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"The world grain market is becoming more competitive," Harein says.

"Buyers are purchasing grain from countries that can supply insect-free

grain.

"Our primary objective should be to prevent infestation at the source

and reduce chain reaction contamination problems as grain moves in

marketing channels. Effective on-farm treatment of stored grain enhances

our opportunity to maintain and increase U.S. exports," he adds.
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CLEAN UP NOW TO CONTROL FLIES THIS SUMMER

Now is the time to protect cattle from summer flies, according to

Roger Moon, livestock entomologist with the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Experiment Station.

"Livestock operators should clean up any litter, bedding, feed or

manure that has been sitting over the winter. That means spreading,

burying or covering it with black plastic as soon as possible," he says.

Moon says these practices will help control stable flies and house

flies. Both species are commonly known as 'barn flies' in Minnesota, but

stable flies are blood suckers that affect cattle feeding and resting

behavior by causing pain and blood loss while house flies are relatively

harmless to cattle.
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ADDING COPPER TO DIET IMPROVES PIG PERFORMANCE

Adding copper to starter pig rations can improve weight gain and feed

efficiency of weaned pigs 8 percent to 19 percent.

University of Minnesota researchers at the Agricultural Experiment

Station suggest adding one pound of copper sulfate per ton of feed until

pigs reach 40 pounds. Feeding copper to older pigs is not recommended

because those pigs show little response and may develop copper toxicity.

Copper sulfate is sold at most farm stores and costs about $1 per ton

of feed.
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FEED ADDITIVES PROFITABLE, BUT POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS TOOL

Antibacterial additives can improve weaning pig weight gains and feed

efficiency as much as 26 percent, according to researchers at the

University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.

Antibacterials like chlortetracycline, carbadox, sulfamethazine and

penicillin are normally added to pig feed at levels far below the dosage

used to treat or control disese in order to reduce the pig's disease level.

They decrease the potential of bacteria-causing disease in pigs under

stress.

Antibacterials could be too much of a good thing, however, if pork

producers try to add more to their pig ration. Additives are only approved

at a specific level. Follow label instructions and call your veterinarian

or county extension agent if you have questions.
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REDUCED TILLAGE AND WET SPRING MAY INCREASE EYESPOT

If the spring is wet and cool, corn growers using minimum tillage run

the risk of eyespot disease. Since eyespot spores are produced on infested

corn debris, reduced tillage can increase the incidence and severity of

eyespot.

Eyespot can reduce yields create lodging of plants, and reduce

moisture content of fodder to unsafe levels for silage.

To control eyespot, University of Minnesota plant pathologists

recommend rotating crops, selecting resistant varieties, plowing to

incorporate stalks, or, for seed and sweet corn growers, using a fungicide.
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IMPLANTS IMPROVE WETHER LAMB WEIGHT GAIN

Sheep producers may want to consider implanting their wether lambs.

A recent study at the West Central Experiment Station at Morris using

Ra1gro implants at the base of the ear showed an 11 percent improvement in

weight average daily gain. Ewe lambs, however, gained slower with implants

due to their different hormone levels.

Implants for lambs can be applied at two to four weeks of age, cost

about 35 cents per lamb, and should be effective for 80 to 100 days.

(AGENTS: A longer version is in the news media packet.)
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NEW SWINE HOUSING, EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK

A new handbook that can help pork producers design their facilities

to operate more efficiently is available from the Midwest Plan Service

(MWPS).

The Swine Housing and Equipment Handbook, MWPS-8, is a completely

revised fourth edition written by agricultural engineers from the North

Central Region. It summarizes current agricultural engineering

recommendations for swine building design, operation and equipment.

The handbook has an expanded environment control section plus new

chapters on site selection, scheduling, swine handling, combining

buildings, remodeling existing buildings, and utitlities. Another new

chapter on grain-feed centers covers grain storage, feed processing, and

delivering rations.

The 112-page publication, costs $5 plus 30 cents tax and is available

from Extension Agricultural Engineering, 201 Agricultural Engineering,

University of Minesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
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President Reagan's chief economic analyst for agricultural programs

outlined four policy alternatives for dealing with the national

agricultural crisis.

Economist Glen Nelson spoke at a recent agricultural policy

conference sponsored by the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension

Service. His four policy options were a strong free market orientation,

mandatory controls on agricultural production, massive export subsidies and

evolution of policy (developing policy along the way.)

All have a "bad taste" to them, but one or more may be necessary for

long-term improvement in agriculture, said Nelson. He stressed the need

for helping with world economic recovery and keeping prices of U.S.

agricultural products competitive in the world market.

Nelson is on leave from the University of Minnesota's Department of

Agricultural and Applied Economics.
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4-H EXPANDS PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE AWARDS PROGRAM

"Minnesota 4-H members will have an excellent chance of benefiting

from their enrollment in 4-H plant and soil science through the expansion

of the National 4-H plant and soil science awards program. Of the 218,380

boys and girls enrolled in these projects nationally, 19,788 are Minnesota

4-H members," says Daniel Lindsey, 4-H youth development specialist with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The expansion of the awards is due to the Quaker Oats Foundation,

Chicago, Ill., and their increased contributions to the program. Quaker

Oats' support provides for $1000 scholarships and trips for six national

winners to attend the 62nd National 4-H Congress, Nov. 27 - Dec. 1, 1983 in

Chicago.

Plant and soil science projects in Minnesota include projects in

crops and crop sciences, fruits and vegetables, ornamental horticulture,

flower gardening, house plants, and plant pathology.
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Knowing how to read the symbols can be important when selecting

upholstery fabrics. Be sure to ask for an explanation of the grading

system used by each manufacturer, says Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and

clothing specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

She cautions that the grade does not always indicate quality. It may

be used for pricing purposes. Higher, more expensive grades of fabric may

not wear as well as the less expensive grades.

Price is affected by weave, design and type of yarn. A high price

may just indicate that designer fabric or an expensive fiber like silk was

used in the manufacture.

These standards are voluntary, but here are some of the color and

letter codes often used. Color code green and "hhh" mean the fabric is

rated Heavy Duty .and is fine for normal use by an active family with

children. Blue "mmm" means it is Medium Duty and is suitable for a

household of adults where the furniture is not in constant use.

Yellow or "111" rates Light Duty use in an adult household where
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fur~iture is pri~Rrl for its aesthetics rather than its performance

characteristics. Red or "ddd" is primarily decorative and takes more care

than other fabrics.

These durability standards are based on performance criteria for

wear, seam slippage, color transfer and tear strength.
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W-S-X GIVE CLUES TO CLEANING UPHOLSTERY

Look under the seat cushion on an upholstered piece of furniture or

on the selvage of bolts of upholstery fabric for symbols indicating proper

cleaning methods.

Although this information is voluntary by fabric mills electing to

participate, the salesperson should be able to provide it, according to

Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

W--means use a water-based cleaner or water-based foam to remove

soil. Avoid over-wetting. Some household cleaning solvents may damage the

color, fiber or appearance of a fabric. Overall cleaning by a professional

furniture cleaning service is recommended.

S--means a solvent cleaner should be used. Spot-clean the fabric

with mild, water-free, drycleaning solvent. Use sparingly in a

well-ventilated room. Overall cleaning by a professional furniture

cleaning service is recommended.

S-W--means either S or W methods may be used.

X--means vacuum only. If you haven't a vacuum, a light brushing
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wonld be s~tisfactory to prevent accumulation of dust or grime.

Water-based foam or solvent-based cleaning agents of any kind may cause

excessive shrinking, fading or spotting.

# # #
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

Whether buying upholstered furniture for the first time or a

replacement piece, you will expect to have it last many years. If you

don't buy wisely, the fabric covering may be first to wear out, warns

Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Naturally you will want to examine the construction of a sofa or

chair to see how the frame is put together and the padding made. You also

need to look at the fabric covering. "One good way to do that is to remove

one of the arm protectors or ask the sales clerk for a swatch of material

in the same line," Nelson suggest. Get all the help you can from the

labeling, too.

Fiber content is important. Generally, synthetic fibers such as

nylon, olefin and polyester will wear longer than natural fibers such as

cotton, but fiber content alone doesn't determine wear life. Nelson says,

"You must also consider fabric structure, how the furniture is upholstered

and who will be using it."

Expect most durability from the fabrics with the tighter weave and
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tighter twist of yarns. Holding fabric up to the light is a good test of

tightness of weave. You should not see much light through a tightly woven

fabric, Nelson says. Tugging on the fabric sample to be sure the yarns

don't slip easily is another test. Check to see if there are evenly

matched yarn weights, not heavy ones going in one direction and lighter

ones in the other so that one could wear the other out. Be aware that

thick backings may be used to hide poor quality fabrics.

Check fabric texture, too. Make sure it is comfortable to sit on--it

won't have to be absolutely smooth but it shouldn't be scratchy for bare

legs and arms or too hot, clammy or slick. Remember it will be used in all

seasons.
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CORRECT SUMMER STORAGE HELPS BLANKETS LAST

As summer approaches, homemakers begin to take off the layers of

blankets they added to the beds last fall. A few simple practices for

off-season storage will help those blankets last for many seasons to come,

according to Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"The first rule is never to store a soiled blanket," she says.

"Insects attracted to the soil may eat the blanket as well. Body oils on

the blanket may break, down, possibly damaging the fibers. And, of course,

the longer soil is on any fabric the harder it is to remove."

While many sources recommend airtight storage, Nelson recommends

caution with this practice unless you are using mothballs. "Since moths

don't eat synthetic fibers or wool blankets with mothproof finishes, you

won't need mothballs unless the blanket has unprotected wool fibers," she

adds.

The best location for storing blankets is a cool, dry and dark place.

Sunlight can fade the blanket's colors, and excess moisture may cause

mildew. Nelson suggests avoiding plastic storage bags. Some plastics may

break down, forming chemicals which can destroy the blanket fibers.
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USED CHILDREN'S CLOTHING CAN BE A BARGAIN

More and more parents are discovering the advantages of purchasing

children's clothing from garage sales, thrift shops and other secondhand

markets.

"It's possible to save up to 70 percent of the cost of children's

clothes, and often the savings are even more significant," says Sherri

Johnson, textiles and clothing specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Johnson says government figures estimate a cost of about $5,750 to

buy clothes for a child until he or she is 18. Used clothes can be a way

to stretch the family budget for those expensive items.

Since children tend to outgrow clothes rather than wear them out,

used garments are often in good condition. Except for shoes, which conform

to the original wearer's feet, Johnson says secondhand clothes are usually

a bargain worth considering.

Planning ahead when you shop for secondhand clothes can increase

savings. For example, summer may be the best time to look for next year's

.~~er coats. However, Johnson says it is important to consider the

child's growth rate and the availability of storage when you are shopping.
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It's the most remodeled space and probably the most used in many

houses--the kitchen.

The average kitchen occupies a homemaker's time about 4 hours a day,

according to a government study quoted by Harold Alexander, interior design

and furniture specialist at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service. "That comes out to 1,460 hours a year and 7,300 hours

over 5 years. It doesn't count the hours when more than one member of a

family may be there," he points out. That could result in a popoverlike

expansion of this figure.

Instead of the "everything torn up, chaotic kitchen remodeling,"

Alexander advocates "thought, careful planning and astute decision making"

on what needs to be done to achieve a more functional area. It can be done

without total disruption of those three meals a day, he insists.

Would switching the range and refrigerator add to convenience?

"Moving the sink entails considerable time and expense, even if you could

do it yourself. Always check building and plumbing codes before attempting

this," he reminds.
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Perhaps structurally good cabinets just need a fresh look. This

might mean refinishing, painting the framework and refinishing just the

doors, covering doors with laminate plastic, or even removing doors (which

might be used on new cabinet space) from all the uppers cabinets. When

looking for new handles or hardware, don't be afraid to check farm

equipment or auto supply stores as well as the hardware store for

imaginative ideas on handles. "Some U bolts covered with heat shrink

electrical wire insulation would work well," Alexander suggests.

A new paint coat, fresh wallpaper, a lightened floor and improved

lighting can convert from dim to daylight in just hours.

If a countertop requires resurfacing, consider putting a chopping

block inset where most vegetable chopping is done.
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"It's not always automatically better to sew clothes than buy them.

You shouldn't assume there will be a savings," says Sherri Johnson,

textiles and clothing specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Johnson says it is important to be familiar with the marketplace

prices for ready-to-wear as well as fabrics and notions. "Remember that

time saved in the fitting room of the department store may be spent

choosing fabric and patterns," she adds.

Certain items of clothing are more likely than others to produce a

saving when made at home, Johnson says. Easy blazers and skirts, simple

dresses, blouses, and slacks may be good choices. Accessories such as

simple fabric ties can often be quick and inexpensive to make at home.

"But purchasing yards of expensive fabric and spending hours making a

garment that you dislike when it's finished is certainly not a bargain,"

she says. "Evaluate your skill level and time availability when making

sewing decisions."

"Home sewing often produces benefits besides economic ones," says
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Johnson. "Having a custom-fitted garment with quality construt:tion is

often considered the greatest advantage. Many people enjoy the creative

outlet and the chance to develop useful skills as well."
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QUALITY CHECKS ARE IMPORTANT IN USED CLOTHES

Used clothing can be a bargain for both children and adults, but care

should be taken to get the most for your money, according to Sherri

Johnson, textiles and clothing specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"If the clothes you like can't be worn as they are, do you have the

necessary time and skills to repair them?" she asks. Each purchase should

be carefully considered, and Johnson suggests the following checklist:

- Take your measurements along when shopping, and measure the garment

to be sure it will fit. If seams and darts need to be let out, be sure

there is enough fabric to do so.

- Check to be sure the garment isn't stretched out of shape.

- Hold the garment up to the light to check for worn places. Check

for tears and stains. If there are flaws, can they be repaired?

- Zippers, buttons, snaps and other closures should be in working

order or easily repairable.

- Check for care instructions. Does it matter to you if the garment

needs dry cleaning?

- Will the g~rroent be comfortable7 Fashion considerations as well as

fabric warmth, scratchiness or slickness should be evaluated.
tJ il tJ
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It's known as the "European style" in kitchen cabinets and among its

characteristics are clean. unbroken lines and hidden or jack-knived hinges.

"Consumer acceptance of this style has increased dramatically in the

last year." says Lewis Hendricks. forest products specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Some of its other identifying marks can be rounded cupboard doors.

rather than squared off ones. Sometimes door pulls are molded right into

the wood to replace the standard hardware which can dull cupboard finishes

as doors are tugged open and shut. "The trend seems to be more toward this

contemporary style rather than Early American." Hendricks notes.
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SPRING THE UNWORN FROM CLOSETS

Shifting to spring and summer clothing may be just the time to rid

your wardrobe of the unworn. If you can't wear it, someone else should

have that opportunity. Spring loose what is merely taking closet space.

"Clearing the closet and putting back only what you know you will

wear again," is Sherri Johnson's suggestion. She is textiles and clothing

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

If using a pencil and paper helps you to take inventory and you work

best with lists, do that. Just sort in piles otherwise.

One group could be the clothing you did not wear during the past

year. Include with this what is "on hold" to be mended or ironed.

In another pile could go the unworn in the last year that could be

worn if something were fixed--perhaps the zipper, buttons, or hem.

Then look at the number of "not worn last year" that need to be given

away or sold. Yard and garage sales will soon multiply as swiftly as green

grass. Join with your neighborhood sale or travel to a shop that sells

clothes on consignment. The nearest large town usually has at least one of
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these. Or look up the church or community clothes closet in a nearby town

if you don't want to 'meet your clothes' when someone else is wearing them.

Take a hard look at the dominant colors of each of the wearable items

you intend to repair or wear as is, Johnson suggests. If some items can't

be coordinated they might be ones you would decide to sell, give away or

match up with something new or recycled.

Think of purchases you make in terms of family income and times of

wear. A winter or rain and shine coat that gets heavy wear is a better

investment than the party dress or costume tux that may only be suitable a

couple of times a year, Johnson mentions.

Clothing to be kept or passed along should, of course, be cleaned or

washed. Stick with those decisions to keep and wear or dispose of--even if

it sometimes happens that what you send away today is what you could be

looking for tomorrow. Knowing that someone else will be happy wearing it

should ease that thought.

True, something of good quality, worn 20 years ago, could be back in

style in the 1980s, but not many of us have the foresight or the space to

see that happen.
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CONTROL ANIMAL ODORS WITH NEUTROLEUM ALPHA

The deodorant Neutroleum Alpha can be purchased from chemical

companies and is effective in controlling noxious animal odors.

These odors, Pat Kramm explains, could be from penned animals, as in

a laboratory or kennel, from skunk spray contamination, or a rotting

carcass. Kramm is consumer information specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Neutroleum Alpha comes in either concentrated or water soluble form.

The water soluble form is less expensive and easier to use than the

concentrate, she says. For an area spray, add two ounces of Neutroleum

Alpha to one gallon of warm water. It can also be used by saturating

materials such as cotton or lamp wick. If an area needs more than one

spraying, the interval between applications is usually 14 days.

Kramm says Neutroleum Alpha is hard to locate and is not available in

drugstores. C&H Chemical, 475 North Cleveland Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104 can

supply it UPS or COD.

Saturated cotton balls or lamp wick may be used where the source of

the odor is localized. Saturated materials can be suspended in or near the
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~ontaminated area so tha~ air circulation can move the volatile d~ouorant

throughout the area. Use string to suspend the saturated materials behind

doors from doorknobs, behind curtains, from curtain rods, from pipes, or

from strategically placed thumbtacks. These saturated materials are

effective for about three weeks.

Knowing how air circulates will help rid odors when an animal dies in

a wall or other out-of-the way place. Watch the smoke travel from a

lighted candle for an indication of the air circulation in the affected

areas. Electrical wall outlets and radiator pipes should be checked

carefully since they usually have a continuous air current.

Normally, Kramm says, only four placements of saturated materials

should be used in an average room in a house. The number could be doubled

in the basement beneath the same size room.
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If spring rains have left you with a wet basement, act swiftly to dry

it up before mildew takes hold.

Mold and mildew are tiny organisms that can cause damage in a warm,

damp, poorly lit basement that hasn't enough ventilation.

"Proper ventilation is the key to fighting mildew," says Pat Kramm,

consumer information specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

First, move all furniture away from the walls and prop it up to

insure circulation of air from all sides. Running fans all night might be

a good idea.

If a dehumifidier is used to remove excess moisture from the air, be

sure all windows and doors leading outside or upstairs are kept closed

during the day. Otherwise, more moisture will condense when the warm,

outside air hits the cool basement.

A mixture of chlorine bleach and water will drive out the musty odors

by scrubbing cement floors and concrete block walls. To each gallon of

water, use between one-half and one cup of bleach. Rinse walls and floor
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thoroughly and wipe dry immediately. A fungicide spray can b~ effective

for those hard-to-reach places. Just follow directions for its use.

"Mildew won't wait for you to make the first move, so get the jump on

it by clearing up the basement moisture before it takes over," Kramm

recommends.

II II II
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HOW TO REMOVE SPILL SPOTS FROM WOOD FLOORS

Water spills on a wood floor and a dark spot is the result.

lilt can be removed, but it takes some special effort," according to

Pat Kramm, consumer information specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

First, remove the wax from the floor with naphtha. Then, wash with

household vinegar and allow this to stand on the spot three or four

minutes. Wipe dry with a clean cloth. The process may have to be repeated

several times, she says.

If the stain stubbornly remains, apply 4 percent oxalic acid solution

(1 tablespoon acid crystals to 1 cup water). Let this stand two or three

minutes, and then wipe with a damp cloth. You may need to do a touchup

with shellac or penetrating sealer. But don't re-wax until the floor has

dried thoroughly.

She says this treatment can be used for water or urine spilled on

wood floors.
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Don't forget some of the common cleaning helps you have right in your

own kitchen--soda, vinegar and ammonia.

"A solution of about a tablespoon of baking soda to a quart of warm

water is great for cleaning the inside of refrigerators and freezers,

vacuum bottles and corks, coffee makers which are not aluminum, and glass

cooking utensils with burned-on food," says Pat Kramm, consumer information

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

Washing soda cleans drains and traps. gas burners. and greasy pots

and pans. It also softens water.

Vinegar cuts grease and removes cloudy film on windows.

A solution of suds, vinegar and ammonia will cut soil buildup behind

the range and refrigerator.
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How many times have you wanted to wave a magic wand and have the

house all straight and clean?

Keeping the house clean can take a major chunk of time for the person

with a family, especially if he or she works outside the home--or for

anyone, with responsibilities including a home or apartment.

That's why it is so important to manage time and energy efficiently

so that time will be left for things you like doing most.

Besides selecting furniture and fabrics that are easy to clean and

care for, organizing the work of cleaning will make it seem less of a

chore, says Pat Kramm, consumer information specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"It's a good idea to make a cleaning schedule. Consider the types of

wall finishes and floor surfaces you have to deal with, since they dictate

the amount of time and energy needed for their care. Some jobs need to be

done only occasionally; others should be daily, weekly or monthly.

Distribute the more difficult tasks throughout the day, week, month or

season," she suggests.
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Decide which jobs are essential to make your home comfortable and

attractive. Do those first. Share responsibilities with family members.

Even the younger ones can contribute. Develop a cooperative spirit among

family members.

Use a basket to carry your cleaning aids and products from room to

room. It will save steps and keep you from getting off the track of the

jobs at hand if you leave the room to get something.

Experiment with various cleaning methods and products until you

decide which gives the best results in the least time and at lowest cost.

Know about how long certain tasks take. Plan uninterrupted time for

the most difficult ones, but make your plans flexible enough to allow for

the unexpected.

Wear attractive yet comfortable clothes and shoes when you clean.

Straighten each room before beginning a general cleaning.

Don't be afraid to tryout new ideas for better ways of accomplishing

the tasks.

Keep a checklist to note progress.

Plan regular times of rest and relaxation.
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SPRING BRINGS SALES, TOO

April and May can be good times of year for bargain hunters,

according to Pat Kramm, consumer information specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"Watch for special purchase sales and store anniversaries," she says,

"but remember, buy for your needs, not just for bargains."

In April, look for specials on ranges, clothes dryers, infant wear,

men's suits, women's and children's coats, hats, dresses, and after-Easter

clothing.

In May, likely sale possibilities are televisions, tires, rugs,

carpets, tablecloths, blankets, towels, linens, lingerie, sportswear and

handbags.
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Whether it is walls or clothing you are washing, soft water will do a

better job than hard water. Soap combined with hard water forms a scum.

"If your water hasn't been softened, use a packaged softener and a

synthetic detergent--not soap," says Pat Kramm, consumer information

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.
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TUB APPLIQUES ARE HARD TO MOVE

What goes on should come off, but with nonslip ornamental

appliques--the kind found in bathtubs--applying is easier than removing.

Pat Kramm, consumer information specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, has some suggestions on how to

remove them without damaging the tub. Often they need to come off when the

bathroom color scheme is changed or the appliques are too worn down to be

useful.

"If the top layer separates, leaving a thin sheet of plastic and

adhesive in the tub, it is possible to lift the rest, but with special

care," Kramm says.

She suggests trying to lift a corner or edge of the plastic with your

fingernail, a chisel-pointed cuticle stick or any rigid, sharp-edged

plastic or wood scraper. "Don't use metal or the tub surface could be

damaged," she cautions. "Slowly pull up and peel back." If what's left of

the applique tears, try another corner and work toward the center of the

plastic. If this doesn't work, try lifting an edge of each applique, then

apply a generous amount of laundry pre-wash spray, a degreaser or paint
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thi.nner 1.1TJ.derneath it. Allow the appliques to soak in the solution for two

hours. Then try lifting them again. It may take repeated soakings until

this is possible.

Even after the applique is loosened and off, there may be small bits

of adhesive left behind. Again, use the laundry pre-wash solution directly

on the adhesive to soften and dissolve it. Or, you might roll the adhesive

into small balls much like rubber cement, Kramm says. "After you finish,

scour the tub thoroughly with a powdered non-abrasive cleaner. Rinse

thoroughly and air-dry before putting on any new appliques."

"Be sure to have a window open or some ventilaton where you are doing

this process," she concludes.

IF IF IF
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(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS

CP

ANTIBACTERIAL ADDITIVES TO PIG RATIONS CAN

IMPROVE PIG WEIGHT GAINS AND FEED EFFICIENCY AS

MUCH AS 26 PERCENT, ACCORDI NG TO RESEARCHERS

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL

EXPERIMENT STATION. ADDITIVES COULD BE TOO

MUCH OF A GOOD THING, HOWEVER, IF YOU TRY TO

ADD MORE TO PIG RATIONS. ADDITIVES ARE ONLY

APPROVED AT A SPECIFIC LEVEL. FOLLOW LABEL

INSTRUCTIONS AND CALL YOUR VETERINARIAN OR

YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE AT IF YOU HAVE------
QUESTIONS.
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ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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30 SECONDS

CP

FLIES ON PASTURED ANIMALS ARE A PROBLEM FOR

DAI RY AND BEEF FARMERS. HORN FLI ES CAN

REDUCE BOTH WEIGHT GAIN AND MILK PRODUCTION.

INSECTICIDE TAPES OR EAR TAGS HELP CONTROL

FLIES BY SLOWLY RELEASING FLY-KILLING CHEMICALS

THAT SPREAD OVER THE COW. ONE INSECTICIDE

TAPE OR EAR TAG ON EVERY THIRD OR FOURTH

ANIMAL IN YOUR HERD IS ENOUGH TO COMPLETELY

CONTROL HORN FLIES. THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT

TO YOU BY YOUR COUNTY-----

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

OLDER, AND YOU SHOULD NEVER FEED EXTRA

ADDING COPPER TO STARTER PIG RATIONS WILL

PROBABLY IMPROVE PERFORMANCE, ACCORDING TO

RESEARCH DONE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IF YOU ADD

COPPER TO FEED, YOU SHOULD USE ONE POUND OF

COPPER SULFATE PER TON OF FEED, AND FEED IT

ONLY UNTI L PIGS REACH ABOUT 40 POUNDS.

RESPONSE TO COPPER DECREASES AS THE PIGS GROW

COPPER TO SOWS. CALL YOUR COUNTY

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE AT _

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS.

CP

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS
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THE INCREASING COST OF LUMBER HAS ENCOURAGED

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MANUFACTURING

TECHNIQUES TO MAKE USE OF SHORT PIECES, ONCE

HEADED FOR THE FI RE BOX. SHORT PI ECES OF WOOD

CAN NOW BE END-GRAIN MATCHED TO MAKE LONGER

LENGTHS. A COMPUTER MATCHES UP THE SMALL

PIECES OF HARDWOOD AND THEY ARE GLUED

TOGETHER SO MAG ICALLY EVEN WOOD EXPERTS CAN'T

LOCATE THE SEAMS. THIS INFORMATION IS BROUGHT

TO YOU BY YOUR COUNTY------

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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CP

IF YOU'RE FROM 9 TO 12 YEARS OLD AND INTERESTED

IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT SHOPPING WISELY, 4-H

CAN HELP. IT'S HARD SOMETIMES TO DECIDE WHAT'S

A GOOD BUY, HOW TO BUDGET YOUR MONEY, AND

HOW TO GET THE BEST VALUE. THE 4-H SUPER

SHOPPER PROJECT WILL TEACH YOU SHOPPING TIPS

AND YOUR RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS A

SHOPPER. I F YOU'RE A TEENAGER YOU COULD BE A

4-H LEADER FOR A PROJECT, CLUB OR COMMUNITY

GROUP INTERESTED IN CONSUMER SKILLS. CALL

YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE AT AND TELL US

YOU WANT TO BECOME A SUPER SHOPPER.
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YOU DON'T NEED A BIG YARD TO GET INTO 4-H

GARDENING. WHETHER YOU'VE GOT SPACE IN YOUR

BACK YARD, OR JUST ROOM FOR WINDOW BOXES OR

FLOWER POTS, YOU CAN GET INTO 4- H GARDEN ING.

LEARN HOW PLANTS AND FLOWERS GROW. 4-H

GARDENING IS FOR CITY KIDS, SUBURBAN KIDS, AND

COUNTRY KI DS. I F YOU'RE AN ADULT GARDENER,

YOU CAN TEACH YOUR SKI LLS TO 4-H'ERS AS A

VOLUNTEER LEADER. CALL YOUR _

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE AT

_____ FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW TO

JOI N THE FUN.
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CP

IF YOU WANT YOUR SHOPPING DOLLAR TO GO

FURTHER, PLAN BEFORE YOU SHOP. PLANNING

KEEPS TRIPS TO A MINIMUM AND HELPS YOU BUY

ITEMS YOU CAN REALLY USE. KEEP A LIST OF GOOD

PRICES FOR FREQUENTLY PURCHASED ITEMS AND

HAVE IT HANDY AS A REFERENCE SO YOU KNOW WHEN

YOU'RE GETTING A GOOD BUY ON SOMETHING YOU

CAN REALLY USE. THE CHOICES AVAILABLE TO YOU

CAN BE OVERWHELMING, SO IT PAYS TO BE

INFORMED. THESE CONSUMER TIPS ARE BROUGHT TO

YOU BY YOUR COUNTY

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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IT'S WORTH YOUR WHI LE TO SHOP FOR CREDIT AS

THOROUGHLY AS YOU WOULD FOR ANY OTHER

PURCHASE. THE PRICE OF CREDIT COSTS MORE

THAN A YEARLY MEMBERSH I P FEE. IT ALSO

INCLUDES WHETHER INTEREST IS CALCULATED DAILY

OR MONTHLY, OR WHETHER INTEREST CHARGES

BEGIN THE DAY OF THE PURCHASE OR A MONTH

LATER. THE REAL COST OF CREDIT VARIES FROM

BANK TO BANK AND STATE TO STATE. THIS MONEY

MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR _

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

SERVICE.
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(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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30 SECONDS

CP

THINKING ABOUT BUYING A NEW CAR OR APPLIANCE

ON CREDIT? AS A RULE OF THUMB, A FAMILY CAN

BUDGET 15 TO 20 PERCENT OF THEIR STABLE INCOME

FOR CONSUMER CREDIT ITEMS. BUT BEFORE BUYING

ON CREDIT, FI RST JUDGE YOUR NEEDS AND HOW

SECURE YOUR INCOME IS. ALSO LOOK AT YOUR

TOTAL DEBT NOW. CHECK WHETHER YOU HAVE

ENOUGH SAVINGS AND ASSETS TO COVER PAYMENTS

IF SOMETHING WOULD HAPPEN. THIS CONSUMER TIP

IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR _

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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IMPLANTS IMPROVE WETHER LAMB WEIGHT GAIN

Sheep producers may be able to learn something from their

beef-producing neighbors and increase feeder lamb weight gains. The same

implants used on beef cattle have increased average daily gain of weight in

wether lambs 8 percent to 10 percent.

A recent study at the West Central Experiment Station, Morris tested

the performance of lambs treated with Ralgro implants. The study,

conducted by R.M. Jordan and H.E. Hanke, used implants applied

subcutaneously at the base of the ear and one inch away from the base.

"Over the 59-day feeding period, wether lambs implanted at the base

of the ear gained about 11 percent faster than wethers without implants and

those with implants one inch from the ear base gained 9 percent faster,"

says Jordan. "However, ewe lambs implanted at either site gained slower

than ewes wihout implants. Since they have a completely different hormone

picture, ewes respond differently to the same implants that wethers

. "
rece~ve.

For the sheep producer, Jordan feels that implanting at two to four

weeks of age seems appropriate. An implant costs about 35 cents per lamb
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and the weight gains amount to approximately $1 to $1.~0 per lamb.

Ralgro implants for lambs have the same composition as the ones used

on beef cattle, but are one-third the dosage. A single implant should be

effective for 80 to 100 days.

"Currently," says Jordan, "only about one producer in ten uses

implants on feeder lambs. Maybe these data will encourage more to use

them. II

MP, 4-L
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CONTROL SUMMER FLIES NOW

Now is the time to protect cattle from summer flies, according to

Roger Moon, livestock entomologist with the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Experiment Station.

"Livestock operators should clean up any litter, bedding, rotting

feed or manure that has collected over the winter. That means spreading

it, burying it or covering it with black plastic as soon as possible," says

Moon.

These practices will help control stable flies and house flies, Moon

says. "Both species are commonly known as 'barn flies' in Minnesota, but

stable flies are bloodsuckers that affect cattle's feeding and resting

behavior by causing pain and blood loss. House flies are relatively

harmless to cattle," he adds, "but are a nuisance that can be managed

through general sanitation."

MP, 4-L
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NEW DRUG MAY CONTROL SHEEP LIVER FLUKES

In some parts of northern Minnesota, the liver fluke problem is so

serious that sheep can't be raised. A new flukicide, albendazole, may help

solve that problem, reports Bert Stromberg, parisitologist with the

University of Minnesota.

The fluke thrives in marshy areas of northern Minnesota where deer

and snails are its hosts. Up to 70 percent of the white tail deer in

those parts of the state are infected. Many of those areas also have

significant sheep populations. Only one fluke is needed to kill a sheep

and death can occur six months after infection.

A recent study by the University of Minnesota College of Veterinary

Medicine showed that albendazole produced a major reduction in the number

of flukes in sheep--up to a 70 percent reduction. Half the sheep treated

had no flukes. Albendazole was also shown to be effective against stomach

worms, intestinal worms, lung worms and tapeworms.

Albendazole isn't 100 percent effective in eliminating liver flukes

in sheep, but "it does produce significant improvement," says Stromberg.

"We suggest that sheep raised in those parts of the state with a liver
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fluke problem be treated twice each year--immeaiately after the first frost

in the fall and in the spring around lambing time. Market lambs don't need

to be treated because they will be sold before the six months it takes a

fluke to do critical damage."

Stromberg is optimistic that liver flukes can be controlled with a

combination of a flukicide like albendazole, new diagnostic techniques that

are being developed, and good management practices like keeping sheep away

from marshy areas.

Albendazole was approved for use on sheep in Minnesota by the FDA in

November of 1982. It is available only to licensed veterinarians through

Norden Laboratories. According to a Norden spokesman, one gallon of

albendazole will treat about 630 lOa-pound sheep at a cost of about 14

cents per head.

MP, 4-L
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ADDING COPPER TO DIET MAY IMPROVE PIG PERFORMANCE

Adding copper to starter pig rations will probably improve

performance and if the ration already includes antibacterial feed

additives, the benefits may be even greater, according to Steve Cornelius,

swine nutritionist with the University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment

Station.

Minnesota researchers determined the effect of adding high levels of

dietary copper as copper sulfate to pig diets either alone or with low

levels of various antibacterials. They found that adding copper sulfate

improved weight gains and feed efficiency 8 percent to 19 percent and that

using common antibacterial feed additives (chlortetracycline,

sulfamethazine, carbadox and penicillin) improved gains up to 35 percent.

Antibacterial additives are normally added to feed at levels far

below the dosage used to treat or control disease (about ten percent for

chlortetracycline, for example) to decrease the pig's disease leve~.

"Every pig has the potential of becoming sick if the conditions are right

or if there's too much stress," Cornelius explains. "Antibacterials help

to reduce that potential. Copper, on the other hand, isn't usually added
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to feed above the levels required by the pig for maintenanc~ even though

it's less expensive than antibacterial drugs. Copper sulfate costs about

$1 per ton of feed, while antibacterials cost $10 to $15 per ton."

Besides being inexpensive, copper sulfate is fairly easy to obtain.

It is commonly used in foot baths to control foot rot and in farm ponds and

watering tanks to combat algae growth.

When adding copper to feed, Cornelius suggests using one pound of

copper sulfate per ton of feed and feeding it only until pigs reach about

40 pounds. "Maximum response is seen between one and two pounds of copper

per ton. Adding more than two pounds may produce copper toxicity. Also,

response to copper decreases as pigs grow older. The effect in finishing

pigs is almost zero and toxicity is more likely." He warns, "Never feed

extra copper to sows. Baby pigs could develop toxicity while nursing or

before they're born.

Cornelius cautions hog producers against looking for too much of a

good thing with feed additives. "It's not the case where you get a better

response the more you put in. Additives are approved at a specific level.

Follow label instructions and call your veterinarian or county extension

agent if you have questions."

MP, 4-L
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RADIATION PROCESSING OF FOOD COULD BENEFIT CONSUMERS

Radiation processing of food "is versatile and has the potential to

provide more food, of good taste, with freshlike quality and of wholesome

nutritional value to consumers ... ," according to Joanne Slavin, extension

nutritionist with the Department of Food Science and Nutrition at the

University of Minnesota.

Citing a report issued by an expert panel from the Institute of Food

Technologists (IFT), Slavin said the radiation process should prove

competitive with older food processing methods in terms of both money and

energy expenditures.

Irradiation is a "cold" process, according to the 1FT, so nutritional

losses are minimal. Also, there are few adverse changes in flavor, odor,

color or texture. Slavin adds that irradiation is a flexible process, so

it can be used to process a variety of foods--whole crates of potatoes,

sacks of flour, whole turkeys, or sandwiches of sliced meat, fish or

chicken.

"It can be used also to extend the shelf-life of foods before they

spoil, and this will probably be its first application, much like
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pasteurization of canned ham and other highly perishable foods. Unlike

pasteurization, however, irradiated food products would not be cooked, so

they could be used in other kinds of recipes or serving styles. Radiation

processing might, for example, make it possible to ship chilled coastal

seafood to Midwestern markets without freezing, Slavin suggests.

At higher "doses," radiation can also be used to prepare

"commercially sterile" food products, which could then be stored at room

temperature like canned foods. According to the 1FT summary, such products

could include shelf-stable pork sausage and corned beef briskets.

Irradiation can also be used instead of chemical fumigation to control

insect infestation in cereals and flour or in fresh or dried fruits. Since

it is a cold process, it will decontaminate spices without driving off

their unique flavor and odor-producing compounds.

"In-depth food irradiation studies in the United States began in the

early 1950s, when both radiation sources and processing equipment were

developed to a practical point," according to the 1FT summary.

The current renewed interest in food irradiation results from recent

actions by the U.N. 's World Health Organization (WHO) and the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration (FDA). The WHO has recommended that foods treated at

relatively low levels of radiation (less than 1 Mrad) should be approved

for human use without further testing; the FDA has announced it plans to

issue a proposal which would essentially allow approval of all foods

irradiated at one-tenth that level without individual testing. According

to the 1FT expert panel, this amounts to evaluating food irradiation as a

process like canning or freezing rather than examining each irradiated food

product for approval as a new food additive.

Slavin stressed, however, that government approval of food
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irradiation will not automaticai1y mean that supermarket shelves w}ll be

loaded with radiation-processed foods. "The cost of irradiated foods to

the consumer must be competitive with the cost of foods produced by

alternate processing technologies, or they must satisfy other consumers'

needs at a reasonable cost if they are to be accepted in the market place.

Processors must also see irradiation of foods as useful enough to justify

the costs of the equipment needed and the process."

# # #

MP, 4-HE.
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DON'T PRUNE YOUR OAK TREES THIS SPRING

Curb that desire to get out into the warm spring weather and prune

oak trees. Pruning oaks encourages the spread of oak wilt disease, says

Fred Baker, plant pathologist with the University of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension Service.

Beetles that carry oak wilt fungus become active in spring and look

for fresh wounds on oak trees to get into the trees. "After the fungus is

introduced, it spreads rapidly through the tree's vascular system and to

other trees through root systems," Baker says. "Then, during the first

warm, dry weather in June, the infected trees wilt rapidly."

Oak wilt prevention is easy: don't prune oaks in the spring. The

beetles that carry the oak wilt fungus can't damage the trees themselves,

but they can enter the trees through fresh wounds. If a tree is wounded by

accident or storm, apply any nontoxic paint or tree wound dressing to

discourage beetles from entering trees. Also, trees can only be infected

by the beetles during Mayor June, so not wounding trees during those

months will prevent the spread of oak wilt.

"Temperatures are warmer this year and the beetles may be active
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earlier. It's best to delay pruning, trimming or felling oak trees until

July," Baker recommends.

II-P, 4-H, DPMP
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PROPER HANDLING OF FIREWOOD CAN STEM OAK WILT SPREAD

A few precautions will prevent oak firewood from spreading oak wilt

disease, says Fred Baker, plant pathologist with the University of

Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

"Beetles carrying oak wilt fungus do not breed in oak wood. They

only feed on oak wilt fungus that grows between the wood and bark," says

Baker. "O~ly red oak is of concern since the fungus does not produce its

reproductive structures on white oak."

The oak wilt fungus is not very competitive. Baker suggests covering

oak firewood with a plastic tarp to allow other fungi'to grow over the wood

and kill the oak wilt fungus. The tarp should remain over the wood until

July.

Removing bark from red oak firewood can also prevent the oak wilt

fungus from producing spores, Baker adds.

II -P, 4-H, DPMP
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WORKSHEET HELPS DETERMINE PIK REDEMPTION BID

A new worksheet will help farmers determine what to bid under the

"quick PIK" redemption program.

The worksheets are available from county offices of the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. The U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA) needs to acquire additional wheat and corn in order to

fill PIK payment contracts.

USDA has asked farmers for bids by April 15, 1983. "The bid is that

percentage of a loan the farmer would keep in return for giving USDA

ownership of the remainder of that grain," says Paul Hasbargen, economist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The worksheet includes a description of the grain loan, price

objective, amount of original loan, interest owed to ASeS and the value of

the loan if forgiven. Working through the sheet gives you the percent to

bid.

"Each loan situation can result in a different answer," Hasbargen

says. "Two groups should be interested in this program. First, farmers

who have been accruing interest costs on grain that was called in early
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1981 but not redeemed, and second, those who need to free np farm storage

before the 1983 harvest.

"Some farmers owe more interest on corn that was called in 1981 than

current prices could recover," Hasbargen says. "A zero bid would get them

out from under this interest burden--before it gets bigger."

The sign-up period is April 4-15. Once a bid is submitted, it can't

be changed. All zero bids will be accepted. Farmers must deliver grain

when requested to do so. If the delay is more that 30 days, a fine will be

assessed.

If ASCS can't take the grain within 30 days, they will pay monthly

storage costs to farmers--even with grain now under the short term loan

program.

"We don't know what criteria will be used on higher bids," Hasbargen

says. "But they (USDA) will likely take relatively more bids on g~ain in

warehouses and in locations close to where they have projected PIK payment

shortages."

II-P, FB, DPMP
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QUICK PIK REDEMPTION BID - HOW MUCH SHOULD I BID?

Paul R. Hasbargen
Extension Economist, University of Minnesota

USDA needs to acquire additional wheat and corn in order to fill PIK payment
contracts. They have asked farmers for bids by April 15, 1983--the bid is to be
that percentage of a loan the farmer would keep in return for giving USDA owner
ship of the remainder of that grain. What should I bid? This worksheet is pro
vided to help think through this question.

IDESCRIPTION OF GRAIN LOAN'---I
A. My price objective

B. Amount of the original loan

C. Interest owed to ASeS

D. Value of loan if "forgiven" (B + e)

E. Gross difference to recover (A - D)

ADJUSTMENTS TO E

F. Add foregone storage payments:

1. Payback of part of prepaid 1983 storage
2. 1984 storage payments given up

(.25 x portion of year)
3. 1985 storage payments given up

(.22 x portion of year)

G. Subtract variable storage costs
( ¢ per year x years lost)

H~ Subtract interest earned on E (E x .1 x years)

I. Adjust for risk of storage loss or price change

J. Net dollar difference needed to be covered
by bid (E + F) - (G + H + I)

K. Expected local market price at delivery time
for grain held back

L. Percent to bid (J + K x 100)

Total Loan
Basis

+

+

+

Per Bushel

%

See backside for an explanation of each input line.

* Identify the specific loan being considered since each loan will calculate
out somewhat differently.
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FARM ·FINANCIAL EMERGENCY PROGRAM STARTS APRIL 15
\

A two-month emergency program for Minnesota farmers with financial

problems begins April 15, 1983.

The program is a joint effort of the Minnesota Department of Agriculture

and the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Farmers, county agents, lenders and vocational agriculture teachers can

call a toll-free number (1-800-327-6243) to ask for help or refer farmers who

need help.

For easy recall, remember l-800-FARMAID. The toll-free number will be

answered on the University's St. Paul campus.

A farm financial emergency team consisting of Agricultural Extension

Service farm management specialists and county agents will travel the state

and meet with farmers who request assistance. Adult farm management

instructors will be cooperating in these efforts.

"These sessions will provide a confidential financial analysis and

planning assistance," says Norman A. Brown, director of the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. Emergency team members will use a

telephone hookup to the University computer to help farmers analyze their

current financial situation and give farmers the latest information to discuss

alternatives with their lenders.

A number of Minnesota farmers are facing an economic crisis this spring
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or early in 1984 due to low farm prices and rising production costs. Farm

foreclosures and fear of foreclosures have become more common. Some ~armers

are having a hard time getting credit to plant spring crops.

Extension farm management specialist Dick Hawkins is the team leader for

the 14-person team. In addition to the emergency team, livestock and;crops
,

specialists will be available. A family stress specialist will also be on

call.

The toll-free number will be answered from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. ~onday

through Friday until June 15. The program is being partially funded by a

grant from the governor's office through the Minnesota Department of

Agriculture.

II-P, I-A, FB-II, TCO
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MEDIA NEWS PACKET
INDEX

Consumer stories:

• Recession increases color consciousness
• Get agreement on water conditioner claims before you buy
• Cut salt, balance diet for blood pressure

Agricultural stories:

• Hay prices may increase
• PIK program could zap corn rootworms
• PIK provides good chance to control weeds
• Control quackgrass and corn insects
• Keep grass on waterways
• Different Alfalfa Pests Require Different Treatment
• Farm commodity programs need more flexibility
• Farm groups should speak out on trade issues
• New trading rules needed for agriculture
• Agriculture needs more subtle promotion of free trade
• Farm lobby should influence non-ag posts

Community development:

• Written zoning meeting record count

Note to specialists: If you would like copies of the above stories, check
them off and send this cover sheet with your name and campus address to Mari
lyn Masterman, 433 Coffey Hall.
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RECESSION INCREASES COLOR CONSCIOUSNESS

Do the colors you wear reflect the real you? Do you have a closet full

of seldom-worn clothes because you just don't feel right in the colors?

Coordinating wardrobe colors to the unique coloring of each individual

is becoming a booming business, countering the trend in these recessionary

times. In fact, the downturn in our economy may be part of the reason for the

boost in color consciousnesss.

"People are concerned with getting the most value from money spent on

clothing. They want to buy basics that have a lot of utility and can be worn

in many mix-and-match combinations,l1 explains Sherri Johnson, clothing

specialist for the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

She adds that there is also a concern among both men and women about the

need to look professional as competition for jobs gets tougher. The result

has been an epidemic of interest in the color consulting business.

Individuals can spend anywhere from $45 to $500 to have an "expert" tell them

what colors they should be wearing. The offers vary, including classifying

individuals into a particular season of the year based on skin tone and

selecting colors accordingly, or matching colors with an individual's

personality .

Some of these businesses are legitimate; others are not, says Johnson.

She suggests that prospective clients ask color consultants about their
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training and experience.

"It should include a background in art, design, fashion merchandising or

home economics, as well as special training in color analysis," says Johnson.

"In other words, the individual should have done more than read a book on the

subject."

She adds that clients should be skeptical of consultants who claim that

they are "gifted" or have gained their talents from "years of careful

observation."

"Be wary of consultants who offer to match colors with personality.

There has been no scientific research to back up claims made in this area,"

explains Johnson. Although matching personal color with a particular season

and selecting clothing colors accordingly is a popular trend being promoted by

color consultants, Johnson finds that this approach limits the colors an

individual can wear. "While limiting wardrobe colors is a good idea,

especially in a limited wardrobe, it may put you into a box you can't get out

of. This is primarily true when suggested wardrobe colors are not those in

your wardrobe."

"Everybody can wear any color as long as it is related to their unique

individual coloring in hue, value and intensity," she says.

MP, 4-Hec
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GET AGREEMENT ON WATER CONDITIONER CLAIMS BEFORE YOU BUY

Water conditioning devices making performance claims that sound too good

to be true probably are. This comment comes from Roger Machmeier, extension

agricultural engineer with the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension

Service.

"While there are many reliable businesses selling reputable water

conditioners in Minnesota, there are also many that base their advertising

solely on phenomena and testimonials. These devices often have little or no

scientific basis for operations," warns Machmeier.

Some companies combine proven techniques in a single unit and a~vertise

the unit as an entirely new technique. Often the same treatment can be

accomplished with standard equipment that is commonly available at a much

lower cost.

How can consumers be sure they are buying quality water conditioning

equipment? "Find out exactly how the water will be treated--what is being

added or taken out," says Machmeier "and get those claims in writing. Agree

with the salesperson on a method of testing over a specified period of time.

Then, agree on how a refund will be made if the equipment doesn't perform as

expected."

Most companies are willing to stand behind their equipment and guarantee

customer satisfaction. It's wise to ask questions, th04gh, if the product is
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CUT SALT, BALANCE DIET FOR BLOOD PRESSURE

Most of us eat enough salt, daily, in already-prepared foods without

ever lifting the shaker to add more.

Cutting back on salt, coupled with eating a balanced diet, can help

lower blood pressure, according to the U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services.

It's a reminder, especially for older adults, during May, which is high

blood pressure month, says Mary Darling, nutrition specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"High blood pressure is twice as common among those who are overweight,"

she says. Figures are different for every person, but chances are that taking

off pounds and keeping them off (not via crash diets which may be risky or

even dangerous if you have high blood pressure and take medication) can help

lower your blood pressure level and keep it low.

If you need to lose weight, there are many helps available today.

Darling suggests starting by asking your physician what he or she rec~mmends.

To be effective, new eating habits, just like all high blood pressure

treatment, must be continued for life.

The taste for salt is acquired: the less you use the less you'll want.

Restaurant food, especially fast food, is often high in sodium--something to

think about when some Americans eat nearly half of all meals away from home.
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When ordering in a restaurant) it is a good idea to ask that salt not be added

to your meal, Darling says. Many medications, antacids, cough medicines and

laxatives can be high in sodium. When buying an over-the-counter,

non-prescription medicine, ask your pharmacist to suggest ones with low sodium

content.

Read labels on all processed foods to check for sodium. (Salt is a

chemical compound: 40 percent sodium and 60 percent chloride.) Sodium

glutamate, sodium benzoate) di-sodium phosphate--these all mean salt was used

in preparation. Darling suggests buying versions of foods that are unsalted:

chips) pretzels) nuts, cottage cheese--all ways of starting to cut b~ck on

salt intake. "Skip salt in cooking and baking; eat more fresh fruits and

vegetables and meats," she says. "But," she says, "this doesn't mean that

cooking has to be bland and tasteless. Other seasonings such as lemon juice,

fresh and dried herbs, spices like curry powder) celery seed, pepper and

paprika can give some sparkle and zing to eating," Darling says.

Enlist the family's help, too, when making these eating decisipns.

Weight and sodium control can become a family habit and everyone will profit

by helping themselves and you to better health.

MP, 4-Hec
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HAY PRICES MAY INCREASE

Farmers who will need extra hay in late 1983 and 1984 should consider

buying it early.

"Speculation on 1983 hay production and prices has to be tentative at

this time," says Paul Hasbargen, farm management economist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension service.

Hasbargen says alfalfa acreage for harvest is apt to be reduced since

the PIK program makes expanded cash crop acreage more attractive to

non-participants in the government program. And, higher grain prices will

make hay worth more as an alternative feed.

Hasbargen says calls to Minnesota auction markets in mid-April showed a

recent price increase in most areas. Top quality alfalfa was bringing over

$100 a ton. "Rises in spring hay prices occur whenever the pasture season is

delayed," Hasbargen says. "This will probably last until mid-May--later if

pastures are further delayed.

MP
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PIK PROGRAM COULD ZAP CORN ROOTWORMS

The PIK program could drastically reduce corn rootworm problems if

farmers use this opportunity to rotate corn with other crops.

"Improved rotation schedules using idle land could control corn rootworm

populations on the majority of Minnesota's corn crop," says Whitney Cranshaw,

entomologist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service. Cranshaw says it's possible that use of corn rootworm insecticides

could be reduced by 50 percent to 80 percent through 1985. Rootworm

insecticide applications cost about $10 per acre.

"We've known for a number of years that you don't need a rootworm

insecticide following a non-corn crop. But some new evidence suggests that it

may take two years of continuous corn for rootworms to colonize in high enough

numbers to cause economic damage," Cranshaw says.

Results from the University's Crop Pest Management program in

southeastern and south central Minnesota showed that 50 percent to 60 percent

of first-year corn fields did not have rootworm beetles at levels high enough

to cause economic damage to corn the following year.

If you're thinking of planting corn again, always scout fields in August

to get a rootworm beetle count, Cranshaw advises. He recommends applying a

rootworm insecticide to fields that will be in corn the next year, unless the

scoutin2 report shows you don't need it.

By 1985, land rotated in 1983 or 1984 will not have serious corn

M-9
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PIK PROVIDES GOOD CHANCE TO CONTROL WEEDS

PIK gives farmers an excellent chance to eliminate problem perennial

weeds, says Richard Behrens, weed specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Behrens says the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) interpretation of

herbicides that can be used on PIK acres gives farmers a lot of flexibility.

Label rates of all currently cleared crop herbicide may be used where no crop

will be planted this year.

"It's easier to control perennial weeds when there's no crop grown,"

Behrens says. Here is the EPA position on use of herbicides on idle

agricultural cropland:

--Soil sterilants or high herbicide dosages recommended for noncropland

should not be used on cropland. Subsequent crops could be injured or illegal

residues might accumulate in foods or feeds.

--You can use label rates of herbicides registered for fallow, minimum

and no-till preplanting applications. You can also use herbicides for crops

like corn, soybeans or small grains where the label does not prohibit rotation

to the planned subsequent crop.

--If a cover crop is planted, grazing under the PIK program must conform

with label restrictions.

You can control weeds on idle acres by mowing, he~bicides or a
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combination of the two. Annual weeds grow from seed each year. They can be

controlled by mowing or clipping two or three times during the crop season to

prevent seed production. This is effective and cheap.

Crop residue may make it hard to mow with a sickle mower, but a rotary

mower can be used in most situations.

Annual weeds may also be controlled by herbicides. Most annual

broadleafs like pigweed and lambsquarters can be controlled by two

applications of 2,4-D during the growing season. Apply the first when weeds

are five to six inches tall (or up to bud stage) and another three to four

weeks later before regrowth produces viable seed.

Both annual broadleafs and annual grasses can be controlled with low

rates of Roundup (3/4 to 1 pt/A) or with Paraquat (1 to 2 pts/A). However,

since these herbicides have no residual action, retreatment will likely be

necessary to kill regrowth to prevent seed production.

Established biennial or perennial broadleaf weeds can be controlled with

2,4-D or a mixture of 2,4-D and dicamba--where this herbicide combination can

be used without injury to surrounding soybean and other sensitive broadleaf

crops. However, higher rates are needed for perennials and second-year

biennials.

Perennial grass weeds such as quackgrass or wirestem muhly as well as

most broadleaf weeds may be controlled with 1-1/3 to 2 qts/A of Roundup.

Mowing or clipping is not effective for perennial weed control but may prevent

seed production if heads are clipped in the bud stage and mowing is repeated

as necessary to prevent seed formation.

MP, 4-FC
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CONTROL QUACKGRASS AND CORN INSECTS

Controlling quackgrass or other perennial weeds is the only successful

way to control the common stalk borer and hop vine border. The two corn

insect pests can be chronic problems where there are patches of quackgrass and

other perennial weeds.

The common stalk borer and hop vine borer are minor insect pests in corn

and are found mainly in southeastern Minnesota. But they can cause heavy

losses in individual fields. "Neither insect can be adequately controlled

with insecticides," says Whitney Cranshaw, entomologist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The PIK program allows a good opportunity to control these weeds and the

problem insects, Cranshaw says. It's much easier to control quackgrass when

the land is idle. "Farmers who have controlled quackgrass and other perennial

weeds have reduced problems with common stalk borer and hop vine borer," he

says.

The lifestyles of the common stalk borer and hop vine borer are alike.

The insects lay eggs during late August and September. Eggs hatch in

midspring. The larvae feed first on roots of smaller weeds, then move to

corn.

Both insects are capable of killing the growing point of the corn plant,

Cranshaw says. Stalk borers may also feed in a way that causes distorted
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growth of the corn plant.

Neither insect can be controlled with insecticides. "The main problem

is that the insects are not exposed to the chemical. They feed within the

plant or underground, where they are protected.

"The only time the larvae are exposed is when they're moving from weeds

to corn, and this is spread out over several weeks.

The two insects will also move a short way into a field from grass and

weeds along field edges. Managing these weeds by mowing during the egg-laying

period may help reduce the problem.

"With the PIK program you can eliminate field-wide problems," Cranshaw

says. You should be able to limit problems to field areas immediately

adjacent to field edges and waterways.

MP, 4-FC
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KEEP GRASS ON WATERWAYS

Waterways should be carpeted with a thick grass sod to prevent erosion,

advises Clifton Halsey, conservationist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Soil from unprotected waterways buries young crops and fills roadside

ditches and culverts. It also may add to the pollution and sedimentation of

trout streams, reservoirs and river channels. Thick grass in the waterways

prevents gully formation and makes crossing waterways with farm equipment

easier.

Halsey suggests several steps for maintaining grassed waterways:

- Inspect them after heavy rains; repair damage immediately with fill,

reshaping, staked sod, reseeding and mulching as appropriate.

- Mow the waterways and remove the mowed grass to maintain a thick sod

and reduce soil accumulation in the grass. Sediment accumulation indicates

excessive erosion on the adjacent fields. Close-clipped sod also is less

attractive to stalk borers.

- Control waterway weeds with herbicides which do not harm the grass.

- Shut off herbicide applicators when crossing waterways. Grass

herbicides washed from surrounding land kill the sod. Use soil and water

conserving practices that reduce runoff.

- Raise tillage machinery, applicators and injectors before crossing

Page 1 of 2
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waterways.

- Avoid using waterways as field roads. If occasional travel is

necessary, drive only along the waterway edges. Do not concentrate tracks

that will kill the sod or form ruts.

- Control gophers, moles, badgers and woodchucks; they start gullies.

If sediment accumulates in a waterway, it means that other soil

conserving practices are needed. These may be conservation tillage, contour

farming, terraces, contour strips or more hay in the rotation. If sediment

greatly reduces the capacity of the waterway, rebuilding it is the only

solution and the investment in the previous waterway is lost, Halsey says.

Professional soil conservationists can provide excellent technical

assistance for constructing and repairing grassed waterways. Cost-sharing is

also available from the soil conservation district and the Agricultural

Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS). They should be consulted long

before construction is started if assistance is wanted.

County extension offices also have copies of Extension Folder 480,

Grassed Waterways--Construction and Maintenance, which has many good

suggestions.

MP, 4-FC
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DIFFERENT ALFALFA PESTS REQUIRE DIFFERENT TREATMENT

Spraying for potato leafhoppers can often boost alfalfa yields, but

controlling pea aphids on alfalfa is seldom worth the cost, according to

research done at the Rosemount branch of the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Experiment Station.

"It takes a tremendous number of aphids to cause appreciable alfalfa

yield losses--they're not a great danger to alfalfa production," says Ted

Radcliffe, entomologist with the Experiment Station. "Leafhoppers,

however, are damaging at very low population levels."

The Minnesota study, part of a regional project with the northcentral

states, determined economic injury and threshold levels for pea aphids and

leafhoppers and the stages of alfalfa regrowth at which infestation was

most damaging. Economic injury levels were defined as the number of

insects that caused yield reduction values equal to chemical control costs.

Thresholds were based on the potential of the insect population to increase

to reach injury levels. The study showed that insect damage potential

depends on the duration and level of infestation and the height of the

plants when infestation occurs.
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"Pea aphids may hurt ahaHa yields only one year in ten," says

Radcliffe. "In 1980, for example, we had tremendous aphid numbers--almost

3,000 per net sweep at harvest. The drought stress we experience~ that

year definitely made the plants more susceptible, but it was the ~phid

numbers, not the moisture that was critical. In 1982, we had very dry

conditions and relatively high aphid numbers--up to 600 per sweep~-but no

significant reductions in yield were observed." Pea aphids can reduce dry

matter yield, lower protein percentages, affect digestibility, delay

maturity and increase winter damage.

Leafhoppers produce the same damage as aphids, but far fewer numbers

are needed to do the job. "We found that with incidences of only half a

leafhopper per swing of the sweep net through the alfalfa, spraying is

probably economically feasible."

According to the study, the best time to make pest manageme~t

decisions for aphids is two weeks before harvest. It takes that long for

populations to become large enough to injure plants. However, de¢isions on

leafhopper control must be made immediately after harvest. "Cutt~ng the

crop will reduce leafhopper population as much as 95 to 99 percent. But,

if weather or another factor prevents a clean harvest, the plant ~esidue

provides a habitat for leafhoppers, resulting in larger numbers i~ the new

regrowth," Radcliffe explains.

"We're not saying that everyone should go out and spray their

alfalfa. That decision should be made only when potentially damaging

populations are present--when the population has reached the economic

threshold. By knowing the relationship between pest density and yield

losses, the farmer can apply treatments only when required.

"The fact is that pea aphids seldom need to be, controlled and potato
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1eflfhoppers are very easy to kill. When treatment is indicated, the farmer

must choose an insecticide registered for that use. Otherwise, the choice

can be made on the basis of cost."

MP, 4-D, 4-FC
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FARM COMMODITY PROGRAMS NEED MORE FLEXIBILITY

We need more flexibility in our farm commodity programs, says G.

. Edward Schuh, head of the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics

at the University of Minnesota.

"Right now our farm programs support commodity prices that translate

into high prices overseas due to the strong U.S. dollar. Our loan levels

for corn, wheat and soybeans have been constant over the last two years

when adjusted for inflation.

"But that has meant cost of the products has risen 20 percent to

potential overseas buyers, while prices to U.S. farmers have actually

declined. In the two last years, the rise of the U.S. dollar has choked

off farm exports by approximately $3 billion (16 million tons of grain).

"Our farm programs are putting an 'umbrella' over world farm prices.

Then our competitors undersell us," he says. "We can't blame the Canadians

for increasing farm production while we try to cut back. They're getting a

strong production signal from the market. "We need to recognize this new

reality of our farm programs in a changed international environment," Schuh

adds.
II II If
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FARM GROUPS SHOULD SPEAK OUT ON TRADE ISSUES

If you don't agree with public policies, you need to do more than

blame "policy-makers" in Washington, D.C. or St. Paul.

"p I' k' d 't' k' I ." G Ed do 1cy-ma ers 1n government on ma e po 1Cy, says . war

Schuh, head of the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics at the

University of Minnesota. "Policies won't change until groups of people

understand what changes they want, then explain them clearly to government

officials," Schuh says.

"In the case of agricultural policy, if farm groups want to influence

things like fiscal policy and international trade, they need to speak out."

Agricultural interests need to be more vocal on issues that used to

be considered "non-farm" issues, Schuh says. "For example, we can't sell

farm products to China and Japan if we impose import restrictions on

Japanese autos and Chinese textiles.

"Trade is a two-way street. Agriculture has lots to lose if trade

policies restrict sales of agricultural products abroad."

MP Page 1 of 1
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NEW TRADING RULES NEEDED FOR AGRICULTURE

The bulk of our agricultural trade goes to countries "where there are

no trading rules," says G. Edward Schuh, head of the University of

Minnesota's Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics.

"Most of our agricultural trade is now with underdeveloped countries

and those with centrally planned economies," he says. The General

Agreement on Trades and Tariffs (GATT) was created for trade with

industrialized countries.

"The GATT has served its purpose fairly well. But now it's time to

either reform GATT or create a new organization," Schuh says.

"We need to do everything we can to promote free world trade. Growth

and development in the United States depends on world trade. If we turn

inward and become a 'fortress America' it will mean lower per captia income

and reduced economic growth and development for everybody," he says.

MP
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AGRICULTURE NEEDS MORE SUBTLE PROMOTION OF FREE TRADE

"Arm waving and shouting don't help promote free trade of farm

products," says G. Edward Schuh, head of the Department of Agricultural and

Applied Economics at the University of Minnesota.

"We need a more subtle promotion of free trade," Schuh says. "We

need to understand that trade is a two-way street. If we decide not to

take automobiles from Japan, they can easily get their grain from other

countries.

"In the case of China, we can't expect to sell farm products if we

choke off their textile imports. China is not like Russia, which can sell

gold to buy our farm products. China must sell exports in order to buy our

farm products.

"Our trade negotiations are too narrow," Schuh says. "We should talk

about selling oranges and meat to Japan at the same time we talk about

buying their automobiles and other manufactured products,ll he says.

MP
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FARM LOBBY SHOULD INFLUENCE NON-AG POSTS

Agricultural interests should work to influence policy at traditional

"non-agricultural" positions in government, a University of Minnesota

economist says.

"The undersecretary of state for monetary affairs potentially has

more influence on agricultural trade than the secretary of agriculture,"

says G. Edward Schuh, head of the University's Department of Agricultural

and Applied Economics." The same applies to the undersecretary for

economics in the State Department.

"We need to get away from spending all our time on traditional farm

commodity programs. Agriculture today is very complex and is influenced by

the Federal Reserve Board, the Treasury Department and the State

Department."

Agricultural people should first try to influence who holds these

positions, then make their case on important policy matters, Schuh says.

MP
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WRITTEN ZaN ING MEETING RECORDS COUNT

Keeping detailed records is a good idea for anyone, but it is essential

for a county, city or township planning and zoning board if any of its

decisions wind up being argued in the courts.

Making the suggestion is attorney Robert W. Snyder, who is land

economist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Snyder acknowledges today's society is "quick to sue." "It's a new legal

climate we're functioning in," he says.

His comments on record keeping, though directed at public bodies, would

hold true for petitioners appearing with requests before zoning boards, too.

"Some statement that seems too obvious to record in minutes of a meeting

or during a hearing could be the crucial one that explains why the decision

was made as it was," Snyder says. He was speaking particularly of reasons for

turning down a conditional use permit or a variance request. (While it is

difficult to get a lawful variance, it is even harder to get it changed once

granted. Variances remain with land just as an easement does, even if the

property changes hands.)

State laws pertaining to zoning have changed, but most zoning ordinances

haven't changed to reflect these state changes, Snyder explains. In instances

where some close and hard decisions by zoning bodies have appeared to be

"b' d "ar 1trary ecisions to those ruled against, it might have been wise to have
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the meeting record on tape. "It would even be advisable to have a cpurt

reporter present for a complete transcript of the proceedings," Snyd:er

suggests. It is much less expensive to build a good record of the p~oceedings
I

as they are happening than to have to employ an attorney later at $75 an hour,

plus the expense of expert witnesses. "Sometimes the trial court will refuse

to take evidence and will say, 'We'll just look at the record of the

proceedings. ,,, That's when good documentation pays and the government and

petitioners for change will wish it is on hand.

Zoning ordinances are going to have to change to conform to state law or

courts will be deciding oftener that decisions on local zoning are arbitrary,

according to Snyder.

If the landowner who is denied the zoning change realizes that'he or she

may also be able to get the judge to order that his or her own legal fees be

paid by the offending government unit, this might be enough to sway "taking it

to court," Snyder says.

This is reason enough for both petitioners and public bodies to find

protection in well-kept, detailed proceedings of hearings and meetings where

important decisions are being made, Snyder concludes.

MP
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RECESSION INCREASES COLOR CONSCIOUSNESS

Do the colors you wear reflect the real you? Do you have a closet full

of seldom-worn clothes because you just don't feel right in the colors?

Coordinating wardrobe colors to the unique coloring of each individual

is becoming a booming business, countering the trend in these recessionary

times. In fact, the downturn in our economy may be part of the reason for the

boost in color consciousnesss.

"People are concerned with getting the most value from money spent on

clothing. They want to buy basics that have a lot of utility and can be worn

in many mix-and-match combinations," explains Sherri Johnson, clothing

spe~ialist for the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

She adds that there is also a concern among both men and women about the

need to look professional as competition for jobs gets tougher. The result

has been an epidemic of interest in the color consulting business.

Individuals can spend anywhere from $45 to $500 to have an "expert" tell them

what colors they should be wearing. The offers vary, including classifying

individuals into a particular season of the year based on skin tone and

selecting colors accordingly, or matching colors with an individual's

personality.

Some of these businesses are legitimate; others are not, says Johnson.

She suggests that prospective clients ask color consult~ts about their
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training and experience.

"It should include a background in art, design, fashion merchandising or

home economics, as well as special training in color analysis," says Johnson.

"In other words, the individual should have done more than read a book on the

subject."

She adds that clients should be skeptical of consultants who claim that

they are "gifted" or have gained their talents from "years of careful

observation."

"Be wary of consultants who offer to match colors with personality.

There has been no scientific research to back up claims made in this area,"

explains Johnson. Although matching personal color with a particular season

and selecting clothing colors accordingly is a popular trend being p~omoted by

color consultants, Johnson finds that this approach limits the colors an

individual can wear. "While limiting wardrobe colors is a good idea,

especially in a limited wardrobe, it may put you into a box you can't get out

of. This is primarily true when suggested wardrobe colors are not those in

your wardrobe."

"Everybody can wear any color as long as it is related to their unique

individual coloring in hue, value and intensity," she says.

MP, 4-Hec
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CUT SALT, BALANCE DIET FOR BLOOD PRESSURE

Most of us eat enough salt, daily, in already-prepared foods without

ever lifting the shaker to add more.

Cutting back on salt, coupled with eating a balanced diet, can help

lower blood pressure, according to the u.S. Department of Health and Human

Services.

It's a reminder, especially for older adults, during May, which is high

blood pressure month, says Mary Darling, nutrition specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"High blood pressure is twice as common among those who are overweight,"

she says. Figures are different for every person, but chances are that taking

off pounds and keeping them off (not via crash diets which may be risky or

even dangerous if you have high blood pressure and take medication) can help

lower your blood pressure level and keep it low.

If you need to lose weight, there are many helps available today.

Darling suggests starting by asking your physician what he or she recommends.

To be effective, new eating habits, just like all high blood pressure

treatment, must be continued for life.

The taste for salt is acquired: the less you use the less you'll want.

Restaurant food, especially fast food, is often high in sodium--something to

think about when some Americans eat nearly half of all meals away from home.
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When ordering in a restaurant, it is a good idea to ask that salt not be added

to your meal, Darling says. Many medications, antacids, cough medicines and

laxatives can be high in sodium. When buying an over-the-counter,

non-prescription medicine, ask your pharmacist to suggest ones with low sodium

content.

Read labels on all processed foods to check for sodium. (Salt is a

chemical compound: 40 percent sodium and 60 percent chloride.) Sodium

glutamate, sodium benzoate, di-sodium phosphate--these all mean salt was used

in preparation. Darling suggests buying versions of foods that are unsalted:

chips, pretzels, nuts, cottage cheese--all ways of starting to cut back on

salt intake. "Skip salt in cooking and baking; eat more fresh fruits and

vegetables and meats," she says. "But," she says, "this doesn't mean that

cooking has to be bland and tasteless. Other seasonings such as lemon juice,

fresh and dried herbs, spices like curry powder, celery seed, pepper and

paprika can give some sparkle and zing to eating," Darling says.

Enlist the family's help, too, when making these eating decisions.

Weight and sodium control can become a family habit and everyone will profit

by helping themselves and you to better health.

MP, 4-Hec
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INDEX

Note to agents: You can use the dairy stories during June Dairy Month if you
wish. You'll note that three stories consist of many short briefs that can be
used separately in columns and radio programs. You have, or shortly will
receive, two packets of stories that have gone directly to daily (NOT weekly)
newspapers. The one dated April 25 contained stories on a variety of topics.
The May 1 packet is entirely on dairy topics. As usual, pull stories from
these media packets to use with your local news media.

Agricultural stories:

• Dairy survival tips
• Dairy policy briefs
• Alfalfa pests may be easily controlled
• Be prepared with first aid training

Consumer stories:

• Dairy consumption shows bright spots, overall decline
• Whey--more uses for an under-valued protein source
• Calcium and osteoporosis briefs
• Insurance information line useful
• Smaller food portions prevent tossing
• For economy: rethink food preparation
• Much food lands in garbage

Youth stories:

• Dairy leads in 4-H animal science projects
• Six Minnesota 4-H'ers attend Washington conference

Public Service Announcements (PSA's):

There are eight PSA's, based on other packet stories. They are rewritten in
PSA format for your convenience. You may also find them useful as column fil
lers.

--more notes next page--
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Agents and specialists: Following is a list of releases that were sent out
the past month, but not as part of the news media or agent packet. If you
would like a copy of any of the releases below, check them and send this sheet
with your name and address to Marilyn Masterman, 433 Coffey Hall.

Agents: You can call the University of Minnesota News Line for additional
timely stories. The number is (612) 376-8000.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CP

Study Finds Forestry Incentives Program Cost Effective
Don't Prune Your Oak Trees This Spring
Proper Handling of Firewood Can Stem Oak Wilt Spread
Worksheet Helps Determine PIK Redemption Bid
Farm Financial Emergency Program Starts April 15
Living Resourcefully Is for All Consumers
Minnesota 4-H'ers Join Bike Safety Week
Your Views Wanted on Door-to-Door Sales
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DAIRY SURVIVAL TIPS

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

May 1. 1983

Source: Mervin Freeman
507/285-8153
Bob Appleman
612/373-1014

Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

Belt tightening is the name of the game for dairy farmers. This means

reducing or delaying expenses when you can economically do it.

It will be hard to maintain net income at present levels. Before milk

supplies are reduced to where costs are acceptable to the federal government,

a lot of dairy herds are apt to be eliminated, says Mervin Freeman, area farm

management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

States like Minnesota, with below average herd size and milk production

per cow, will lose a higher percentage of herds than some other states, says

Freeman.

* *
Applying business organization principles can help dairy farmers

survive. There are many, but here are some of the more important ones

selected by Mervin Freeman and Earl Fuller, farm management specialists with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

You need productive employment for available labor. Many young people

are returning home to the family farm to work for their parents or enter the

family partnership. "Work off the farm is hard to find. This increase in the

labor supply has caused chronic underemployment on many farms," Freeman says.
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Each worker needs to be supported by enough high producing cows.

With a modern Minnesota-Wisconsin type dairy operation, it usually takes

at least 35 dairy cows per full-time worker, including the operator. This

assumes you produce all home grain and forage needed. Unless production is

first rate, it probably takes at least 40 cows and up to 200 acres in a state

like Minnesota to be on the safe side. And milk sales should be at least

500,000 pounds per worker. "But we'd like to see this at 550,000 to 600,000,"

Freeman says.

What percentage of your gross farm income goes to pay interest on farm

debt? "A dairy farm business often headed for financial problems anytime

interest payments are 20 percent or more of the farm's gross income," Fuller

says.

* * *
A net worth statement on Jan. 1, 1980 that showed more than a 50 percent

debt load on real estate and personal property means a dairy farmer is

probably in financial trouble today.

The reason is that personal property has devalued. Examples include

corn, cows and farm machinery. "These items may average only 65 percent to 75

percent of their 1979 value," says Mervin Freeman, farm management specialist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. That

causes a significant decline in net worth.

Real estate values have also declined. That means the debt load may now

be 60 percent to 70 percent of asset value. "When you add the impact of

higher interest rates on all that borrowed money, you find many farmers in

financial difficulty," Freeman says.

* * *
These financial guidelines can help dairy farmers analyze today's

financial situation. Dairy farmers are in:
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-- An extremely secure financial position if they have 100 percent

equity in personal and real property.

A sound financial position if they own at least 66 percent equity in

personal and real property and 50 percent of the land. They're also sound if

they have 50 percent equity in personal property but rent all of the land.

A weak financial situation if they have only 50 percent equity in

personal and real property, even if they rent no land.

A poor financial position if they have 25 percent equity in personal

property and rent all land ..

A very insecure financial position if they have 25 percent equity in

personal and real property while renting no land.

In recent years it has been very easy to slip down this financial

security scale," says Mervin Freeman, farm management specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "A typical example

is a dairy farmer who just bought a farm or went through an extensive

livestock expansion phase recently. In either case, it probably meant

borrowing a lot more money. And the financial transactions changed the

percent in debt shown on the net worth statement."

* * *
There are at least four reasons why Minnesota and Wisconsin dairy

farmers face stiff competition from other states, according to Bob Appleman,

dairy specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

Captial investment per cow is lower in other states.

Labor efficiency is higher in other states (up to 80 percent free

stall housing).

A higher percent of milking parlors encourages more rapid expansion.

New technology is more adaptable to larger herds. This includes
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milking parlor, design and mechanization, waste handling, bulk handling of

feeds, and milking three times daily.

"The back flush system in milking parlors will sweep across the

country," Appleman says. "It will help reduce mastitis problems since it

minimizes incidence of new infections."

* * *
Feed for maximum milk production. Use the most economical source of

high quality feeds.

"Milk prices in relation to grain prices are relatively constant," says

Bob Appleman, dairy specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service. "This isn't the time to cut back on the amount of grain

you feed," he emphasizes. Contact your county extension agent for information

on ration balancing and feed managment strategies.

* * *
Dairy farmers are encouraged to do a better culling job. Replace culled

animals with better cows.

You can cull 35 percent or more, says Bob Appleman, dairy specialist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. But if you

improve management practices, fewer cows must be culled (mandatory culling).

That means you can voluntarily cull more poor producers. Severe culling

to improve production per cow when you don't have good replacements available

generally reduces net farm income. In most cases, a cow in the stall is

better than no cow at all.

* *
Improve your mastitis control. The somatic cell count (SCC) program

available through DHIA can be a big help. Aim for less than 15 percent of

cows infected and no more than one new infection per 50 cows each month.

Also try to improve reproduction performance. Aim for a herd
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average/calving interval of 12.5 months. To do this, you need a high heat

detection rate (60 percent or more) and a good conception rate (about 60

percent). It amounts to $50 per cow a year when you go from 13 months to 15

months.

* * *
Keep dairy cows and young stock healthy. You're losing money if heifer

replacements don't make normal growth. "The replacement animal enterprise

isn't the place to economize during a cost/price squeeze," says Bob Appleman,

dairy specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"Too many farms house calves in poorly ventilated facilities. This

causes pneumonia, high death losses and permanently damaged lungs which limit

producing ability of replacement animals."

* * *
Dairy farmers need to maintain and use DHIA records. It's hard to

improve your herdmanship when you can't identify management weaknesses or cull

unprofitable cows. Use your DHIA records plus the many consultants available

to you. These include your county agent, veterninarian, feed company

representative and milk plant fieldman. But you--as well as the

consultant--need DHIA records to monitor what's happening in your herd. DHIA

is cost effective. Don't try to save money by dropping DHIA when you need it

most.

CP
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DAIRY POLICY BRIEFS

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

May 1s 1983

Source: G. Edward Schuh
612/373-0945

Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

Dairy imports hardly make a dent in the dairy supply picture, according

to G. Edward Schuh s head of the University of Minnesota's Department of

Agricultural and Applied Economics. Dairy imports (in milk equivalents)

amount to only 1.6 percent of total domestic production. At the same time,

the U.S. government is buying at least 10 percent of our milk production.

* *
Sudsidizing our dairy exports is risky business s says G. Edward Schuh,

head of the University of Minnesota's Department of Agricultural and Applied

Economics. Schuh says subsidized dairy exports just substitute one government

dairy program for another without addressing overall budget costs. In

addition, subsidized dairy exports fail to address the underlying adjustment

problems of the dairy industry.

Schuh says we have a vested interest in the "zero tariff" on soybeans

with the European Economic Community. "If we violate our trade agreements by

going too far at subsidizing dairy exports, it could have a significant effect

on the U.S. soybean industry. The EEC can easily get soybeans from places

like Brazil and Argentinas" Schuh says.

Increasing dairy exports is not the short term answer to our dairy

problems. It will take many years of negotiation to make a significant change
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in the dairy export picture, says G. Edward Schuh, head of the University of

Minnesota's Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics. Schuh says our

domestic dairy problems are not being caused by other countries. "Our dairy

farmers are not being 'walked on' by other dairy producing countries," he

says.

* * *
Lower milk prices encourage more consumption as well as reduced

production. Due to this double effect, farm milk prices often don't have to

decline as much as the milk surplus would suggest, say agricultural economists

at the University of Minnesota.

However, higher farm milk prices associated with higher support levels

would encourage shifts to alternative food products and development of dairy

substitutes.

# # #

CP
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Source: Ted Radcliffe
612/373-1730

Writer: Cynthia Anderson
612/373-1781

ALFALFA PESTS MAY BE EASILY CONTROLLED

Spraying for potato leafhoppers may increase alfalfa yields this

summer, but attempting to control pea aphids on alfalfa might not be worth

the extra cost, according to researchers at the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Experiment Station.

Researchers found that a huge number of pea aphids are needed to

cause appreciable alfalfa yield losses, so spraying for them is often

unnecessary. Leafhoppers, on the other hand, can cause damage at very low

populations. The leafhopper is easy to kill, though, and many pesticides

are available to do the job.

Experiment station scientists recommend making pest management

decisions only when there are potentially damaging populations of either

pest. When spraying, be sure to use a pesticide that is registered for the

use intended and make choices on the basis of cost.

CP
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BE PREPARED WITH FIRST AID TRAINING

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
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May 1, 1983

Source: Bob Aherin
612/373-0764

Writer: Hank Drews
612/373-1250

Discovering a farm accident victim can be a traumatic experience,

especially if it's a close friend or family member. How you assess the

situation and react can make the difference between life, permanent injury or

death for the victim.

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service safety

specialist Bob Aherin recommends that at least one person on every farm should

be trained in first aid. Emergency procedures should be pre-planned so any

problem can be anticipated. Know who to call and what directions to give them

to get help to the right place.

The three main points to remember are:

--Be sure the victim can breathe. Artificial respiration and CPR

training may be needed.

--Be sure severe bleeding is controlled. Knowledge of pressure points

and proper use of tourniquets is valuable.

--Get help as soon as breathing is assured and bleeding is controlled.

A CB radio could speed rescue efforts. Know the distances and landmarks to

use when giving directions. Everyone in the family should know how to turn

off the power to the various farm machines.

Prepare everyone on your farm for emergencies so they can make sound,

rational judgments if an accident should ever happen.

IL 1/ 1/
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612/373-1604

Writer: Richard Sherman
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DAIRY CONSUMPTION SHOWS SOME BRIGHT SPOTS, OVERALL DECLINE

Milk consumption, having steadily declined since 1960, may be taking a

turn upwards. According to the USDA, per capita use of milk jumped 3.5

percent in 1982, reaching the highest level since 1969.

The increase in milk consumption, however, was due largely to the use of

milk in manufacturing other dairy products such as cheese and yogurt.

Government donations of cheese, butter and non-fat dry milk were also

responsible for the increase.

According to Mary Darling, nutritionist with the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Extension Service, milk consumption through the use of yogurt and

cheese is helpful, but does not compensate for the fact that competition from

citrus juices and carbonated soft drinks is keeping fluid milk consumption

low.

Fluid milk is the best source of calcium and is the only food fortified

with vitamin D, says Darling. Milk also contains protein, vitamins A, B-6,

B-12 and riboflavin she says, and low consumption can mean health risk for

both children and adults.

* * *
Cheese consumption, having increased steadily since 1960, is still on

the increase. According to Jerry Hammond, professor of Agriculture and
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Applied Economics at the University of Minnesota, the increase is probably due

to many factors.

Popularity of fast food establishments is one factor, with strong sales

of items such as cheeseburgers and pizza. Another is changes in lifestyle.

Cheese is now commonly used at receptions and parties, partly brought about by

better packaging and merchandising.

Though an increase in calorie-consciousness has meant a decrease in

consumption of other dairy products, cheese seems not to have been affected.

Cheese is high in fat, but according to Hammond, unlike butter or ice cream,

it isn't perceived that way.

* * *
Use of butter has declined steadily since 1960. Though it has leveled

off somewhat in the last few years, the leveling off could be due to the fact

that it really doesn't have much further to fall.

In 1960 the average American consumed 7.5 pounds of butter. By 1970

that number had fallen to 5.3 and today it is about 4.3.

According to Jerry Hammond, professor of Agriculture and Applied

Economics at the University of Minnesota, most people simply don't seem to

care whether they are eating butter or margarine. They base their decision on

cost, and with butter costing more than twice as much as margarine, most

people seem to see it as a high-priced fat and choose not to buy it.

* * *
Ice cream consumption since 1960 has been more stable than that of other

dairy products. In 1960, the average American ate about 4 gallons of ice

cream and today eats about 3 3/4 gallons.

Though ice cream seems to remain popular, it does show a slight downward

trend. According to Jerry Hammond, professor of Agriculture and Applied

Economics at the University of Minnesota, the trend is probably due to an
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increase in calorie-consciousness and dieting.

* * *
Yogurt, though enjoying steadily increasing popularity, is still a very

small part of the dairy market. According to Jerry Hammond, professor of

Agriculture and Applied Economics at the University of Minnesota, its place is

so small that when numbers reporting the consumption of dairy products are

released, yogurt is usually not even listed except as part of a miscellaneous

category of "other products" made from milk.

* * *
Products that imitate and substitute for dairy products may be

contributing to the overall decline in the consumption of dairy products,

according to the National Dairy Council.

But testing in an independent laboratory, according to the council, has

provided confirmation of nutritional inferiority of an imitation milk product

when compared to traditional non-fat dry milk, and revealed considerable

variability in composition among 10 imitation non-fat dry milk samples.

Though consumer demand for lower priced, convenient food products may be

contributing to the increase in imitation and substitute products, various

government agencies and professional organizations have opposed using

imitation dry milk as a substitute in child nutrition programs, meal programs

for the elderly, in place of infant formula and for persons on special diets.

* *
The market place must solve our dairy problems. Solutions to the sales

of dairy products are going to have to come from the marketplace, according to

Vernal S. Packard, dairy products specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

In the past, he says, "We have relied too strongly on government and

haven't tended to the marketplace. I think that aspect is changing now." He
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adds that recently 10 percent of U.S. dairy products have been sold to the

government as part of the price support program and 90 percent find sales

elsewhere.

* * *
Milk processing means value added. Minnesota produces about 10 billion

pounds of milk per year, and most of that milk is also processed in Minnesota,

says Vern Packard, dairy products specialist with the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Extension Service.

"Dairy farmers who are close to the border of the Dakotas, Iowa or

Wisconsin might ship their milk across the border for processing, but the vast

majority is processed in Minnesota," Packard says.

"The dollar value added by processing milk products in Minnesota

(approaches $400 million," Packard says.

CP
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

May 1, 1983

Source: Vern Packard
612/373-1075

Writer: Jennifer Obst
612/373-1579

WHEY--MORE USES FOR AN UNDER-VALUED PROTEIN SOURCE

The Minnesota dairy industry is heavily dedicated to cheese. "Over half

of all milk produced is processed into cheese products," says Vern Packard,

dairy products specialist with the University of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension Service.

All that cheese production also produces a lot of whey. Packard says

that cheese production in Minnesota creates 4.6 billion pounds of whey a year.

Uses for this by-product of the cheese-making process have gotten increasingly

creative. Whey is now used in everything from ice cream to soy sauce to

pasta.

That's good, Packard believes, because "Whey contains very high quality

protein--better quality than the casein in cheese."

Whey, up until very recently, has been considered a waste

product--something to be dumped down the drain. "It is, in fact, a food

that's not very far removed from skim milk, with one major exception, and

that's that the casein is missing from whey.

"When you combine whey protein with plant protein like soy or wheat

protein, you can build the biologiocal value and come up with a food product

that is excellent," Packard says. "These kinds of foods are finding

increasing potential in Third World counties.

The problem with whey utilization has been that, although whey protein
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is very high quality, it is also very diluted. Whey is only 0.8 percent

protein.

So the whey must usually be concentrated to be useful. Packard believes

it has been new developments in technology that have allowed increased use of

whey. Processes such as ultrafiltration, reverse osmosis, electrodialysis and

ion exchange all allow better use of the whey protein. "These are really

quite new technologies that allow one to either fractionate components from

whey--that is, separate the lactose and minerals from the whey protein--or to

concentrate the whole mass," Packard says.

Minnesota ranks second in whey production and total dry whey processed,

Packard says. About 50 percent of all whey solids are processed as dry whey.

"Right now bakeries use most of the dry whey. Our own dairy industry is

the second largest user of whey," he says.

Whey is a very inexpensive protein. Dry whey solids are 12-17 cents a

pound. Whey protein concentrates--whey which has undergone further processing

to remove some of the minerals and lactose--costs about 50 cents a pound.

Packard sees a future of this inexpensive protein in beverages, and he

sees its potential in diet foods as a meal replacement. "r believe more and

more people will recognize the value of whey as some of its uses become more

broadly known," he says.

CP
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Source: Joanne Slavin
612/376-8748

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Bodies need calcium all during life, not just while growing in

childhood.

Osteoporosis (a thinning of the bones especially around the joints)

hampers 15 million Americans and one of every four American women over age 60,

according to Joanne Slavin, nutritionist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. Osteoporosis is a condition linked with

calcium deficiency or decreased absorption of calcium from the intestine.

"We think of teeth and bones when we think of calcium and 99 percent of

the body's calcium is there, but calcium is vital in blood clotting, muscle

contraction and nerve impulse transmission," Slavin says.

* * *
If the diet is missing needed calcium, the body will simply rob it from

the bones, says Joanne Slavin, nutritionist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. Getting enough calcium in the diet during

early years can be important in helping prevent the onset of osteoporosis in

later life.

Calcium is just one factor affecting osteoporosis (a thinning of the

bones particularly around the joints). Less estrogen is produced after

menopause and this has been linked to osteoporosis. Lack of stress on the

bones--just plain inactivity--is also thought to contribute to this condition.
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The Recommended Daily Allowance (RDA) for calcium for adults is 800

milligrams daily while the average American woman consumes only about 500

milligrams. Calcium intakes in non-Westernized countries are about 400-500

milligrams daily, yet the incidence of osteoporosis is very low. Other

factors, however, such as vitamin D, phosphorous and protein will also affect

calcium status and should be considered when determining calcium need, Slavin

says.

* * *
Milk, cheese, yogurt and ice cream all are good sources of calcium as

are certain green leafy vegetables and canned fish to help prevent

osteoporosis (thinning of bones especially around the joints).

Here are some of the ways, Joanne Slavin says, to add calcium to the

diet. Slavin is a nutritionist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

These foods each contain 350-450 milligrams of calcium: 1 cup yogurt,

plain, skim; one-quarter cup dry, low fat milk; 3 ounces sardines with bones.

250-350 milligrams of calcium: 1 cup fruited yogurt; 1 cup any type

milk; 1 ounce Swiss or Gruyere cheese.

150-250 milligrams of calcium: 1 ounce hard cheese or process cheese; 3

ounces salmon with bones; one-half cup collards.

50-150 milligrams of calcium: 1 ounce soft cheese; 1 cup cooked dried

beans; 1 orange; one-half cup turnip greens or broccoli or kale or ice cream

or cottage cheese.

20-50 milligrams of calcium: 1 egg; 1 ounce cream cheese; 1 slice white

or wheat bread; one-fourth cup dates or raisins.

* * *
Some researchers recommend that women consume between 1,200 and 1,500

milligrams of calcium daily. Since this is difficult to obtain in the diet, a
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calcium supplement might be indicated. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate

are the ones to consider, but labels should be read very carefully since many

supplements contain only small amounts of calcium. Avoid bone meal or

dolomite as these may have high concentrations of lead, says Joanne Slavin,

nutritionist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service. A daily supplement containing 500-1,000 milligrams of calcium is

appropriate for women who do not have adequate amounts of calcium in their

diets.

Eating habits established in childhood as well as heredity will

determine bone density and the chances of developing osteoporosis (a thinning

of the bones especially around the joints). Osteoporosis affects one of every

four American women over 60 years of age. "An active lifestyle and adequate

calcium intake are the best preventions at this stage of the game," Slavin

concludes.

# # #
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INSURANCE INFORMATION LINE USEFUL

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

May 1, 1983

Source: Dottie Goss
612/373-0914

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Have a general information question about insurance?

The Insurance Information Institute's toll-free consumer information

hot line has just completed its second year of operation, according to Dottie

Goss, family resource management specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

More than 15,000 consumers have used the toll-free service since its

beginning in February 1981, asking questions about auto, homeowner and

business insurance.

Goss says it provides information on how your premium rates are

established, how to understand the coverage on your home, the types of

coverage available, how "deductibles" work, what discounts may be available to

you, how to make a household inventory and why it is important, and how to

file a claim.

The Insurance Information Institute's toll-free 800 number is

800-221-4945. You may also request a brochure, 10 Questions Consumers Most

Frequently Ask About Auto and Home Insurance.

The State of Minnesota Insurance Division also has consumer assistance

telephone help lines for Minnesota residents who want to deal with specific

insurance problems. In the metropolitan area it is 296-2488 and outside the

metro area, 1-800-652-9747.
II Ii Ii
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Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
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SMALLER FOOD PORTIONS PREVENT TOSSING

To prevent throwing away food because it is not eaten, serve smaller

portions to start, says Mary Darling, nutrition specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"Cut bread slices in half and apples in quarters to avoid half-eaten

portions having to be thrown away," she says.

Cut down on the size of the plate or bowl or glass in serving food.

"Portions look more satisfying in smaller dishes and half the contents of a

10-12 ounce glass of milk or juice isn't wasted. Offer seconds on portions

instead of overwhelming the first time," she adds.

Think positively about leftovers. There is no reason why leftovers

at home--pizza, fish or salad--can't be saved while they are still safe and

nourishing, but often they are tossed out.

And certain foods, she mentions, are valued for being warmed up and

are considered better the second day than the first. Stew and chili, for

instance, are often made a day ahead so they can be warmed up and will

taste better than the first time they are served.

/I II II
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Source: Mary Darling
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Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

FOR ECONOMY: RETHINK FOOD PREPARATION

If you are in the habit of peeling carrots and potatoes before using

them, try scrubbing them carefully with a brush instead. This will save

money, retain vitamins, prevent food waste and may even save some time. It

will certainly prevent slicing the fingers.

Scrubbing versus peeling is one suggestion of Mary Darling's on how

to prevent food waste. She is nutrition specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Here are some more of her ideas.

If a half-can of condensed soup or fruit (such as applesauce) is all

you need at one time, freeze the rest and plan to use it within a couple of

weeks.

Always thaw food in the refrigerator. It provides a safe product and

you can refreeze it if you decide not to use it.

Leftovers are better tasting and retain vitamins if not overcooked.

Microwave ovens freshen food without giving it a warmed-over flavor.

~lan to serve soups or casseroles regularly. Besides being good

meals, they are a way to use planned leftovers before they are tossed out.
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If you find yourself with stale cakes try baking just half the cake

recipe or the box cake, next time.

When using a knife to prepare meat or vegetables, be sure it is a

sharp one to avoid bruising the vegetables or tearing the meat.

# # #
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MUCH FOOD LANDS IN GARBAGE

It's appalling to think about, but U.S. households waste an average

of $140 in food each year.

The total, according to the 1982 Agriculture Yearbook, amounts to $31

billion each year.

"This is the largest source of additional food available in our

society," says Mary Darling, nutrition specialist at the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Home food waste ranges from 6 percent to 25 percent or more, she

quoted. While some waste is inedible spoiled foods, as much as 60 percent

to 80 percent is categorized as single items: heads of lettuce, slices of

bread, pastries and half-eaten fruit.

For nine years the University of Arizona has conducted what it calls

the Garbage Project. It measures a scientifically selected sample of

household refuse. Findings are based on information from food packages and

actual weights of discarded food.

"Besides feeling guilty about wasting food, there are some positive

steps to take to conserve food," Darling says.
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Pe0plp. who produc~ their own food are less apt to waste food.

Knowledge about food safety, management skills and the types of food

purchased all influence waste behavior. Household size, education, the

number of working people in the household, or available kitchen facilities

are not good indicators of how wasteful people are, she says.

Purchasing and storage patterns might be the first places to change.

Avoid buying a large quantity of a food item without knowing how to

use it up or whether it is acceptable to the family.

Perhaps home storage space is lacking--either the right kind or

quantity.

Be sure your food storage spaces are adequate, she says. Besides

having refrigerator and freezer space, some cool, dry storage for staples

and canned goods is important. "Cool" in this instance means 50 to 65

degrees Fahrenheit. Storage space needs to be protected from freezing and

from furnace or sunshine heat.

"Spoiled fresh fruits and vegetables are the leading items found in

the garbage," Darling says. "Buying more than can be eaten or not planning

to use them within the appropriate time leads to waste." Specialty items,

such as muffins or croutons, may be used less frequently than a regular

loaf of bread and it will take planning to use these items before they

become stale.

Automatic defrosting refrigerators and freezers may dry out foods

before they are used. Careful wrapping with freezer paper works well, and

adding the month and date frozen (making sure this is easy to see on the

packaging) provides an up-to-date inventory that tells you what needs to be

eaten first.

Darling says your individual cleaning habits will determine how
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likely it is that "hidden" food in cupboards or refrigerator will be used

before it spoils. Refrigerators need to be below 40 degrees Fahrenheit and

freezers below zero degrees Fahrenheit for best storage. She recommends

keeping a thermomemter handy to check temperatures.

/I /I /I
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DAIRY LEADS IN 4-H ANIMAL SCIENCE PROJECTS

Nearly 10,000 dairy animals in Minnesota are being cared for in

conjunction with state 4-H dairy projects. This project has the largest

number of 4-H participants of the 11 animal science projects available to 4-H

members.

Tom Zurcher, 4-H youth development specialist in animal science with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service says, "The Minnesota

dairy project ranks second in the United States, with 4-H dairy projects in

Wisconsin ranking first. It has seen considerable growth at a time when the

dairy population of the state is on the decline."

Last year there were 5,047 4-H members between the ages of 9 and 18 in

dairy projects in Minnesota. They were supported by 577 volunteer project

leaders.

According to Zurcher, there are a number of supplementary activities

connected with the dairy projects. A State Dairy Quiz Bowl, State Dairy

Judging Contest and the National Dairy Conference have all had support from

4-H'ers in the dairy projects.
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SIX MINNESOTA 4-H'ERS ATTEND WASHINGTON CONFERENCE

Six Minnesota 4-H'ers spend April 9-15 in Washington, D.C. as delegates

to the 53rd National 4-H Conference.

Aged 17-18, they average 10 years of 4-H membership. Their outstanding

participation records played a large part in their selection as 4-H

Ambassadors and conference participants.

Sponsored by the Minnesota Bankers Association, Minnesota delegates

included Mary Majerus, Scott County; Cathy Kinzler, West Otter Tail County;

Laura Torgerson, Clay County; Terri Flicek, Dodge County; Marni Kleven, North

St. Louis County; and Andy Boone, Clay County. This year's chaperones were

Kim Shaffer of the Minnesota 4-H Foundation and Keith Martikainen, North St.

Louis County extension agent.

Based at the National 4-H Center, the conference provided a forum for

more than 300 4-H members, leaders and staff who exchanged views and made

recommendations for future 4-H programs. A highlight of this year's

conference was an "idea fair" where Minnesota delegates shared suggestions and

materials on a "4-H Sunday" observance.

If If If
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
May 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS MOTIVATED BY BUDGET CONSTRAINTS AND

CONVENIENCE, A SMALL PERCENTAGE OF MINNESOTA

FAMILIES ARE DRINKING RAW MILK. ALTHOUGH MANY

FARMERS WHO SELL IT ARE CONSCIENTIOUS, RAW

MILK IS NOT PASTEURIZED TO REDUCE THE RISK OF

SPREADING DISEASE. NOR IS IT FORTIFIED WITH

VITAMIN D TO PREVENT RICKETS. ALTHOUGH IT

MAY BE A FINE PRODUCT, RAW MILK IS NOT

RECOMMENDED BY YOUR COUNTY

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
May 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS YOU HAVE AN ERODED WASH ON YOUR LAND THAT IS

HARD TO CROSS WITH YOUR EQUIPMENT? THE WAY

TO BEAT THAT PROBLEM AND SAVE SOIL TOO IS TO

CONSTRUCT A GRASSED WATERWAY. COST SHARING

FOR CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR IS AVAILABLE FROM

THE SOLID CONSERVATION DISTRICT BECAUSE WITH

REGULAR MAINTENANCE GRASSED WATERWAYS ARE

EFFECTIVE CONSERVATION. THIS MESSAGE IS

BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR _

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
May 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS IF THE FOOD LABEL SAYS "IMITATION" OR

"SUBSTITUTE", IT CAN BE CONFUSING, ESPECIALLY

WHEN THE IMITATIONS ARE SIDE-BY-SIDE WITH THE

REAL THING ON THE GROCERY SHELF. A

SUBSTITUTE OR IMITATION SOMETIMES DOES NOT

SUPPLY ALL OF THE NUTRITION OF THE FOOD IT IS

REPLACING. FOR EXAMPLE, NON-DAIRY PRODUCTS

ARE NOT MEANT TO BE DI LUTED AND USED AS MI LK

ON CEREAL OR AS A GLASS OF MI LK, BECAUSE THE

MILK FOOD VALUE MAY BE MISSING. THIS

INFORMATION IS FROM YOUR _

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNiCATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
May 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS PEA APHIDS AND POTATO LEAFHOPPERS ARE TWO OF

THE MOST COMMON PESTS IN ALFALFA, BUT THEY

ARE RELATIVELY EASY TO CONTROL. LARGE

NUMBERS OF PEA APHIDS ARE NEEDED TO

NOTICEABLY REDUCE ALFALFA YIELDS AND SPRAYING

MIGHT NOT BE NECESSARY. SMALL POPULATIONS OF

LEAFHOPPERS MAY BE DAMAGING, BUT THEY ARE

EASY TO KILL AND MANY PESTICIDES ARE AVAILABLE

TO DO THE JOB. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS

ABOUT THESE OR OTHER ALFALFA PESTS, CALL YOUR

____________ COUNTY EXTENSION

OFFICE AT TODAY.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNiCATiON RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
May 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS WATER CONDITIONING DEVICES MAKING PERFORMANCE

CLAIMS THAT SOUND TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE

PROBABLY ARE. BEFORE YOU BUY A WATER

CONDITIONER, FIND OUT EXACTLY HOW THE WATER

WILL BE TREATED AND GET THOSE CLAIMS IN

WRITING. AGREE WITH THE SALESPERSON ON A

METHOD OF TESTING AND THEN AGREE ON HOW A

REFUND WILL BE MADE IF THE EQUIPMENT DOESN'T

PERFORM AS EXPECTED. THE MINNESOTA

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CAN ANSWER QUESTIONS

ABOUT HEALTH IMPLICATIONS OF WATER

CONDITIONING. THIS ADVICE IS BROUGHT TO YOU

BY YOUR COUNTY

EXTENSION OFFICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MI NNESOTA 55108
May 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS NEARLY 10 THOUSAND DAIRY ANIMALS IN MINNESOTA

ARE BEING CARED FOR BY 4-H MEMBERS. THIS

MAKES THE DAI RY PROJECT THE NUMBER ONE ANIMAL

SCIENCE PROJECT OF THE ELEVEN AVAILABLE TO

MINNESOTA 4-H MEMBERS. IF YOU ARE BETWEEN THE

AGES OF 9 AND 18, YOU MAY WISH TO JOIN THE 5

THOUSAND AND 47 4-H MEMBERS IN DAI RY PROJECTS.

IF YOU ARE AN ADULT, YOU MAY JOIN THE 577

ADULT VOLUNTEER LEADERS WORKI NG WITH THOSE

4-H'ERS. CALL YOUR _

COUNTYAGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE FOR

MORE INFORMATION.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
May 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS ONE OUT OF FIVE DAIRY CALVES DIE FROM POOR

DAIRY HEALTH PRACTICES ACCORDING TO

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA RESEARCHERS. THEY

STRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF A SEPARATE, CLEAN

MATERNITY AREA TO A CALF'S HEALTH PLUS A

PLANNED MEDICAL PROGRAM. NEWBORNS ALSO NEED

TO BE ISOLATED FROM DISEASE-SHEDDING OLDER

ANIMALS, AND HOUSED IN AN AREA WITH GOOD

VENTI LATION. BY FOLLOWI NG THESE SUGGESTIONS,

CALF LOSSES CAN BE REDUCED. THIS MESSAGE IS

BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR ---------
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
May 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS MI NNESOTA CHEESE PRODUCTION CREATES MORE

THAN 4 AND ONE-HALF BILLION POUNDS OF WHEY A

YEAR, AND USES FOR TH IS BY-PRODUCT HAVE

GROWN INCREASINGLY CREATIVE. WHEY IS USED IN

EVERYTH ING FROM ICE CREAM TO SOY SAUCE TO

PASTA. THAT'S GOOD, BECAUSE WHEY PROTEIN IS

VERY HIGH QUALITY, WHEN CONCENTRATED. IT'S NO

LONGER CONSIDERED A WASTE PRODUCT, BUT A

POTENTIALLY VALUABLE FOOD COMPONENT. THIS

MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL--------

EXTENSION SERVICE.
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Agricultural Ext;~~hS~
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

May 1, 1983

MEDIA NEWS PACKET
INDEX

Note to editors: Enclosed is a packet of stories on dairy topics. S~me of
you may want to use them in June if you're doing special dairy supple~ents or
editions.

Consumer stories:

• What about milk replacers for infants
• Dairy, non-dairy confuses consumers
• Substitute products take study
• Low fat milk is as nourishing as whole milk
• Raw milk fails on safety, nutrition
• Mother's habits can affect nursing child

Agricultural stories:

• Dry treated cows produce more milk
• Researchers seek new screening method for mastitis
• Full benefits of feeding whey not realized in Minnesota
• Separate maternity units improve newborn's performance
• Milk replacer selection no place to cut costs
• High yield, high-solids milk sought in Guernsey-Holstein cross
• Select farm building sites carefully

Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of the above releases, check
them and send this cover sheet with your name and campus address to Ma~ilyn

Masterman, 433 Coffey Hall.
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Agricultural Ext~nsion Service
Communication Resources
University of Mi~nesota
St.Paul, Minneso~a 55108

I

May I, 1983

Source: Vernal S. Pack$rd
612/373-1075

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786 '

WHAT ABOUT MILK REPLACERS FOR INFANTS?

Perhaps there is more known and written about milk replacers f~r calves
I

than for human infants.

That's one idea that intrigued Vernal S. Packard. dairy produc~s

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural ExtensioniService.

when he began delving into the subject that turned into a book called. Human

Milk and Infant Formula. Another was the infant formula controversy. an idea

which is. especially in Third World countries. a much debated topic.

Packard concludes his book saying he is not recommending bottl~ feeding

instead of breast feeding when mothers are able to and want to nurse iinfants

or where conditions would cause improper use of bottle feeding. Wha~ he does
I,

suggest is that if a substitute or supplement to breast milk is neceslsary,

infant formula is the best option. "Denying this feeding method woul!d condemn

many more infants to malnutrition or death," he says.

In looking at Third World issues which have been researched (anP many

haven't been touched, he found), Packard found that mothers who were

malnourished or underfed had less breast milk to give the child. Sometimes
,

there were breast and a host of other infections and the milk supply ~windled

or the mother had to stop nursing altogether. Mental fears, worrying! that

there wouldn't be enough supply for the child, stress in life (becaus~ of

living conditions. family arguments or the health of the other children in the
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page 2--milk replacers for infants

family as well as the infant) can reduce or shut off the milk supply) he says.

In Third World countries) especially) formula is often criticized

because of the need to train women in its proper use. He offers that the same

need is there for preparation of local foods: in Africa) cassava, a major

staple (also a weaning substance) gives out lethal cyanide unless it is

properly fermented; in India, peas (genus Lathyrus) can cause permanent

paralysis unless they are boiled for at least 30 minutes.

"Both local food and formula contain the same lethal infectious jlgents

when diluted with polluted water. An infected formula is a better substitute

for mother's milk than an infected food of any other kind," he says, P9inting

out that formula comes built in with every nutrient needed for the survival of

normal infants. Dry formula can be incorrectly reconstituted) but sO,too,

can a bean gruel being made into an edible slurry. He says the nutritional

start of the formula gives a child a better chance of staving off disease.
\

The chief cause of death in Third World countries today is diarr~ea.

This malady has many causes in addition to infant formula which has be¢n

contaminated with polluted water. Diarrhea can result from starvationior from

bathing or washing clothes or eating utensils in polluted water. Mixing bad

water with food is just one cause of contamination, he says. Ear infe¢tions

or feeding chili beans, and given little choice, a mother could resort to that

for her child, can both produce diarrhea.

Packard quoted a survey in 11 Third World cultures which found the major

infant killer was a lack of supplemental food--whether or not the infa~t was

being breast fed. Packard said he is not putting down the significance of

surveys that find fewer infant deaths among breast than bottle-fed infants.

Surveys don't record the death rate in infants whose mothers were unab~e to

breast feed and who did not have access to infant formula.

MP, 4-D, 4-Hec /I /I II
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

May 1, 1983

Source: Vernal S. Packard
612/373-1075

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

DAIRY, NON-DAIRY CONFUSES CONSUMERS

Real versus imitations and substitutes: what does it all mean When

talking about dairy and non-dairy products?

Dairy farmers naturally want their products recognized for what they

are, favoring the designation "real" to set them apart from products! that are

non-dairy, but enough alike in packaging and appearance to be confusfng to the

consumer.

I

"Wisconsin is one state that has passed legislation to label substitute

dairy products as 'artificial, ,,, says Vernal S. Packard, dairy produ¢.ts

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension,Service.

The Minnesota Legislature is considering the same type of legislatio*.

A 1978 U.S. Food and Drug Administration proposal--never

finalized--would have required a dairy food substitute to be labeled imitation

if it was nutritionally inferior. The label would have read "substitute" if

the food contained appropriate levels of certain defined nutrients.

Ideally, substitutes or imitations should supply all the nutritional

benefits of what they are displacing. Many just don't, according to 'Packard.

Imitation low-fat milk and non-dairy creamers often make such qlaims as

"contains no cholesterol" or "no animal fat." These may be true, but

consumers may believe this means they are acceptable for use in

low-cholesterol, fat-modified diets. However, these products may contain
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hydrogenated coconut oil and 90 percent to 95 percent of the fatty acids of

hydrogenated coconut oil are saturated and not recommended for use in

low-cholesterol diets. Skim or possibly low-fat milk would be the better

choice for consumers concerned with cholesterol and saturated fat int4ke.

With the skim and low-fat milk come important nutrients such as calcium,

riboflavin and protein, Packard emphasizes.

Nutritional values of half-and-half, lacking in the non-dairy c~eamers,

won't be missed if the creamer is merely used in a cup of coffee a cotiple of

times a day. But it will be missed if it is being substituted as a

replacement for milk on cereal and fruit. The non-dairy product prov~des

energy (calories), but often lower amounts of the various nutrients found in

milk.

If consumers find all this confusing on trips to the grocery, h~alth

professionals, too, are confused about the nutritional content of imitation

and substitute foods, according to the February issue of Nutrition Ne~s, a

National Dairy Council publication. It reports that recently four children in

Los Angeles developed kwashiorkor (severe malnutrition such as that found in

African children and characterized by anemia, potbelly, loss of skin

pigmentation and loss of hair or hair turning red) after their physician

prescribed a non-dairy creamer to treat a suspected milk-protein sensitivity.

After six weeks to six months on this non-dairy creamer, all children in this

instance developed hypoproteinemia, edema and liver abnormalities.

Packard says it illustrates how inappropriate use of such foods tan have

bad results. "The consumer should be cautioned not to use non-dairy products

for purposes for which they were never intended." Someone out of work might

see a quart of frozen coffee creamer as a less expensive substitute for fluid

milk, might dilute it and use it as milk. "They need to be aware of the

pitfalls, the potential nutritional hazards," he says. He suggests letting
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taste be the guide on whether to use dairy or non-dairy toppings, but not to

substitute any of it for a staple such as milk.

He mentions that cheese substitutes could have an effect on the

nutritional profile of Americans. Some of the processes used in producing

cheese substitutes are less expensive so the price to consumers can b~ less.

"Curing cheese is a process that takes 3 to 12 months and there are costs

involved," he describes. A frozen cheese pizza could contain no natural

cheese, rather imitation or substitute cheese. Cheese served in sala~ bars,

tacos or cheeseburgers mayor may not be natural cheese.

Existing requirements for nutritional labels are not explicit enough for

consumers to know exactly what nutrition they are buying. Nutritional labels

on real, imitation and substitute products must list their contents for only

eight of more than 40 known essential nutrients, says Packard.

If conventional foods are being displaced by imitations and substitutes,

the result can be a quite different nutrient content in the diet.

# # #
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SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS TAKE STUDY

Substitutes and imitations are now competing with dairy products, meat,

fruit juices, eggs and bacon for space of their own on the marketpla~e shelf

and from the consumer wallet.

The invention of substitutes has been a great boon for some people who

couldn't experience the taste of the real product for some health limitations

reasons.

The point to remember, says Vernal S. Packard, dairy products specialist

at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, is that in

trying to make a twin of the real product in flavor, texture and other sensory

characteristics, nutritional composition often comes in second to the

familiar, conventional food.

For instance, some imitation milk formulations may contain only

one-third or one-half as much protein as real milk. Vitamin and mineral

levels may be inferior, he says.

Since Americans are said to rely on foods in the milk group to provide

20 percent of their protein, 72 percent of their calcium, 33 percent 9f their

phosphorus, 20 percent of their magnesium, 36 percent of their riboflavin and

18 percent of their vitamin B-12, this is a focus of Packard's concern. "If

imitation milk is substituted for real milk over an extended period of time

and no compensation is made through other food choices, nutrition can be

missing in the consumer's diet," he concludes.
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LOW FAT MILK IS AS NOURISHING AS WHOLE MILK

Today's grocery shopper must face some decisions when selecting milk

from the dairy case.

How do prices compare and what are nutritional differences in ~kim, one

percent, two percent and whole milk? "There are really no significant

nutritional differences in different types of milk," says nutritioni~t Mary

Darling of the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. The

fat content may vary, but all contain about the same amount of prote~n,

calcium and B vitamin complex.

All milk is fortified with vitamin D and low fat milks have vitamin A

added to them to equal the level of vitamin A in whole milk. Diet-cqnscious

consumers should remember that skim milk, at only 90 calories per glass, is

also the least expensive. While slightly higher in price, one perce~t milk

totals 105 calories per glass. Two percent milk has a larger price t:ag and

calorie total of 125 calories per glass, and whole milk, the most expensive

choice, has 150 calories per glass.

Is there one milk that is right for everyone in the family? Darling

advises that babies shouldn't have skim milk until they are a year old,

because they need the extra fat at this stage. They should be on formulas or

breast milk as long as possible, or until a doctor advises weaning th~m to

table milk.
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Other milk drinkers in the family, including children, teens, mdthers

and seniors, can be confident that any milk choice is a good one,
• I

nutritionally. The one each selects depends on individual taste and calorie

and energy needs, so this may mean having more than one carton in the family

refrigerator.
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RAW MILK FAILS ON SAFETY, NUTRITION

"It doesn't seem to end," says Mary Darling, nutritionist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"In spite of the proven benefits of pasteurized milk, throughout

Minnesota the fact remains that there are still a small percentage of families

who are drinking raw milk." Motivated by budget constraints and convenience,

they persist in by-passing their grocer's dairy case for this altern~tive.

"Raw milk is a fine product," she adds, "but it's not recommencil.ed."

Although many farmers who sell it are conscientious about cleanlines$ and very

knowledgeable about how to handle milk, raw milk is not pasteurized ~ilk.

Pasteurization is important to reduce risk of spreading diseases thrQugh milk.

Another minus is that raw milk lacks the extra boost of vitamin D found

in 'fortified milk.' Its absence may not be obvious until the family doctor

discovers knobby, painful joints or rickets when a child starts to walk.

"It's a problem that can be avoided if people are aware of the wide ~ange of

milk choices that are available in stores," Darling concludes.

MP, 4-D, 4-Hec
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MOTHER'S HABITS CAN AFFECT NURSING CHILD

In recent years, expectant mothers have become aware that thei~ eating,

drinking and nutrition habits definitely affect the child they are c~rrying.

This same awareness should extend to nursing mothers after the infant is born,

according to Vernal S. Packard.

"Mother's habits definitely affect breast milk. Liquor, tobac~o,

caffeine (from coffee, tea, soft drinks), drugs, painkillers or excesses of

garlic or onions can all show up in the milk supply and some can mak~ infants

ill," says Packard, dairy products specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Human milk is not a consistent product. The mother's diet alone can

cause significant variations in the level of a number of vitamins.

Pesticides and environmental pollutants can be detected in bre~st milk.

If there were a nuclear leak, radioactive isotopes in both foods and feed

would spill into both the human and cow's milk supply, he mentions. iHowever,

fluoridation in a water supply appears not to affect the fluoride content of

mother's milk.

"Human milk seems to have lots going for it," Packard says. He sees

built-in immune factors as a major advantage for the breast-fed infant,

especially for infants being raised around an infectious environment.

Research shows that milk undernourishment (of the mother) actually seems to
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increase the milk's immune properties. Some immune properties can also be

built into formula, Packard says ..

Often infant formulas are compounded with vegetable oils which makes

them cholesterol free. "Mother's milk, obviously, the most appropriate food

for most infants, has quite a liberal amount of cholesterol, " Packard says.

There is about the same amount of cholesterol in human milk as in cow's milk

and it hasn't been determined definitely whether early exposure to cholesterol

is healthful or not. To serve as infant food, any animal milk (cow's or

goat's, for example) must be altered, usually to more nearly mirror the

nutrient content of mother's milk, before it can be thought of as a safe food

for babies.

# # #
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DRY TREATED COWS PRODUCE MORE MI LK

Cows given dry cow therapy at the end of lactation produced seven

percent more milk than those untreated in a recent New Zealand field,trial.

Even though there was a slightly higher incidence of clinical mastitis

in the treated cows, economics favored the dry cow treatment group. i "This

evidence supports the current recommendation that dairy farmers should be dry

treating all quarters of all cows," says Jeffrey K. Reneau, dairy specialist

with the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

The purpose of dry cow therapy at the end of lactation is to eliminate

existing mammary infections and prevent occurrence of new infections during

the first few weeks of the dry period, Reneau says.

"All studies agree that dry cow therapy is an important mastit~s control

procedure. But for some time now, many researchers have felt there ~s no

economic benefit in selective dry cow treatment. On the other hand,there has

been concern that complete dry cow therapy may result in an increased

incidence of coliform mastitis," Reneau says.

Some studies have shown that as you decrease the level of staph, strep

and the so-called "minor pathogens," there will be a rise in the incidence in

coliform mastitis. However, one six-year study showed no increase in coliform

mastitis when complete dry cow therapy, teat dipping and good sanitation were

consistently practiced, Reneau says.
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"It seems clear that the application of a single-mastitis control

procedure doesn't always result in the expected benefit. However, dry cow

treatment when applied in concert with other proven procedures, will yield

economic benefit," Reneau says.

Reneau offers these recommendations as minimal mastitis control

procedures:

1. Dip teats immediately after every milking.

2. Use good milking management.

3. Use and care for milking equipment properly.

4. Dry cow treat all quarters at dry off.

5. Cull chronic cows.

6. Keep cows clean and dry.

Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service Dairy Husbandry Fact Sheet No.

24. Prevention of Dry Period Mastitis contains further information oni this

subject. A free copy is available through your local county Agricultu~al

Extension Service office.
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FULL BENEFITS OF FEEDING WHEY NOT REALIZED IN MINNESOTA

The potential advantages of feeding whey to dairy cattle have been known

for years, yet few Minnesota dairy farmers feed whey to their herds ,': according
I

to Jim Linn, dairy specialist with the University of Minnesota's Ag~icultural

Extension Service.

Whey is a high-energy, low-protein by-product of cheese manuf~cturing.

It is a good source of calcium and phosphorus and can replace cereal grains as

part of the dairy ration.

"Mature cows will drink 100 to 200 pounds of liquid whey daily," says

Linn. "Each 100 pounds can take the place of about six pounds of a 13 to 16

percent grain mix. Up to 10 to 30 percent of the total ration dry matter hbs

been fed as whey without noticeable reductions in feed intake."

Dried whey can also be fed as part of the grain mix, especiall¥ when

cost per pound is equal to or less than the same amount of shelled grain.

Minnesota researchers say that up to 10 to 20 percent whey in the grain mix is

appropriate. Feeding dry whey has been shown to help maintain or increase fat

tests.

Liquid whey can be added to alfalfa haylage to increase energy content

and accelerate fermentation.

Why isn't whey a common sight on Minnesota dairy farms? "First, you've

got to find a source that is nearby," says Linn. "You can't afford to ship
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liquid whey any distance--the closer the better. Dried whey is much easier to

handle, but the drying and condensing costs make it more expensive than the

liquid form."

Storage and sanitation are also critical when considering feedi~g whey.

"Liquid whey must be fed fresh every day. After 24 hours in storage, whey

becomes very acidic and cattle may refuse to drink it. Storage tanks must be

clean and non-corrosive--stainless steel bulk tanks can work well. Automatic

waterers and other large tanks will also work."

Flies can be a problem around whey in the summer months. Dairy

producers need to provide good fly control when feeding whey.

Linn suggests starting to feed whey gradually to prevent scours, bloat

or dietary deficiencies. He adds that feeding it to heifers first before

trying it on lactating cows might be a good idea.

l "Basically, whey seems to be an acceptable feed," says Linn. "Whether

it's worthwhile in terms of time and effort in setting up a new system should

be each dairy farmer's individual decision."

Details on feeding whey are published in University of Minnesota

Agricultural Extension Service Fact Sheet Numbers 23, "Feeding Whey in Dairy

Cattle Rations" available from county extension offices.

MP, 4-D
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SEPARATE MATERN lTV UN ITS IMPROVE NEWBORNS' CHANCES

"Dairy calf mortality is 20 percent in some herds in Minnesota." says

Don Bates, "and it's a very big problem." Bates is an agricultural engineer

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

He works with John Anderson, a professor of veterinary medicine at the

University, in developing healthy dairy management practices and facilities.

Much of their work centers around the newborn calf.

"The sole criterion many dairy producers use when judging a calf's

health is whether it lives or dies," explains Bates, "and that's a poor

"measure.
,

From their research, Bates and Anderson stress the importance of a

separate, clean maternity area to a calf's health. A majority of calves are

born in the barn over the gutter, according to Anderson. The calf has no

immunity to disease until it drinks colostrum--or the first milk whi~h

contains antibodies. If the calf gets a small amount of manure in its mouth

before receiving colostrum, the gut seals itself. This prevents the

antibodies from later passing into the blood stream and the calf has a low

immunity to disease.

Further, the researchers suggest that freshening pens be located outside

the milking barn to prevent a newborn calf from being exposed to mature cows.

Almost 85 percent of all cows have had pneumonia. They continue to shed the
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disease organisms in their breath and can contaminate the air in a building.

Calf losses often result from pneumonia caused by unhealthy conditions in

poorly ventilated barns.

If a separate building is unavailable, an alternative is to separate the

newborn calves by using a calf pen to isolate them from older animals and to

design a good ventilation system.

Bates explains that ventilation practices should involve moving air from

smaller animals to larger ones. "You never want to put a fan in an atea to

draw the warm air from the cows into the cooler calf pen area," he says.

"Bacteria attach themselves to moisture particles and will be circulated to

the cooler pen where they become concentrated."

Bates adds that a sickly calf continues to grow but not at the rapid

rate it should, since diseases often show up later. "All these factors

depress the production of the animal when it comes into the milking herd,"

says Bates.

Both specialists point out that many of the dairy management principles

in calf care have been known for years. However, not all dairy producers

follow them due to a shortage of space, a need to use older buildings, and

long established patterns in raising dairy calves.

In addition to separate birthing units, Anderson says that raising a

healthy calf involves the use of a navel clip to prevent bacteria from getting

into the abdominal area, the necessary injections by a veterinarian, and

perhaps the use of a calf hutch. The best environment includes plenty of

fresh air and isolation from older animals. Anderson comments that all these

factors interrelate with good management practices, a medical program and

nutrition.

The proof of success comes with reduced calf death loss and when the

animals go into production. "With the increase in healthy calves to be used
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as herd replacements, a producer can look forward to improved milk production

and an eventual increase in profits for the dairy farm," says Bates ..
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MILK REPLACER SELECTION NO PLACE TO CUT COSTS

When buying milk replacer, you get what you pay for, says Jim Linn,

dairy specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural ~xtension

Service.

"The best milk replacer contains at least 20 percent protein, all

derived from milk," Linn advises. "If soy proteins are used, the :protein

level should be 22 percent--plant proteins are less digestible th~n milk

t · "pro e1n.

Milk replacer fat levels should be 10 percent to 20 percent. More

fat provides more energy for growth and reduces diarrhea severity.1 Animal

fats are preferable to most plant fat sources, although homogeniz~ soy

lecithin is acceptable.

Lactose and dextrose are usable carbohydrate sources, but starch and

sucrose should be excluded.

"The crude fiber percentage is important. It should be less than 0.5

percent," warns Linn. "Crude fiber indicates what kinds of proteihs are in

the milk replacer. Milk proteins are generally low in fiber. If the

mixture contains cereal proteins, the fiber content will usually increase."
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HIGH-YIELD, HIGH-SOLIDS MILK SOUGHT IN GUERNSEY-HOLSTEIN CROSS

Dairy cattle conventionally have been bred for high volume milk

production, with less attention paid to the percentage of solids in the milk.

However, most of the milk produced in Minnesota is made into

products--cheese and butter, for example--in which solids content determines

the final output. Now, reasearchers at the North Central Agricultural

Experiment Station in Grand Rapids are trying to combine quality and quantity

by crossbreeding Guernseys, known for their high-solids content milk, with

characteristically high-volume milk producing Holsteins, which now make up

more than 90 percent of Minnesota's dairy cattle population.

In a series of experiments under the direction of University of

Minnesota-St. Paul Experiment Station researcher Leslie B. Hansen, the station

Guernsey herd has been divided into three breeding groups. The control, or

straightbred, group is being crossed with high milk-solids yield Guernsey

sires. A second group is being bred to high milk-solids red-and-white

Holstein bulls, and the third with quality Holstein stock of any color.

Daughters of these crosses will be bred back to Guernsey bulls, and So on, in

a "criss-cross" breeding scheme.

According to Grand Rapids animal scientist Thomas Heeg, this type of

crossbreeding, fairly common in beef and swine, has not been used widely in

dairy cattle before. If the experiences with these other livestock are any
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indicator, though, there is a good chance that the procedure may pro~e

financially rewarding for Minnesota dairy farmers.

"The resulting cattle may not exceed Holsteins for a single trait such

as milk production," Heeg noted, "but they might have advantages in other

aspects over purebreds, such as fat percentage, other milk solids, protein,

hardiness and growth."

Currently, milk producers are reimbursed for the quantity of milk and

butterfat content, rather than for overall quality. But Heeg believes this

will be changing in the future, with market prices reflecting the non~fat

solids content as well. This trend would provide a strong incentive to dairy

farmers to incorporate high-solids producers, such as those that researchers

hope will come out of this program, into existing Holstein herds.
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RESEARCHERS SEEK NEW SCREENING METHOD FOR MASTITIS

Someday farmers may diagnose the cause of mastitis by simply sending a

milk sample to a lab for analysis. "We'll probably still have to vi~it the

farm to determine the exact cause, but we're getting closer to being' able to

accurately define the mastitis problem and pinpoint the source," says Ralph

Farnsworth, research veterinarian, University of Minnesota.

"We probably won't see a new drug or serum designed to cure mastitis,"

Farnsworth speculates. "We have sufficient means to control it right now, but

we have to determine what we need to use and how to use it."

Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station researchers are working on a

bulk tank screening method to diagnose mastitis. They are also examining the

effect of milking machines on blood circulation of the teat and cow

preparation methods in the cause and prevention of mastitis.

"Mastitis is extremely complicated. There are many factors that affect

it," says Farnsworth. "Our research will allow farmers to pinpoint solutions

to mastitis in their herds. Rather than changing things arbitrarily, hoping

that something will work, they can determine the specific factor causing the

problem and change only that thing."

The bulk tank screening method developed at Minnesota is a supplement to

the DHIA somatic cell program. The DHIA cell count can tell farmers if they

have a problem and to what extent. The screening method can define the

problem further and suggest ways to solve it, Farnsworth adds.
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SELECT FARM BUILDING SITES CAREFULLY

Choosing a suitable site for a new farm building is critical. Once the

work is started, it's often difficult to change locations, says Donald Bates,

agricultural engineer with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

Frequently though, it's a hard choice between remodeling or expanding a

poorly located building and constructing a new one. Farm owners are ioften

reluctant to abandon or tear down a barn or shed if it can possibly be used.

Here a careful evaluation is needed because older buildings have often

outlived their usefulness. Sometimes the best site for a new barn or milking

operation is where the present one is located, says Bates.

Since many farmsteads have little building space, an alternative is to

choose a new site. Extensive tree removal or earth moving may be ne~ded to

create enough space. The cost for preparation will be low compared to the

final cost of a new building.

On dairy farms, new structures should allow enough access for the milk

truck, delivery of feed, storage and handling of manure, and filling silos.

Always place silos outside the cattle yard so they can be easily filled.

Adequate yard space for the animals which also allows for free cattle' movement

is necessary. Fulfilling these requirements is relatively easy with ~ new

building site but can be difficult when expanding a present operation',.
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Whether it's to build or to remodel, think the matter through c~refully

before spending any money.
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Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

WHAT ABOUT MILK REPLACERS FOR INFANTS?

Perhaps there is more known and written about milk replacers for calves

than for human infants.

That's one idea that intrigued Vernal S. Packard, dairy products

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service,

wh~n he began delving into the subject that turned into a book called, Human

Milk and Infant Formula. Another was the infant formula controversy, ,an idea

which is, especially in Third World countries, a much debated topic.

Packard concludes his book saying he is not recommending bottl~ :feeding

instead of breast feeding when mothers are able to and want to nurse infants

or where conditions would cause improper use of bottle feeding. What he does

suggest is that if a substitute or supplement to breast milk is necessary,

infant formula is the best option. "Denying this feeding method would condemn

many more infants to malnutrition or death,lIhe says.

In' looking at Third \,'orId issues which have been researched (and many

haven't been touched, he found), Packard found that mothers who were

malnourished or underfed had less breast milk to give the child. Sometimes

there were breast and a host of other infections and the'milk supply dwindled

or the mother had to stop nursing altogether. Mental fears, worrying that

there ,,,ouldn' t be enough supply for the child, stress in life (because of

liVing c,o'nditions, family arguments or the health of the other children in the
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family as well as the infant) can reduce or shut off the milk supply, he says.

In Third World countries, especially, formula is often criticized

because of the need to train women in its proper use. He offers that the same

need is there for preparation of local foods: in Africa, cassava, a major

staple (also a weaning substance) gives out lethal cyanide unless it is

properly fermented; in India, peas (genus Lathyrus) can cause permanent

paralysis unless they are boiled for at least 30 minutes.

"Both local food and formula contain the same lethal infectious ~gents
,

when diluted with polluted water. An infected formula is a better substitute

for mother's milk than an infected food of any other kind," he says, pointing

out that formula comes built in with every nutrient needed for the survival of

normal infants. Dry formula can be incorrectly reconstituted, but so, too,

can a bean gruel being made into an edible slurry. He says the nutritional

start of the formula gives a child a better chance of staving off dis,ase.

The chief cause of death in Third World countries today is diarthea.

This malady has many causes in addition to infant formula which has b~en

contaminated with polluted water. Diarrhea can result from starvation or from

bathing or washing clothes or eating utensils in polluted water. Mixing bad

water with food is just one cause of contamination, he says. Ear inf~ctions

or feeding chili beans, and given little choice, a mother could resort to that

for her child, can both prod~ce diarrhea.

Packard quoted a survey in 11 Third World cultures which found the major

infant killer was a lack of supplemental food--whether or not the infant was

being breast fed. Packard said he is not putting down the significa4ce of

surveys that find fewer infant deaths among breast than bottle-fed infants.

Surveys don't record the death rate in infants whose mothers were un.ble to

breast feed and who did not have access to infant formula.

MP, 4-D, 4-Hec n , n
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DAIRY, NON-DAIRY CONFUSES CONSUMERS

Real versus imitations and substitutes: what does it all mean when

talking about dairy and non-dairy products?

Dairy farmers naturally want their products recognized for wha~ they

are, favoring the designation "real" to set them apart from products that are

non-dairy, but enough alike in packaging and appearance to be confusing to the

consumer.

"Wisconsin is one state that has passed legislation to label substitute

dairy products as 'artificial, "' says Vernal s. Packard, dairy produ~ts

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The Minnesota Legislature is considering the same type of legislation.

A 1978 U.S. Food and Drug Administration proposal--never

finalized--would have required a dairy food substitute to be labeled imitation

if it was nutritionally inferior. The label would have read "substitute" if

the food contained appropriate levels of certain defined nutrients.

Ideally, substitutes or imitations should supply all the nutritional

benefits of what they are displacing. Many just don't, according to Packard.

Imitation low-fat milk and non-dairy creamers often make such ~laims as

"contains no cholesterol" or "no animal fat." These may be true, but

consumers may believe this means they are acceptable for use in

low-cholesterol, fat-modified diets. However, these products may contain
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hydrogenated coconut oil and 90 percent to 95 percent of the fatty acLds of

hydrogenated coconut oil are saturated and not recommended for use in

low-cholesterol diets. Skim or possibly low-fat milk would be the better

choice for consumers concerned with cholesterol and saturated fat intake.

With the skim and low-fat milk come important nutrients such as calcium,

riboflavin and protein, Packard emphasizes.

Nutritional values of half-and-half,. lacking in the non-dairy cteamers,

won't be missed if the creamer is merely used in a cup of coffee a co~ple of

times a day. put it will be missed if it is being substituted as a

replacement for milk on cereal and fruit. The non-dairy product provides

energy (calories), but often lower amounts of the various nutrients found in

milk.

If consumers find all this confusing on trips to the grocery, health

professionals, too, are confused about the nutritional content of imitation

and substitute foods, according to the February issue of Nutrition News, a

National Dairy Council publication. It reports that recently four children in

Los Angeles developed kwashiorkor (severe malnutrition such as that fpund in

African children and characterized by anemia, potbelly, loss of skin

pigmentation and loss of hair or hair turning red) after their physician
I
I

prescribed a non-dairy creamer to treat a suspected milk-protein sensiitivity.

After six weeks to six months on this non-dairy creamer, all children in this

instance developed hypoproteinemia, edema and liver abnormalities.

Packard says it illustrates how inappropriate use of such foods can have

bad results. "The consumer should be cautioned not to use non-dairy iproducts

for purposes for which they were never intended." Someone out of work might

see a quart of frozen coffee creamer as a less expensive substitute for fluid

milk. might dilute it and use it as milk. "They need to be aware of ,the

pitfalls. the potential nutritional hazards." he says. He suggests letting
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taste be the guide on whether to use dairy or non-dairy toppings, but not to

substitute any of it for a staple such as milk.

He mentions that cheese substitutes could have an effect on the

nutritional profile of Americans. Some of the processes used in producing

cheese substitutes are less expensive so the price to consumers can be less.

"Curing cheese is a process that takes 3 to 12 months and there are cc>sts

involved," he describes. A frozen cheese pizza could contain no natural

cheese, rather imitation or substitute cheese. Cheese served in sala~ bars,

tacos or cheeseburgers mayor may not be natural cheese.

Existing requirements for nutritional labels are not explicit enough for

consumers to know exactly what nutrition they are buying. Nutritional labels

on real, imitation and substitute products must list their contents for only

eight of more than 40 known essential nutrients, says Packard.

If conventional foods are being displaced by imitations and substitutes,

the result can be a quite different nutrient content in the diet.

iJ /1 i1
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SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS TAKE STUDY

Substitutes and imitations are now competing with dairy produc~s, meat,

fruit juices, eggs and bacon for space of their own on the marketpla~e shelf

and from the consumer wallet.

The invention of substitutes has been a great boon for some people who

couldn't experience the taste of the real product for some health li~itations

reasons.

The point to remember, says Vernal S. Packard, dairy products specialist

at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, is that in

trying to make a twin of the real product in flavor, texture and other sensory
,

characteristics, nutritional composition often comes in second to th~

familiar, conventional food.

For instance, some imitation milk formulations may contain only

one-third or one-half as much protein as real milk. Vitamin and mineral

levels may be inferior, he says.

Since Americans are said to rely on foods in the milk group to provide

20 percent of their protein, 72 percent of their calcium, 33 percent of their

phosphorus, 20 percent of their magnesium, 36 percent of their ribof[avin and

18 percent of their vitamin B-12, this is a focus of Packard's conce~n. "If

imitation milk is substituted for real milk over an extended period bf time

and no compensation is made through other food choices, nutrition can be

missing in the consumer's diet," he concludes.
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LOW FAT MILK IS AS NOURISHING AS WHOLE MILK

Today's grocery shopper must face some decisions when selectin$ milk

from the dairy case.

How do prices compare and what are nutritional differences in skim, one

percent, two percent and whole milk? "There are really no significant

nutritional differences in different types of milk, II says nutritionist Mary

Darling of the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. The

fat content may vary, but all contain about the same amount of protein,

calcium and B vitamin complex.
I

All milk is fortified with vitamin D and low fat milks have vitamin A

added to them to equal the level of vitamin A in whole milk. Diet-conscious

consumers should remember that skim milk, at only 90 calories per glass, is

also the least expensive. While slightly higher in price, one percent milk

totals lOS calories per glass. Two percent milk has a larger price tag and

calorie total of 125 calories per glass, and whole milk, the most expensive

choice, has 150 calories per glass.

Is there one milk that is right for everyone in the family? Darling

advises that babies shouldn't have skim milk until they are a year 014,

because they need the extra fat at this stage. They should be on formulas or

breast milk as long as possible, or until a doctor advises weaning them to

table milk.
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Other milk dril1kers in the family. including children. teens. mothers

and seniors. can be confident that any milk choice is a good one•

•nutritionally. The one each selects depends on individual taste and calorie

and energy needs I so this may mean having more than one carton in the family

refrigerator.

t# t# #
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RAW MILK FAILS ON SAFETY, NUTRITION

"It doesn't seem to end," says Mary DarUng, nutritionist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"In spite of the proven benefits of pasteurized milk, throughout

Minnesota the fact remains that there are still a small percentage of families

who are drinking raw milk."Motivated by budget constraints and convenience,

they persist in by-passing their grocer's dairy case for this alternative.

"Raw milk is·a fine product," she adds, "but it's not recommen~ed."

Although many farmers who sell it are conscientious about cleanliness and very

knowledgeable about how to handle milk, raw milk is not pasteurized milk.

Pasteurization is important to reduce risk of spreading diseases through milk.

Another minus is that raw milk lacks the extra boost of vitamin: D found

in 'fortified milk.' Its absence may not be obvious until the family doctor

discovers knobby, painful joints or rickets when a child starts to walk.

"It's a problem that can be avoided if people are aware of the wide range of

milk choices that are available in stores," Darling concludes.

11 tI 11
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MOTHER'S HABITS CAN AFFECT NURSING CHILD

In recent years, expectant mothers have become aware that their eating,

This same awareness should extend to nursing mothers after the infant is born,

drinking and nutrition habits definitely affect the child they are c~rrying.

according to Vernal S. Packard.

"Mother's habits definitely affect breast milk. Liquor, tobaoco,

garlic or onions can all show up in the milk supply and some can make infants

ill," says Packard, dairy products specialist with the University o~

caffeine (from coffee,tea, soft drinks), drugs, painkillers or excesses of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Human milk is not a consistent product. The mother's diet alone can

Pesticides and environmental pollutants can be detected in breast milk.

cause significant variations in the level of a number of vitamins.

If there were a nuclear leak, radioactive isotopes in both foods ~ feed

fluoridation in a water supply appears not to affect the fluoride content of

mother's milk.

would spill into both the human and cow's milk supply, he mentions. However,

"Human milk seems to have lots going for it," Packard says. He sees

built-in immune factors as a major advantage for the breast-fed infant,

Research shows that milk undernourishment (of the mother) actually seems to

especially for infants being raised around an infectious environment.
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increase the milk's immune properties. Some immune properties can alsQ be

built into formula, Packard says.

Often infant formulas are compounded with vegetable oils which makes

them cholesterol free. "Mother's milk, obviously, the most appropriate food

for most infants, has quite a liberal amount of cholesterol, " Packard says.

There is about the same amount of cholesterol in human milk as in cow's milk

and it hasn't been determined definitely whether. early exposure to cho,lesterol

is healthful or not. To serve as infant food, any animal milk (cow's or

goat's, for example) must be altered, usually to more nearly mirror the

nutrient content of mother's milk, before it can be thought of as a safe food

for babies.
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PLANT PAMPERING PRODUCES BERRIES

May 2, 1983

Source: Dave Wildung
218/327-1790

Writer: Cynthia Anderson
612/373-1781

Taking proper care of blueberry plants can ensure maximum production of

berries this summer.

Blueberry plants grow best in full sun, according to Dave Wildung,

horticultural researcher at the University of Minnesota North Central

Experiment Station, Grand Rapids. "Since the root system is shallow and

fibrous, a uniform moisture supply is required. That could mean irrigation in

dry weather. Organic and light, well-drained soils are preferred--avoid

heavy, poorly drained soils," says Wildung.

"The most critical factor in successful blueberry growth is soil pH. A

pH of 4.5 to 5.5 is considered best," suggests Wildung. "Determine the pH

with a soil test before planting. If it is higher than 5.8, growth and

development of the plant will probably be reduced and foliage may turn yellow.

When practical, high pH soils can be replaced or mixed with acid peat."

Mulching with acid peat, wood chips, oak leaves or sawdust to a depth of

three inches to five inches controls weeds, retains moisture, adds organic

matter and prevents root damage from cultivation. Mulching can also help keep

pH in the optimum range. When sawdust mulch is used, replace nitrogen used

during sawdust decomposition with nitrogen fertilizer.

Acid-forming fertilizers, like ammonium sulfate, should be applied to

maintain soil acidity. The special fertilizer used for azaleas and
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rhododendrons found at most garden centers will work for blueberries. Avoid

fertilizers that contain nitrogen in the nitrate form or potassium in the

chloride form--those fertilizers can be toxic to blueberry plants. Wildung

recommends an application rate of two ounces ammonium sulfate per young plant.

"This rate can increase to four ounces on older, established plants. Because

of the shallow root system, fertilizer should be applied on top of the ground

within the dripline of the plant in early spring as the buds break."

Some form of winter protection may be necessary to protect shoot and

flower buds for optimum productivity, warns Wildung. "Temperatures of minus

20 or colder can cause damage. Snow offers the easiest and best prot~ction.

Covering plants with snow or mulching them with straw, hay or leaves can help

reduce winter injury and improve fruit production. Avoid cultural practices

that contribute to late season growth."

DPMP, II-P, I-A, 4-H
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NEW BLUEBERRY VARIETIES WARM UP TO WINTER

Minnesota winters won't reduce production of two new blueberry varieties

developed by the University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.

Northblue and Northsky are the first cultivars to be introduced by the fruit

breeding program.

"Northblue and Northsky offer Minnesota growers and gardeners their

first reliably productive blueberry cultivars," says Dave Wildung,

horticultural researcher at the North Central Experiment Station, Grand

Rapids. "Both are low-statured plants so that snow protection will allow

maximum production. They have survived 30 to 40 below zero temperatures."

The dark blue fruit of Northblue is large and attractive. It has a good

blueberry flavor when fresh and a processed flavor superior to popular

highbush cultivars. The berries are firm and refrigerate well.

Northblue plants are 20 inches to 25 inches high and produce three to

five pounds of fruit. The vigorous plants have large, glossy, dark green

leaves that turn dark red in fall.

"Northsky berries are medium sized and have a dusty bloom that gives the

fruit an attractive sky blue color," comments Wildung. "Flavor and storage

qualities are similar to Northblue. Northsky plants are slightly smaller and

less productive than Northblue. They reach 10 inches to 18 inches in height

and produce one to two pounds of fruit. Northsky plants have dense growth and
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leaves that turn from dark green to dark red each fall.

Both cultivars were selected in 1973 from crosses made in 1968. Their

maternal parents were selected from a progeny of G 65 x Ashworth (Vaccinium

corymbosum) seedlings that had been growing under natural winter selection

pressure at the University of Minnesota Horticultural Research Center since

1954.

"Northblue and Northsky will be available in limited quantities in

Minnesota nurseries this spring," says Wildung. "Northblue has more potential

than Northsky for commercial pick-your-own operations because of its larger

fruit and greater productivity. Both make ideal home landscape plants and are

suggested as home garden cultivars for northern regions with severe cold, but

abundant snow cover," he adds.

If If If
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HIGHER CORN PRICES MAY NOT LAST

Current levels of contract prices for corn due to the government's

Payment In Kind (PIK) program may not hold throughout the 1983-84 m~rketing

year, say agricultural economists with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

"If our analysis is correct, it means prudent farm managers s~ould

forward price some corn this spring," said agricultural economists Ken

Egertson, Paul Hasbargen and Fred Benson.

They recently prepared a report entitled "Supply and Price Impact of the

ARP and PIK Programs." Single copies of the report are available from the

Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, University of Minn~sota, St.

Paul, MN 55108.

In their paper, the economists say corn price strength as a result of

PIK is probably about 30 cents to 50 cents per bushel. The projecte~ increase

is from $2.60 per bushel during the 1982-83 year to $2.75 to $2.90 per bushel

for the 1983-84 average.

They say wheat price strength due to PIK is probably 20 cents to 30

cents per bushel for the 1983-84 marketing year--to a range of $4.15 to $4.30

per bushel on the Minneapolis market.

Soybeans will probably rise from an average of $5.55 in 1982-83 to $6.50

per bushel in 1983-84, they say.
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MAY 25 LAST DATE TO PLANT FULL SEASON CORN HYBRIDS

May 25 is the last date Minnesota farmers should take a chance on

planting full season corn hybrids, says Dale Hicks, agronomist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

As of May 10, Hicks says little corn has been planted in southern

Minnesota, except east of Rochester. tlIn southern Minnesota, a lOS-day hybrid

becomes a full season hybrid if it's planted May 20-25,tl Hicks says. tlAnd

once you get past May 25, you need to think of 95- to 100-day varieti~s.

tlIf you have full season hybrids on hand and can get them in by May 25,

there's a 50-50 chance the crop will be mature before the first fall frost,tl

Hicks says.

Hicks says he's heard of a few farmers who had land ready to plant, but

were waiting for soils to warm up. "If land is dry enough to plant, I'd

recommend planting corn independent of soil temperatures,tl he says.

If you get past May 25 and still have corn to plant, Hicks says the

first priority should be to get a short season variety that has good yield

ratings. tllf you can't locate a high-rated short season variety, the~ go with

a·short season variety that's available--even if it's not a top varietiy,tl

Hicks says.

DPMP, II-P, FB
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Table 1- Relative maturity of "full-season" corn hybrids for
May planting dates.

Planting date
Zone May 15 May 20 May 25

Relative maturity

Central 100 95 90

South central 105 100 95

Southern 110-115 105 95-10Q
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SHORTER SEASON CORN HYBRIDS NEEDED

Farmers still with corn to plant due to the wet spring should try to get

shorter season hybrids with good yield ratings.

For May 25 planting dates, full season hybrids are as follows for

Minnesota:

--Central Minnesota, 90-day hybrids

--South central Minnesota, 9S-day hybrids

--Southern Minnesota, 95-day to 100-day hybrids

After June 1, farmers who can't locate a high-rated short season variety

should plant any short season variety that's available, advises Dale Hicks,

agronomist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

After June 1, look for maturity instead of yields, Hicks says.

After June 1, Hicks says economics probably favors planting soybeans

instead of corn. However, some farmers can't switch to soybeans due ,to

herbicide or nitrogen applications on land intended for corn.

"The latest date for planting corn would be June 15," Hicks sa~s. "But

if you have the flexibility to switch to soybeans, that will probably be the

most pr,ofitable crop once we get into June."
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MEDIA NEWS PACKET
INDEX

Note to editors: Most of the enclosed stories deal with computers in the home
or farm business.

Agricultural stories:

• How computers can help farmers
• Should you join the computer age
• Planning for computer purchases pays off
• Plan needs before computer purchase
• Develop ease with computerese
• Be tough on software before you buy
• How to start a software library
• Time-share networks share computer information
• Place of computer purchase depends on service price
• Home sweet home for computers
• New computer programs give weed control information
• Soilmap computer program new this fall
• Irrigation systems need safety devices
• Farmers help pay for safe price supports

Consumer stories:

• Food cost fits groceries to families
• Future software has lots of answers
• Stored briquets can start on fire
• Pyramids, chains are risky, illegal

Specialists: If you would like a copy of the above releases, check them and
send this cover sheet with your name and address to Marilyn Masterman, 433
Coffey Hall.
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HOW COMPUTERS CAN HELP FARMERS

Earl Fuller used his first computer in 1962 and has been involved with

them ever since.

As an economist in farm management with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, he doesn't believe it takes a large farming

operation to find a computer useful.

Fuller estimates there are about 3,000 computers on farms in Minnesota

today. Their use is in the day-to-day farm and home operation more than in

the "what if" questions of planning. The computer's power is partly in

storing and retrieving data. It's helpful if each of several people in a farm

operation--but not everyone--is involved, because it helps communications.

Having and using a computer means realigning time. "It takes about as long to

put data in as it would doing it in another method, but it still can be a very

profitable use of time," he says.

Fuller considers that computers give farmers a greater sense of

management and control over their operations. But before the purchase he

advises taking a look at the total farm and home operation. What kinds of

questions need answers?

help?

What are your objectives and how could a computer

He agrees with the farmer at a New Ulm computer workshop last year who

told him it's obsolete the day you buy it. "But as long as it works," Fuller
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says, "and you can make it pay, that's the main thing. Someone else reminded

me that the Model T took the cream to town very well during World War II."

A minimum farm-use desk-top computer system would consist of a couple of

data disk drives, a printer (for computer results on paper), a 48K memory

(48,OOO-character storage capacity) and a phone modum (to plug into other

systems).

"A computer must have the capability to pick up data from other'places:

universities and private firms," he insists. Daily updates on the weather or

commodity markets from grain exchanges are other possibilities for computer

owners. "The glamour area is the hardware (the machine itself) but the

important part is the software (the jobs it can perform)."

# # #
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SHOULD YOU JOIN THE COMPUTER AGE?

Is now the right time to buy a farm computer? "There is no perfect

time," says Joe Conlin, agriculture program leader with the University of

Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service. "New machines will come out that

can do things easier and more efficiently, but the old ones will still do what

you bought them to do. There are an awful lot of people driving cars that are

pretty old, and they still get them where they want to go."

Potential computer owners can minimize obsolescence by buying computers

that have the option to expand and room for adding new features.

"Before buying, consider your personal attitude," Conlin suggests. "Are

you ready to spend the time learning to use a new computer? Even though

prices will probably continue to drop, the inevitable start-up time won't

change much. Success with your computer will depend on your self-discipline,

patience, and commitment to making it work for you."

MP
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PLANNING FOR COMPUTER PURCHASE PAYS OFF

Planning to buy a computer is a good time for a farm management audit t

says Earl Fuller t extension agricultural economist at the University of

Minnesota. He suggests making the decision a systems approach that integrates

farm objectives and goals.

"Before computerizing is an ideal time to relook at family goals and

management team goals. Why do you farm? How much do you value income and

growth t both psychologically and dollar-wise? Is feeling in control important

to you? How about making life simpler? Are you or other family members

action-oriented--would you rather be doing things or do you like to think and

plan? Are communications between your business and other businesses and

people a problem? Where do you see your farm and your family in five years?

"No matter what the answers to these questions are t there are

alternatives to buying a computer to deal with them and reach your goals.

Sitting down to establish your priorities can help you make the best decision

for your situation t " Fuller says.

"People get all wrapped up in features of the hardware and don't check

to see if software is available to do what they want to dOt" says Fuller.

"See what software is out that will accomplish your objectives and only then

look for hardware systems that accommodate the software."

Another mistake made by many new computer owners is not testin~ the
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system thoroughly with their own data before buying. Don't base your decision

on the salesperson's demonstration alone--test the programs you feel are most

important, like accounting or swine or dairy herd management programs. "This

could take half a day, but it's worth it," says Fuller. "Many salespeople

don't have the background in farm management to know what types of things a

farmer really needs. A potential owner needs to take some responsibility to

find the right combination." He also advises working within the family unit

because there will probably be more than one person using the computer.

Operating as though all the details can be turned over to someone else

and then the data will be automatically analyzed to satisfaction is another

commonly made mistake. "Get involved," urges Fuller. "You need to be in on

what actually goes into the computer. You should also decide what data will

have enough potential information content to make the computer worth the cost

of operation. Decide what data is worth accumulating and why."

Be organized. "Make certain that data is put in, once you have it. The

things (computers) aren't useful unless you put the data in and then use the

resulting data."

People often buy a computer thinking it will save them time. Not

necessarily true, says Fuller. "Keying in the data takes about as long as

recording it any other way. Often, you will spend more time analyzing the

data from the computer than with your conventional record system. You may

spend more time behind a desk, changing you role as a farm owner or operator."

Fuller predicts that within five years, more electronically-sensed semi- and

fully-automated data collection devices will be involved. They should cut the

time needed to use the system. "Computers do tend to take more time, but it's

a more productive use of time," he adds.

One choice buyers must make is between a double and single entry

bookkeeping system. "Each farm manager has to make his own decision. Is your
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management system complex enough to need a double entry system's extra

built-in safeguard? You don't need to complicate your life unless it pays.

Is a single entry system good enough? If it is, then use it," advises Fuller.

All these suggestions boil down to a simple recommendation--plan ahead

to decide what you need from a computer. Be realistic. Many farm families

want computers almost exclusively for farm control and planning. Others are

interested in household activities. Some put family use, children's

schoolwork or games high in the priority list. "There's a lot of tim~ left on

the computer after the work on the farm has been done--time to mess a~ound

with it if you want," adds Fuller.

Fuller suspects there are a number of computers on Minnesota farms that

are not paying their way because they aren't being used. "Generally, you can

expect a computer to pay for itself in less than two years."

MP
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PLAN NEEDS BEFORE COMPUTER PURCHASE

Thinking about buying a computer and wondering exactly what you need?

"That decision may be difficult," says Joe Conlin, extension agriculiture

program leader with the University of Minnesota. "Ask yourself whati problems

you want the computer to help you solve."

Survey results show that accounting is the most common compute~

application for people running farms. Second in popularity is contrpl of
I

ongoing operations. Other frequent applications are farm financial planning,

word processing, and recreation and education.

To assess your farm and home computer needs, Conlin suggest as~ing:

*What problems will be solved?

*What information will be collected and how?

*Where will the information come from and who will enter it?

*Will I have to get organized?

*Will the computer fit into my management style?
,

Armed with the answers to these questions, making the decision$ to buy a

computer should reflect actual needs and be less of a guessing game, Conlin

concludes.
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DEVELOP EASE WITH COMPUTERESE

Bits and bytes, software and hardware, ROM and RAM. With the use of

computers increasing daily, words like these are creeping into our ~ocabulary.

Not understanding those words may make buying a computer more diffiQult.

"When people begin shopping to buy a farm or home computer, nat

understanding computerese makes it tough to make intelligent decisions," says

Joe Conlin, agriculture program leader with the University of Minnes.ota

Agricultural Extension Service.

"Problems occur when people walk into a store, like the looks of a

machine and buy it without realizing its capabilities," Conlin says. "Then,

they find they don't have the software they need to do what they want to do.

They need to think in the same terms that the computer dealer is thinking."

Where can potential computer owners go to learn new terminology and
I

avoid making costly mistakes? "There are conferences and classes through area

schools and the extension service that can provide a good background.

Subscribing to a computer magazine can help," Conlin suggests. "Just being

nosey in computer stores and asking questions can get you informatiop." User
I

groups and dealers who sell a computer package, complete with instru~tion, can

also put novices at ease with computerese.
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BE TOUGH ON SOFTWARE BEFORE YOU BUY

There are nearly as many different computer software programs as there

are different software needs. "Decide exactly what you need from software t

then tryout the program using your own data t " says Joe Conlin, extension

agriculture program leader with the University of Minnesota. Conlin,suggests

answering these questions before making a software buying decision:

*Is it understandable?

*Are the answers correct?

*Does it answer your questions?

*Can you afford it?

*Is it easy to use--a good fit with your management style and

personality?

"There's much variation in how well individual programs are do~umented.

You need to know what the program is doing and how it works. There ~re many

different ways to calculate an answer--find out what assumptions are being

made
t

" Conlin advises. "It's also important to check where the progliam was

developed because parameters like climate and soil type may be crucial to the

accuracy of the program output."

Another option for getting the right programs is custom software. "It

may be expensive, but in some cases may be the only way to get exact~y what
I

you want," says Conlin.
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Finding someone who can program for farms can be tough. "Right' now

there's a lack of people who understand both computers and ago Searching for

someone to do custom programming for your farm may not be cost-effective. A

good bet might be a computer science student or user group with commoh ag

interests."

Conlin adds that soon more tools will be available to let computer

owners do their own programming to suit their specific needs.

MP
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HOW TO START A SOFTWARE LIBRARY

What general software should new computer owners have? "The big four

pieces of general software that should probably be included in your library

are the electronic spread sheet, data base manager, word processing, and

hardware-software communication," says Joe Conlin, agriculture progr~m leader

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"The electronic spread sheet is a tool to ask 'what if' questipns for

problem-solving. It's one of the major reasons microcomputers have become

popular. A data base manager acts like a file cabinet. With it, yoh can put
!

,

information in, then manipulate and sort it. Some of the better systems can

be used like calculators."

A word processing system lets owners use their computers as a

typewriter. Communication programs allow contact with other, usually larger,

computers. "Users can gain access to main frame computers on a time~share

basis to get data that their microcomputers can't provide. Market information

and updated weather are two examples of that kind of available information,"

Conlin adds.

11 11 11
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TIME-SHARE NETWORKS SHARE COMPUTER INFORMATION

Time-share computer networks are available for the farm computer owner,

providing ready access to new information.

"Networks can supply daily up-dated markets and prices, answer! questions

that are too complex for a small microcomputer and allow electronic ~ailing,ll

says Joe Conlin, agriculture program leader with the University of M~nnesota

Agricultural Extension Service.

When subscribing to a time-share network, users can communicate with a

mainframe computer owned by state extension services or other organi~ations.

EXTEND is the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Serviceis network

which has about 20 external subscribers and 20 counties hooked into the

system. Agnet is another extension network based at the University of
I

Nebraska at Lincoln. Compuserve and Source are examples of general ~omputer

networks that provide information outside extension's research.

"Subscribers generally pay a monthly or seasonal fee and the

long-distance phone call to the main computer center," says Conlin.. They can

then use a specified amount of computer time. Getting into a time-s~are

network is worthwhile for some users, depending on what information they need

and what they can get from their own equipment."
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PLACE OF COMPUTER PURCHASE DEPENDS ON SERVICE, PRICE

"Where you buy your new computer depends on what kind of support you

want and what price you'll pay," says Joe Conlin, extension agriculture

program leader at the University of Minnesota.

"Mail order houses are fine if you're fairly knowledgeable abo"\lt

computers and know what you're getting. They usually have low proce~s, but

almost zero support and help."

Office equipment dealers also sell computers but are often les~ equipped

to provide backup and answer questions, especially in terms of farm programs.

"Computer stores are probably the best place for information a~d

service, but you may pay a higher price," says Conlin. "Department $tores are

starting to sell more computers now, but their service and support ate

variable, depending on the store.

"If you have no background in computers, turnkey vendors may b¢ your

best bet. They can deliver the entire computer package, including s¢ftware

and beginning instruction."

Before buying, ask the computer dealer:

*What is the full price for a usable system to fit your needs?

*Has the hardware and software been proven? Look for reviews, talk to

users.

*Will the dealer provide support later?
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*Can the dealer recommend a user group?

Shop around for the right service and the right price to fit your

personal needs, Conlin stresses.

# # #
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HOME SWEET HOME FOR COMPUTERS

"Static electricity and sudden power surges can damage your computer,

wipe out any program loaded on the computer memory or destroy program disks,"

warns Earl Fuller, extension ag economist in farm management with the

University of Minnesota.

Computers must meet federal standards that make them able to apsorb some

current without damage, but accidents are possible. A safe, well-gr 9unded

home for it will meet these suggestions provided by Fuller:

--Do not put a computer in a room with a wool rug. Just walki~g across

the room with leather soles and then touching the computer will send'a

damaging charge through it.

--Do not plug the computer into the same circuit as an air con~itioner,

heater, washer and dryer, or any appliance that draws a lot of curre~t or

turns on and off while running.

--Control the room's humidity. Moderate humidity is the best atmospher.

Too dry or too humid air can cause trouble.

--Provide good ventilation around the computer. Although computers and

disk drives don't use much current, they generate a lot of heat.

--Don't let sunlight shine directly on the computer, regardles~ of the

outside temperature. Sun's rays can easily overheat the microproces~or and

memory chips and cause a burnout.
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--Protect all your computer accessories. Tapes and disks can't

withstand much abuse. Avoid spilling liquids on them, bending or stretching

the tape, and subjecting them to magnetic currents. Keep anything that

generates a magnetic force at least a foot away from the computer. Even the

small force that is produced by a radio can damage a disk or tape.

~lP
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NEW COMPUTER PROGRAMS PROVIDE WEED CONTROL INFORMATiON

Two computer programs that provide information and recommendations for

postemergence herbicide use on corn and soybeans are being tested at the

county extension offices that are on the University of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension Service's EXTEND computer network.

The programs--which bear the short title, POST, for the time being--were

developed by extension agronomist Gerald Miller and Dan Kidder, area extension

agent in crop pest management.

Says Kidder, "We hope the programs will serve as handy libraries of

information for county agents who must now consult approximately two dozen

manuals when helping farmers with weed control problems.

"We're testing the programs this summer and hope to improve them with

suggestions from the county agents. This winter, we plan to expand the

programs, which now give information and recommendations for control~ing

annual and perennial weeds with postemergence herbicides. We'll be ~dding

information and recommendations for pre-emergence and PPI (preplant

incorporated) herbicide use on these two crops. The programs will then take

into account multiple weed problems and will rank herbicides according to

preference of use for specific situations."

The new programs are easy to use. Users must provide only infQrmation

on the weed they wish to control and the stage of growth of their corn or
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soybeans. The programs then list the herbicides that have been approved and

give remarks about their effectiveness and use as well as application rates.

Also, they say when University of Minnesota trials have shown that a weed can

be controlled by a herbicide not officially labeled for that use.
,

Miller and Kidder plan to update the programs each year so tha~ only the

most current information and recommendations are available.

"I think the programs will help county agents and extension agrionomists

quickly answer may routine weed control questions," Kidder says. "Then. we'll

be able to spend more time on those weed control problems that are mqre

complicated or unusual."

Farmers can now use the POST programs by visiting their local oounty

extension office. Eventually. farmers with home computers will be aqle to

access the programs on local county extension office computers via the

telephone.

MP, 4-FC
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SOILMAP COMPUTER PROGRAM NEW THIS FALL

A computer program designed to help farmers interpret soil map

information will be operational on a trial basis this fall.

SOILMAP, an interactive computer program, will help farmers quickly
i

calculate fertilizer adjustments for specific crops and soil conditi~ns in

each of their fields.

SOILMAP was developed last summer by Lowell Hanson, soils spec~alist for

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service and his

associates.

"The program teaches farmers how to study soil survey reports and to
!

apply the findings efficiently to their own situations," says Hanson~

SOILMAP also allows farmers to ask the computer what would happen if

they added more fertilizer or cut the amount of herbicide on each fi~ld.

" i"They can make trial runs on the computer instead of in the fields,he says.

Farmers will enter the basic soil types and field conditions t~emselves.

They will need a soil survey report and access to an IBM Personal Co~puter in

a county extension office to begin.

First, farmers outline their field boundaries and soil types using the

information available in soil survey reports. They code each 1.6-acre section

of their farms according to soil texture, pH. percentage of organic matter,

slope and field location onto special grids.
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They then enter the soil characteristics into the computer. O~ce the

information is stored, the farmer may recall and apply it. to another ipart of

the SOILMAP program for interpretations.

Farmers could also use other available data bases to apply the

information entered in SOILMAP to interpret it further. Hanson hope~ to add a
i

section allowing farmers to calculate pre-emergence herbicide rates ~or

specific soil conditions.

I

SOILMAP could be written for other personal computers t like Ap~le, if

there is a demand to do so, according to Hanson.

Currently students is one of Hanson's classes use SOILMAP for ~ class

project. They enter information about a given farm into the compute~ and

analyze the results exactly as a farmer would for his own fields.

Jim Calkins, a horticulture graduate student in the class, says the

program could be useful for a variety of things, especially if it wil,I include

herbicide rates. Calkins would like to see other crops added to the program.

Only two crops, corn and soybeans, are now in the program.

MP t 4-FC
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IRRIGATION SYSTEMS NEED SAFETY DEVICES FOR CHEMICAL INJECTIONS

Chemicals can safely be applied through irrigation systems if ~he proper

safety devices are installed as part of the system. Without these safety

devices, serious pollution problems can exist, according to Fred Bergsrud, an

agricultural engineer for the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

There are basically two ways fertilizer and pesticide chemicals. applied

by injection into a sprinkler system can cause pollution.

The irrigation system pump may break down while the injection s&stem

pump continues to operate. The mixture of water and the chemicals would then

either flow back into the irrigation well or run undiluted into the irrigation

lines.

If the injector pump breaks down and the irrigation pump contin~es, the

water may run into the chemical tank causing it to overflow and pollu~e the

ground water.

Anti-pollution devices are available for chemical injection systems.

The American Society of Agricultural Engineers has established a set pf

recommended practices and installation codes.

The Minnesota Department of Health's water well construction code

requires that safety devices be installed in all injector/irrigation systems.

An inexpensive backflow valve is available to prevent the chemi¢al tank
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from overflowing if the injector pump quits.

The injection pump can also be connected to the irrigation pump so the

injector pump will stop when the irrigation pump does.

A spring-loaded check system is still needed, however, to stop the

chemicals from flowing back into the main well. This check system cO$ts about

$300 to $500. If it is not put in at the same time as the irrigationisystem,

it could cost an additional $200 to $500 for installation.

"Any new (injection) system should definitely have all three devices,"

says Bergsrud. "Actually, existing systems should have all three devices,

too," he adds.

Most new injector pumps offer a check system as an option, acco~ding to

Bergsrud. The farmer does have to think about adding the safety devices when

buying a new system or adding them to an old one, he cautions.

For more information, contact your county extension office or F~ed

Bergsrud at the University of Minnesota, Department of Agricultural

Engineering, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108.

MP, 4-FC
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FARMERS HELP PAY FOR PRICE SUPPORTS

Assessing farmers for price supports helps those supports exist,

according to Jerome Hammond, a University of Minnesota agricultural economist.

"Through the assessments, farmers can receive prices above free market

levels without costing the government a lot of money," says Hammond.

Hammond's recent report on self-help price supports used the U.. S. dairy

industry as an example.

Farmers are now assessed per hundredweight of milk they sell. According

to the report, the cost of the dairy price supports is offset by these

assessments. The money from the assessments helps to buy and dispose of milk

products that cannot be sold at price support levels.

This way the excess milk products are removed from the market. Milk

prices should then rise, according to Hammond's report.

Hammond says that self-help price supports will work because the demand

for milk products isn't greatly affected by price changes. He also assumes

that administrative costs and the costs of handling and processing the excess

milk aren't so high that they offset the price gains.

Copies of the report, "Self-Help Price Supports: Assessing Producers for

Costs of Product Removal" are available from the University of Minnesota,

Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108.

If If II
MP, 4-D
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FOOD COST: FITS GROCERIES TO FAMILIES

One family of six could spend from $54 to $103 a week on groceries,

according to a computer program called Food Cost.

The software program, developed by the Agricultural Extension Service at

the University of Minnesota, considers family age, number of meals eaten away

from home and then "spews out" costs according to thrifty, low, moderate and

liberal meal patterns.

Mary Darling and Dottie Goss developed the program, available for use in

the 23 county and area offices of extension which use the EXTEND network and

extension's IBM Personal Computer. Darling is nutrition specialist !and Goss,

family resource management specialist, both with the university's extension

service.

"The idea is to estimate reasonable weekly and monthly food e~penditures

for meals and snacks at home," Darling says. "To do this, the program needs

information about the ages and sex of family members and how many m~als are

eaten away from home--so these won't be included in the weekly groc~ry

purchases," Goss says. Not included when costs are totaled are any.non-food

items such as paper products, cleaning supplies, personal items or pet food.

The computer user types in the ages of the boys and men, girls and women

in the household. All this is in response to questions the computer asks. If

someone is pregnant or nursing. that. too, has an effect on grocery purchases.
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Darling quotes that national statistics say the families spend ~rom 10

percent to 40 percent of their income on food. The smaller their income, the

larger their portion in food. An estimated one-quarter to one-third of all

meals are eaten away from home.

In the sample for this story, the six-member family consisted ot two

adults and four children, the eldest, age 12. Under the thrifty planl they

would be spending $54.44 a week or $235.84 a month. The low-cost plan

increases that to $69.23 a week and $299.79 a month. Moderate cost plan is

$86.30 a week and $373.70 a month and the liberal plan, $103.09 a week and
!

$446.42 a month. In the sample run, four family members ate some mea~s away

from home each week.

Food Cost tells how the plans differ and why some are more expe~sive

than others.

"The thrifty plan is essentially a Food Stamp plan and takes g09d

management with grain products and dried beans and peas to satisfy nutritional
I

needs," Darling says. It takes careful planning, buying, cooking and'storing

and allows very little discarding of food (5 percent) in plate waste and

because of spoilage. There would be large amounts of bread and cereal
I

products, dried beans and peas and potatoes. Meat, fruits and vegeta~les

would be limited.

Bread rather than rolls would be used in the low cost plan. Th¢re would

be more vegetables, fruits and meat than the thrift plan, but less th,n some

families prefer. Food waste allowance would be about 10 percent of e~ible

food in plate waste or spoilage.

The amount of meat (including some higher priced cuts) goes up in the

moderate plan with more fruits and vegetables, more out-of-season and

ready-to-eat packaged foods. There could be up to 20 percent waste c~unting

inedible parts of fresh produce and bones in meat.
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In the liberal plan there would be more of all the foods mentioned in

the moderate plan and about 25 percent to 30 percent of the edible food

allowed as discard.

Wayne Detmer, EXTEND software development specialist for extension,

calls Food Cost "a very friendly program," meaning, in computer jargon, easy

for people to use and understand.

If you ask, the computer will contrast menus for three meals a ~ay under

the low cost, moderate and liberal plans.

Here is a low cost dinner: fried chicken, mashed potatoes (fresh),

spinach (frozen). white bread (enriched). spice cake from a mix. milk (fresh)

or coffee. And a liberal dinner includes beef steak, fresh or frozen corn on

the cob, broccoli with butter sauce (frozen). fresh fruit salad, dinner roll

(bakery), German chocolate cake (frozen), milk (fresh) or coffee.

MP. 4-Hec
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FUTURE SOFTWARE HAS LOTS OF ANSWERS

Stumped for an immediate answer in the midst of canning? The ~ay will

come when the computer should solve that problem.

This is one of the software programs, called Food Preservation~ which

will be tested this summer in the consumer answering service and in two county

Agricultural Extension Service offices, according to Wayne Detmer, EXTEND

software development specialist for extension. EXTEND is the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service IBM Personal Computer network. At

present, 23 terminals are located in that many of the state's 87 counties.

There will be some 400 questions and answers, including sections on

canning, freezing, storing and the best wrapping materials to assure product

protection. Members of the committee helping to develop the program being

adapted from Missouri Extension are Joanne Slavin, nutritionist with

extension; Mary Darling, extension nutrition specialist; Pat Kramm, consumer

information specialist, extension; and Elaine Asp, assistant professor,

Department of Food Science and Nutrition.
I

Fabric Stain Removal is another software program in the development

stages. It is scheduled for completion this fall. Cherilyn Ne1son,extension

textiles and clothing specialist, is working with the computer center staff in

the development.

Hot Water is to be field tested soon, but is not yet ready for
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distribution to the counties. Wanda Olson, household equipment specialist,

and Roger Peterson, residential energy specialist, are combining knowledge on

this one. Its emphasis is to be hot water heating. Users will be able to see

how their use of hot water (baths, showers, laundry, dish washing) could be

altered through energy saving methods and how energy efficient water heaters

could save on total home energy use. Next to the heating system in the house,

the water heater is the largest energy user.

Healthy Eating, a proposal just presented to Detmer this spring, is

slated for completion in December and use by April 1984 in the counties. It

will consider sodium, fat and fiber. Developers are Joanne Slavin, Melody

Mattson, a graduate student; and Mary Darling, nutrition specialist. Healthy

Eating will be in question-and-answer form and will incorporate tables, games

and quizzes, Detmer says.

MP, 4-Hec
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STORED BRIQUETS CAN START ON FIRE

You are asking for trouble if you store your charcoal in a plastic bag.

This is one of several ways that stored charcoal can burst intq flames.
,

Charcoal can ignite spontaneously because of chemical reactions that are

not fully understood. Heat is generated in charcoal by pressure, by!wetting,

and by poor ventilation. Fires occur more readily in fresh hardwood 'charcoal

or if there is an excessive amount of pulverized charcoal in a bag.

Considering the numerous bags that are shipped, used and stored in

Minnesota each year, the incidence of spontaneously triggered fires is not

alarming. The University of Minnesota Fire Center knows of a handful. that

started that way. But as one firefighter said, "I think back to all the

garage fires we've fought and wonder how many of those actually began; in a bag

of charcoal."

Associate director of the Fire Center, Frank Oberg suggest several ways

to avoid trouble:

--Store charcoal high, dry and cool.

--Provide good ventilation. The original bag is fine but don't store it

in plastic.

--Do not place wet coals back in the bag. Put them in a pail away from

other combustibles.

--Don't store bags that contain large amounts of powdered charcoal.
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--If kept in a confined area like a closet, put charcoal in a covered

metal container, so if it does ignite it won't go far. Finally, a good place

to keep charcoal is inside your covered grill.

# # #

MP, 4-Hec
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PYRAMIDS, CHAINS ARE RISKY AND ILLEGAL

Quick, get-rich schemes may sound like the answer to those who are

jobless, but whether they are masked pyramids or chain letters, they are still

risky and illegal.

"Simple pyramid schemes are similar to chain letters, while disguised

pyramids are like wolves in sheep's clothing, hiding their true nature in

order to fool potential investors and evade law enforcers," says Dot~ie Goss,

family resource management specialist with the University of Minneso~a's

Agricultural Extension Service, quoting the Direct Selling Education

Foundation, a Washington, D.C. not-for-profit public education organ~zation.

Pyramid schemes are illegal scams where large numbers of peopl~ at the

bottom of the pyramid pay money to a few people at the top. Each ne~

participant pays for the chance to advance to the top and profit from payments

of those who might join later. Joining could cost anywhere from a f~ dollars

to a few thousand dollars.

In one example, if all boxes on a chart filled up with participants, the

promoter collects $16,000 and you and others on the bottom levels would be

$1,000 poorer. When the promoter is paid off, that box is removed and the

second level becomes the top or payoff level. Only then do the two people on

the second level begin to profit. To payoff these two, 32 empty boxes are

added at the bottom and the search goes on for new participants. For you to
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collect, 512 people would have to be recruited, half of them losing $1,000

each.

Of course, Goss says, the pyramid may fold long before you reaqh the

top. For everyone to profit there would have to be an unending supply of

potential and willing participants.

Some pyramid promoters attempt to make their scheme look as if you were

starting your own business in a multilevel marketing company. MultiVevel

marketing is lawful and legitimate. It uses a network of independent

distributors to sell consumer products.

To resemble this, a pyramid scheme takes on a line of products and

claims to be in the business of selling them. Yet little or no effor~ is made

to actually market the products which may be overpriced and have no cbnsumer

appeal. Instead, money is made from recruiting; new distributors are, pushed

to buy the inventory when they sign up, so the distributors become the

customers.

How do you tell a legitimate business from a disguised pyramid scheme?

Pyramid schemes seek to make money from you (and quickly). Multilevel

marketing companies seek to make money with you as you build your bus~ness

(and theirs) selling consumer products.

To distinquish between the two, ask these three questions:

1. How much are you required to pay to become a distributor?

2. Will the company buy back unsold inventory?

3. Are the company's products sold to consumers?

Don't be fooled by legal-looking documents. (These forms can be

purchased over the counter.) Before signing anything, Goss cautions, take

your time, ask questions, get written copies of all available company

literature and consult with others who have had experience with the company

and its products.
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Check to see if the products are actually being sold to consumers. Find

out if profits are actually being made on volume sales to new recruits who buy

the products not for their usefulness or attractive price, but because they

must buy them to participate in the scheme.

Goss says a simple phone call to the state's consumer services office,

612/296-2331, before participating in any setup which may prove to be illegal

or cost you money, is a wise move. Check out the company you are thinking of

joining, first.

MP, 4-Hec
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for CountyAgents
COUNTY NEWS PACKET

INDEX

Note to agents: Computers are the theme of the June agent and media news
packets. In addition to the computer stories, there are 11 "Living Resource
fully" stories for home economists plus some in the "miscellaneous" category
that are timely. As usual, feel free to use the media packet stories in your
local news media outlets. Fairs are the theme for the July packet and energy
is the selection for August. If you have ideas for story themes to help sup
port county programs, let us know.

Living resourcefully stories:

• Constantly build job resume
• New tactics in job marketing
• Several skills: good job protection
• Repair it to wear it (artwork included)
• Selecting carpet cleaning method
• Care labels sometimes confuse
• Pay attention to clothing labels
• Labeling has low and high ...
• Protect carpet before cleaning
• Climate affects home fabrics
• Use of cornmeal, rice (briefs)

Other consumer stories:

• 'Sodium and you' on computer
• Microcomputer slide/tape coming
• Furniture adapts to computer
• Computer groups: fan clubs of the 1980s
• Extend projects food costs
• Repeat software to be avoided
• Moderate caffeine not hazardous
• Don't can thickened pie filling
• Stored briquets can burst aflame**

Agricultural stories:

•
•
•
•
•

Technology can help both small, large farms
New technology leads to more jobs
New POST programs gives weed control information**
Soilmap is new computer program**
Inject chemicals safely**

Youth sto~

• Computer assists 4-H at the fair

- -more notes on next pag~.--
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**Longer versions of these stories are in the news media packet.

Public Service Announcements (PSA's): There are several PSA's in this packet.
Some were based on stories in the agent and media packets. They are rewritten
in PSA format for your convenience, but you may also find them useful as col
umn fillers.

Agents and specialists: Following is a list of releases that were sent out
the past month, but not as part of the news media or agent packet. If you
would like a copy of any of the releases below, check them and send this sheet
with your name and address to Harilyn Hasterman, 433 Coffey Hall.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Renewable energy directory
Orange ruffie new to area
A new marketing strategy for woodland owners
Plant pampering produce berries
New blueberry varieties warm up winter
Controlling dry bean diseases
Guard against bacterial stem rot in adzuki beans
Higher corn price may not last
May 25 last date to plant full season corn hybrids
University of Minnesota announces turf tours
Registration extended for pedal power camp
Shorter season corn hybrids needed

University news line: You can call the University of Minnesota News Line for
additional timely stories. The number is 612/376-8000. The weekly schedule
is:

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

CP

Weekends (4:30 p.m. Friday through 4:30 p.m. Monday), ago weather advisory
and general University news.
Tuesday (on at 4:30 p.m. Monday until 4:30 p.m. Tuesday), agriculture
Wednesday (on at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday until 4:30 p.m. Wednesday), home and
garden
Thursday (on at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday until 4:30 p.m. Thursday), general
university
Friday (on at 4:30 p.m. Thursday until 4:30 p.m. Friday), agriculture
The ag weather advisory with Hark Seeley goes on at 10:30 a.m. Tuesdays
and Fridays.
Other timely agricultural and general university news stories go on as the
news warrants!
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CONSTANTLY BUILD THE JOB RESUME

Today is not too soon to begin building a job resume or adding to the

one you already have.

It is a good idea to keep one constantly up to date, whether or not you

think you will need it in the foreseeable future, says Dottie Goss, family

resource management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

This is true, Goss says, even if you've never worked outside the home

and don't anticipate having to contribute to the family income in that way.

Goss thinks of the term "displaced homemaker" as a misnomer. Although

it is the term describing the woman who has been displaced from her source of

financial support either through death or divorce or some absence of the

breadwinner, she is certainly not displaced as a homemaker. Perhaps she is

that even more, as she is singly keeping the family together.

The average displaced homemaker is 49 years old, has two children and

somewhat less than a high school education. Seven percent of all women ages

22-64 are in this category, says Scott Magnuson-Martinson, who does research

with Goss and is quoting Working Opportunities for Women (WOW), one of the

Twin Cities groups doing counseling on entering or re-entering the job market.

He says WOW has found that these women realize some clerical skills will
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be a handle on a job, but result in little income and even less satisfaction

in the type of work they are performing. Disappointment and discouragement

are usual.

Goss suggests coverting volunteer ism and neighborhood and community

action into credibility on a job resume as a first step toward the job you are

seeking. Perhaps in the PTA, in Scouting or on the church board, you have

used management skills to produce a smoothly running workshop or some other

event. "Document the steps in doing this, the number of people involved, and

the end result," she says. Save any mimeographed or printed programs of the

events. Are you known for working well with people? Point this out, too.

Take positive steps, be confident and informed. Bury the hard luck

story and focus instead on your skills and interests.

CP, 4-Hec
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NEW TACTICS IN JOB MARKETING

Tactics fairly new in today's job market search are informational

interviewing and informational letter writing. They seem especially geared to

the woman re-entering the job market) because they allow her to do some

research before definitely applying.

Dottie Goss) family resource management specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, says these methods glean and

present information without the more formal) perhaps more stressful) job

interviewing.

Information on many companies can be obtained by visiting the public

library. This is a good direction to take before making an appointment to

visit someone at the company. Be sure to tailor your time to theirs. Meet

for a coffee break or over lunch, if possible, rather than taking time away

from their working day. You might even be meeting more people and making

additional contacts in these nonworking hours.

"Informational interviewing means finding out what a job is like by

talking to someone who holds the type of job that might be interesting to

you," Goss describes.

"As well as obtaining information you are looking for, it is a way to

develop more contacts among the professionals in the career area of interest,"
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she says. The informational letter, rather than a resume, gives in narrative

form, information on a person's job skills. It is not a formal resume or even

an application, as such. It ought to be addressed to decisionmakers in your

area of interest, and often they are not in the personnel office.

Following up on job leads, those word-of-mouth news tips about available

jobs, is still a very big dimension in finding a job. It's a form of personal

contact, and today's buzz word for it is "networking." Surveys claim that

only 15 percent to 20 percent of available jobs are ever publicly advertised.

In one study, over half the respondents said they had obtained information

about their present job from a personal source, not from an advertisement or

by another formal method. Examined more closely, the personal contacts were

apt to be acquaintances seen occasionally or rarely and known three to seven

years before the critical job contact. They were not close family members or

friends seen often.

After actively seeking one's first job, quite often the network snapped

into place with subsequent jobs unless one frequently switched jobs. New

positions were likely to be filled through personal contact. Those working in

small firms seemed to develop the widest network of contacts, Goss says.

CP, 4-Hec
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SEVERAL SKILLS: GOOD JOB PROTECTION

Re-read American history to find several occupations during a lifetime

all wrapped in one person.

"It may be a good trend to repeat," says Dottie Goss, family resource

management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service. "Most of us have been trained to do just one and our

specialty can be 'in' and then 'out, "' she says.

It has happened before. In years past everyone had a family member or

close friend in a railroad or railroad connected job. Not any more.

Some job counselors are recommending that young people who are just

beginning to think about the world of work find four or five ways to earn a

living, rather than limiting themselves to one. It might mean knowing many

aspects of the same job, from production to marketing and sales, for instance.

Or it could mean having general knowledge that would transfer easily. Persons

with the most flexibility have a safety net to spring back from when the "just

right" job fades or never appears.

Job forecasters say more than a third of the jobs people take in the

year 1990 have not yet been named, meaning they will be in new fields. New

interests bring new occupations or variations of former ones. Consider the

whole exercise-health scene and job opportunities evolving from it, including
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running, hiking, camping, sailing, tennis, racquet ball and golf. With it

come health clubs and year-round bubbles that permit some sports to continue

regardless of weather, plus jobs designing, making and marketing clothing and

equipment for each of these, and planning races and printing books and

magazines geared to all this. There is even a field known as sports-medicine

and a holistic medicine emphasis. Add the dieting field and the possibilities

are endless.

"Learn and grow ought to be the motto we all follow," Goss concludes.

11 11 11

CP, 4-Hec
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REPAIR IT TO WEAR IT

Is a torn pocket keeping you from wearing a favorite shirt or jacket?

Repairing the tear will only cost you some time, a little thread and

perhaps some strengthening material, says Sherri Johnson. She is a textiles

and clothing specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service. "It's an easy way of reviving the wardrobe," she adds.

The first step is mending the tear (figure 1). After pulling out the

pocket stitches close to the tear, cut a piece of material (use matching

material from a facing, belt or hem, if you have it) a little larger than the

tear. Place the patch under the tear and pin. Stitch back and forth over the

tear, using a wide zigzag stitch, a straight stitch or a hand running stitch.

Machine stitching is stronger than hand stitching. "If the tear is a corner

tear, stitch from both ends to the corner overlapping a few stitches (figure

2).

"You might want to iron on a fusible web between the patch and tear,"

Johnson says. (Ask at notion counters for what brands may be available.)

Johnson describes this as "a melting process that makes the patch almost

become part of the fabric," A wet cloth or paper towel is put over the tear

(remember, the fusible web is between the patch and tear) and a hot iron

(cotton setting) is held over the tear while slowly counting to 15. The patch

must be allowed to cool or it may not stick. If it doesn't stick the first
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time, repeat the ironing process and be sure to let the patch and fabric cool

before removing from the ironing board.

To sew on the pocket, use thread the same color as the other stitching

if possible. Set the sewing machine so that stitches are the same length as

the ones still holding a piece of the pocket. Start so that you sew over

three of the stitches already there. Sew to the top of the pocket. At the

top edge of the pocket, stitch a triangle to add to the holding strength and

to prevent a repeat tear.

If you are doing this by hand rather than machine, use a backstitch to

sew the pocket (figure 3). It will look like machine stitching. Begin by

sewing over three stitches already there. To backstitch, bring the needle

through the pocket from the wrong side. Push the needle down through the

material about 1/8 inch back from where you started. Bring the needle out one

stitch in front of that stitch. Continue stitching to the top of the pocket,

then do the triangle, by hand, in the same way suggested for machine.

"You can make a larger pocket to cover the mended area. Use material

that harmonizes with the garment," Johnson says. "Trim the new pocket with

pieces of the old one in any design you like such as (figure 4)."
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SELECTING CARPET CLEANING METHOD

Should you attempt to clean your own carpet or have it done

profess ionally?

Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist at the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, says a variety of carpet cleaning

products and equipment is available.

"By cleaning your own carpet, you may have the advantages of

convenience, less expense and the satisfaction of doing a thorough job. Yet,

a professional cleaner may have more experience, knowledge and better

equipment."

There are four principal methods in carpet cleaning: dry powder, aerosol

foam sprays, liquid shampoo and hot water extraction.

In the dry powder method, absorbent granules containing dry cleaning

solvent are sprinkled over a section of carpet and worked into the carpet pile

with a brush. The solvent dissolves oils and greasy soil and is then absorbed

by the granules. After drying, the carpet is vacuumed to remove the granules.

This method is not costly and is effective for spot cleaning, delicate

and noncolorfast carpets. Nelson says the disadvantages are that dry powders

are less effective on heavy soil or water-based soil and the solvent can

evaporate in storage. Removing granules completely can be another problem.

Aerosol foam sprays (usually available in hardware and grocery stores)
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are best for lightly soiled carpets, as they clean only the carpet surface,

Nelson says.

Liquid carpet shampoos are generally sold in concentrated form which

needs to be diluted. These products are better for moderately to heavily

soiled carpets.

"There are some disadvantages which should be considered," Nelson says.

"If the shampoo dries to a sticky residue rather than crystalline powder, soil

will be attracted to the carpet." Check for sticky residue by diluting the

shampoo according to the directions and letting the solution evaporate. If a

sticky residue remains, try another brand, she suggests. Because these

shampoos are rubbed into the carpet, the soil may be ground deeper into the

carpet pile. Unless the shampoo applicator has a wet pick-up vacuum, the soil

may not be removed. It is also easy to overwet the carpet, possibly causing

shrinkage.

Hot water extraction (also called steam extraction--though steam isn't

involved) means that hot water and detergent solution is sprayed onto the

carpet under pressure to flush out the soil. Vacuum action of the machine

then extracts the solution. This method is excellent for cleaning moderate to

heavily soiled carpets and drying time is less than with the shampoo process.

It is the most expensive of the four methods and uses heavy, bulky equipment.

There is some possibility of overwetting the carpet.

"Before deciding how to clean your carpet, consider the amount of soil,

how long it will take to clean and dry and whether you will clean it or hire a

professional carpet cleaner," she says.

II II If
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CARE LABELS SOMETIMES CONFUSE

Care labels on clothing have only been required 11 years, but consumers

tend to rely on them when it comes to laundering, dry cleaning or both.

Manufacturers are required to attach permanent labels on how to care for

fabrics as well as warnings against harmful cleaning methods that might

ordinarily be used, says Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist at

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "The labels are

to be sturdy enough to last the life of the garment," she says. Apparel

selling for $3 or less and items which would have appearance or durability

marred by a permanently attached label are exempt.

Yet some manufacturers attach care labels without testing the cleaning

method recommended on the label while others give little attention to whether

all parts of the garment can be cleaned by one method. Some even produce

clothes difficult to clean by any method.

"When a manufacturer has not determined the proper care procedure or has

chosen not to give explicit care instructions, it is not unusual to see 'dry

clean' on care labels for garments that can either be laundered or dry

cleaned," Nelson says.

The current Federal Trade Commission rule is that the consumer must be

told of one method of care.

It is important to remember that care labels are implied warranties.
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This means that care instructions, when the consumer uses them, will not

affect the ordinary use and enjoyment of the garment.

If the garment does not hold up with the care specified, it should be

returned to the retailer for a refund, Nelson says.

11 11 11
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PAY ATTENTION TO CLOTHING LABELS

Here are four points to remember about the care labels on clothing,

whether you are sewing or buying them.

To make better use of the clothing you have, Cherilyn Nelson, textiles

and clothing specialist at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service makes the following suggestions.

1. Keep care labels attached to the clothes.

2. Also keep the hang tags that come attached to the garment at the

time of purchase. (These are usually paper tags pinned or held with a plastic

loop. After removing them from the garment, pencil what they belonged to and

keep them in a drawer or card file for future reference.)

3. If you sew your own clothing, ask for care labels where you buy the

fabric.

4. If clothing is damaged after you have followed care instructions,

return the item with the sales receipt to the retailer who should refund your

money and can return the garment to the manufacturer.

"Clothing makers besieged with returned garments may decide to label

their clothing more accurately in the future," she notes.
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LABELING HAS 'LOW' AND 'HIGH'

Are you familiar with the terms "low labeling" and "high labeling" when

they are used to refer to care labels in clothing?

This is how Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist at the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, explains it.

"Low labeling is prohibited," she says. It simply means conservative

labeling and it tells consumers they have more options for care of the garment

than the label states. Low labveling may never be discovered because the

consumer tends to place trust in the recommended care procedure rather than

risk or question its accuracy.

Just the opposite of this is high labeling. "In this instance a care

label may specify both dry cleaning and laundering, when in reality only one

method can actually be used," Nelson explains.

If following a care label ruins a garment, the retailer should be

notified to refund your money and return the garment to the manufacturer.

More explicit care tags in the future are bound to result.
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PROTECT CARPET BEFORE CLEANING

"Before cleaning a carpet, there are several precautions to take so that

the job is done well," reminds Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

First, pretest the cleaning solution you plan to use in an inconspicuous

area to see what effect it will have on the carpet dye. Then protect the

carpet from rust stains by putting aluminum foil under the furniture legs of

the heavy pieces you can't remove from the carpet surface being cleaned.

Do not overwet the carpet: excess moisture delays drying and causes

shrinkage, streaks or mildew. Keep mechanical action, such as rubbing, to a

minimum to avoid carpet damage.

"Finally, remove all residue of the carpet cleaner," Nelson says.

Residues cause the carpet pile to be less resilient and to soil more quickly."
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CLIMATE AFFECTS HOME FABRICS

Consider the effect of sunlight on drapery and upholstery fabric when

you make selections for your home.

"Some dyes are more resistant to sun fading than others," according to

Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist at the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "Ask about color fading at the

time of purchase," she urges.

Some draperies may give a 1- or 2-year guarantee against color fading.

If a fabric is labeled "solution-dyed" it means the dyeing method may promote

excellent colorfastness in the yarns or fabrics. This is found only with

synthetic, not with cotton or other natural fibers. It could be used for

carpets, draperies and upholstery fabrics. It means that dye is added to the

fiber-forming liquid solution before it is forced through the spinneret to

form filaments: the color distribution is throughout the fiber rather than on

the surface alone.

The difficult part for consumers is trying to tell the

sunlight-resistant dyes from those that will fade, Nelsons says. There are

many different classes of dyes used for different fiber types. Lightfastness

or sunlight-resistant properties will vary from class to class. Without

specific information on the dye class, it is impossilble to determine fading

potential at the point of purchase.
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While the term "sun resistant" on some labels indicates the dye resists

fading, it is not a guarantee against fading unless the label states that

specifically.
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USE OF CORNMEAL, RICE COMMODITIES

Planning meals around cornmeal and rice (current commodity foods being

distributed from government surplus) may take a bit more creativity than the

butter and cheese of recent months.

According to Mary Darling, nutrition specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, a half cup of cornmeal equals a

slice of bread in nutrition and calories.

When combined with eggs and milk, cornmeal becomes cornbread. Like

pancakes, cornbread is an excellent, nourishing food, Darling says. Cornbread

or biscuits are as essential to the meal in some parts of the United States as

the meat and vegetables. Fresh, quick breads, such as these, are nutritious

supplements to a meal.

"Cornmeal can't replace flour completely because it contains no gluten,

but it can replace some of the flour when making waffles or pancakes, for

instance, to give variety in taste and texture," Darling says.

* "f': *

The cornmeal being distributed as a food commodity is both enriched and

degermed, according to Mary Darling, nutrition specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Saying that cornmeal is enriched means that iron, thiamin, riboflavin

and niacin are added. Degerming (meaning removing the corn germ which is the
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growth cell of the corn) tells you that some of the nutrients have been

removed, but so have the oils that become rancid.

"Store cornmeal in an airtight container in a cool dry place if you are

going to use it up within a couple of months," she advises. "If you keep it

several months before using it up, store in the refrigerator or freezer."

Complementing the plant protein in cornmeal with the plant protein in

dried peas or beans make good eating combinations, she says. Corn bread goes

well with bean or split pea soup. "Try corn muffins with baked beans or a

marinated bean salad with kidney beans or garbanzo beans."

Cornmeal mush can be served hot with milk as a breakfast cereal. The

leftovers can become fried cornmeal mush, which enthusiasts savor as a real

delicacy.

Mary Darling, nutrition specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, says this is one good way to use cornmeal from

the commodity food distribution program.

To make cornmeal mush, bring two and three-fourths cup water (to which

you have added one-half teaspoon salt) to a boil. Gradually add one cup of

cornmeal which has been combined with one cup cold water. Stir constantly.

Cook until thick and stir frequently. Then cover, and cook over low heat

10-15 minutes. Serve with milk and suit personal tastes by adding butter,

margarine, sugar or honey.

When the leftover cereal is poured into a loaf pan and chilled in the

refrigerator, it can be transformed into fired cornmeal mush, a weekend

favorite in many households.

Cut leftover mush in half-inch slices (from the loaf pan or turned out

of the pan) and fry slowly in hot fat and turn once. When browned, serve with

a table spread and syrup or jelly, if that's your preference.
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Rice is probably a more familiar staple to most Minnesotans than

cornmeal. Both are in the news during commodity food distribution.

Because this commodity rice is enriched, it should not be rinsed either

before or after cooking. "If it is," warns Mary Darling, nutrition specialist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "all the

nutrients which have been added wash off the kernels and disappear down the

drain."

Rice is the basis of desserts such as rice pudding and the mainstay of

many Mexican and Oriental dishes. One half cup of cooked rice has about the

same number of calories and nutrients as a slice of bread, she says.

One cup of raw rice about triples when cooked, so don't overdo

quantities. Leftover rice can be refrigerated for a week or frozen for 2 to 3

months. To reheat. add 2 to 3 tablespoons of water.
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State and county Agricultural Extension Service personnel in Minnesota

are using computers to teach homemakers about sodium and hypertension.

Eventually, other programs will be developed, plus nutrition games for 4-H

Youth Development members and elementary school children. "In the future,

we'd like to put all the information we put out on computer. It's the fastest

way to get information out, and people, especially children, are very

receptive to computers," says Joanne Slavin, nutritionist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The sodium program was produced to make high school students and adults

more aware of their sodium intake and its potential health benefits and risks.

The program presents sodium facts, explains how to measure sodium content in

the diet, and helps users decide whether or not they should cut down on

sodium.

One problem with computer teaching is that not all segments of the

public have access to computers. "We have used the sodium program in county

extension clubs, and arrangements with schools having microcomputers are

possible," Slavin says.

Slavin foresees adding a printer function to the program so that users

can take information home with them. '~e'd also like to produce a series of

teaching programs so that we can refer people with questions on controversial

nutrition topics to a computer program instead of a publication," she added.
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"Horne Use of Microcomputers" is a IS-minute slide/tape set to be

available by mid-September through the Minnesota Agricultural Extension

Service Distribution Center, 3 Coffey Hall, University of Minnesota, St. Paul,

MN 55108. It is produced by Family Living Education, University of

Wiconsin-Extension, Cooperative Extension Service, Madison.
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If you think some of the new furniture you see in stores and catalogs

has a bent toward computers, you might be right.

According to reports from a recent furniture show, the home computer is

influencing furniture designs, sometimes very subtly. Harold Alexander,

interior design and furniture specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, describes the combination of the old with the

new. For instance, an 18th century replica desk was especially designed with

two holes in the top: one for writing, the other a slot for computer printer

paper. The pedestal had fittings for disks and paper supplies instead of the

usual desk drawer arrangement.

Another new development finds several manufacturers scaling down

furniture to about three-quarters size. Alexander says this is apparently to

adapt to needs of consumers who are moving to smaller living quarters. Subtle

size changes made in other pieces of furniture probably would make them

suitable for about 95 percent of the population, Alexander quoted.
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Computer groups may be the newest fan club of the 1980s. Like any club,

their purpose is sharing common interests and learning in an information

exchange.

No one seems to have a handle on how many already exist, but each group

is interested in knowing about the others.

A Data Base Study Group (microcomputer users) began meeting in fall 1982

on the St. Paul campus of the University of Minnesota. Its convener, Wayne

Detmer, says it includes participants from pharmacy and the library school on

the Minneapolis campus. Detmer is EXTEND software development specialist for

the University's Agricultural Extension Service. EXTEND is Extension's IBM

Personal Computer network.

At a recent meeting of this group, Tom Ehlen, data base manager for

Computer Information Systems at the University, described two types of data

bases (collections of information): hierarchical and relational. He describes

hierarchical as trees and nodes to which are added branches and leaves. But

the overhead--room to expand information--just isn't there, so he prefers the

relational. It is a flat file and easier to expand.

Still newer is the University of Minnesota Microcomputer User's Group.

At its third meeting, it was to brainstorm possible topics for presentations

at future meetings. It met at Nicholson Hall on the Minneapolis campus. One
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of its aims is a computerized bulletin board that would enable members to

communicate. Anyone who could dial up the University system (computer center

at Lauderdale) would probably have this access, says Russ Moen, president of

the new group.
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A computer program--Food Cost--that ran as a pilot project at the Ramsey

County Fair is now operated on the EXTEND network of the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Wayne Detmer, EXTEND software development specialist, calls it "a

friendly program" meaning easy to use and understand. "After the trial run at

the fair, a few changes were made, refinements if some language wasn't clear.

Now it is available for use in 23 of extension's county and area offices."

Food Cost is designed to estimate reasonable weekly and monthly food

expenditures for meals and snacks at home. It is based on the number of

people and ages in the household.

Mary Darling and Dottie Goss developed Food Cost. Darling is nutrition

specialist and Goss, family resource management specialist, both with the

University's extension service.

A family of six, for instance, could be spending as little as $54.44 a

week under a thrifty food plan or as much as $103.09 a week under the liberal

plan. In the sample run, four family members ate some meals away from home

each week.

Darling says, "The thrifty plan is essentially a Food Stamp plan and

takes good management to satisfy nutritional needs. Goss mentions, "No

non-food items, such as paper products, cleaning supplies, personal items or
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pet food are figured in the dollar totals. I
'

The thrifty plan means more bread and cereal products, limited meat,

fruits and vegetables. The liberal plan permits more meat, fresh fruits and

vegetables and even out-of-season and ready-to-eat packaged foods. Each food

plan says what amount of plate waste and food spoilage can take place.

If it's asked, the computer will print out menus for three meals a day

under the low cost, moderate and liberal plans.
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A clearing-house to avoid duplication in software is in the works

through North Central Computer Institute in Madison, Wisconsin, according to

Wayne Detmer, EXTEND software development specialist for the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"Parts of it are accessible now," Detmer says, explaining that as new

software is developed at Minnesota, a form describing it is sent to North

Central. The time lag is a weakness of this process, he says, and much

depends on the specialists at the 13 universities in the 12 states of the

North Central Region staying in close touch to avoid the start of any software

duplication. "There could be lots of parallel efforts unless this happens,"

Detmer points out. States involved in this besides Minnesota include: Iowa,

Kansas, Michigan, North Dakota, South Dakota, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Missouri, Nebraska and Wisconsin.
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Caffeine is one of the world's most widely used drugs, according to a

newly released scientific status summary from the Institute of Food

Technologists (1FT) headquartered in Chicago.

Joanne Slavin, nutritionist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, is the 1FT's regional communicator for the

northern midwest.

While the 1FT panel admits many questions are still being asked about

caffeine's ultimate safety, it states that "the available data do not seem to

support a judgment of hazard to mankind from moderate intake."

According to the summary, "There is no persuasive evidence that moderate

amounts of caffeine are harmful to the average healthy adult. Excessive

consumption, however (more than 1000 milligrams per day, the equivalent of

about 10 cups of strong brewed coffee), may lead to caffeinism, sometimes

referred to as 'coffee nerves', especially if consumed in a short time." The

summary continues that "it would take a considerable quantity of caffeine to

cause poisoning," and estimates that quantity at about 100 cups of strong

brewed coffee or 200 cans of cola beverage consumed within a half hour.

Since its earliest documented use, "only eight fatalities from caffeine

poisoning have been reported in the English language literature, none of them

from food," the summary states.
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DON'T CAN THICKENED PIE FILLING

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Pat Kramm
612/376-3402

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

When the rhubarb, berries or apples are plentiful, should home canners

attempt to make their own thickened pie filling for future use? It's a

question Pat Kramm, consumer information specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, answers frequently. And she

quotes research at the University of Missouri in her answer.

"Homemade pie filling which contains thickening (such as cornstarch,

flour or tapioca) is not recommended for home canning. The heat penetration

of a thickened pie filling is poor. To kill spoilage organisms, the pie

filling must reach 212 degrees Fahrenheit. Increasing the processing time

does not assure a safe or high quality product," Kramm says.

Commercially canned pie filling is thickened with "modified" starches

which resist breakdown upon heating. So commercial pie filling will not

become thin with processing. These modified starches are not available for

consumer use. They are trade secrets of the commercial world. Canning the

pie filling without the thickening is the recommendation for home canners.

Add the thickening when the filling is opened to make the pie.

#I #I #I
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STORED BRIQUETS CAN BURST AFLAME

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Frank Oberg
612/376-3535

Writer: Hank Drews
612/373-1250

Charcoal can ignite spontaneously because of chemical reactions that are

not fully understood.

People at the University of Minnesota Fire Center know of only a handful

that certainly started that way. But as one firefighter said, "I think back

to all the garage fires we've fought and wonder how many of those actually

began in a bag of charcoal."

Associate director of the Fire Center Frank Oberg suggests several ways

to avoid trouble:

--Store charcoal high, dry and cool

--Provide good ventilation. The original bag is fine but don't store it

in plastic.

--Do not place wet coals back in the bag. Put them in a pail away from

other combustibles.

--Don't store bags that contain large amounts of powdered charcoal.

--If kept in a confined area like a closet, put charcoal in a covered

metal container, so if it does ignite it won't go far. Finally, a good place

to keep charcoal is inside your covered grill.
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Earl Joseph
612/872-1841

Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP BOTH SMALL, LARGE FARMS

Advancing agricultural technology can be used by small farmers as well

as larger farms, says Earl Joseph, futurist and adjunct professor at the

University of Minnesota.

Joseph says the future may find food production and processing plants

located on small plots of land near large population centers. This would help

solve marketing and distribution problems.

He says we could have "microfactories" located on the farm. A

combination of new crops, weather modification computerized timing of growing

and harvesting conditions would be used.

Processing and packaging could be done on the farm site. Materials

needed for packaging could also be grown on the farm.

"Larger farms will benefit since they have the advantage of economy of

scale. But good planning will help insure a solid future for family farms, II

he says.

We need to plan the future, says Joseph. "The future of family farms

can be bright, but we won't pull it off by using a rear-mirror approach," he

adds. Joseph is the founder of the ~linnesota Futurists' Society and president

of Anticipatory Sciences, Inc.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY LEADS TO MORE JOBS

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Earl Joseph
612/872-1841

Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

New technology eventually leads to more jobs since it creates more

demands, says Earl Joseph, futurist and adjunct professor at the University of

Minnesota.

"The first thing that new technology or automation will do is eliminate

some jobs since the machines replace people," Joseph says. For example,

robots have already replaced people on factory assembly lines.

"But new machines allow us to do things we couldn't do without them, and

to do them more efficiently. This creates opportunities for new jobs," Joseph

says.

Joseph thinks technology will permit countries currently importing U.S

agricultural products to become self-sufficient. In the future, "this would

mean that farmers would not find it profitable to grow as many traditional

wheat and corn crops if the demand isn't there.

"But if farmers start growing new crops developed from genetic and

chemical discoveries, this will create new industries and jobs," he says.

Joseph is the founder of the Minnesota Futurists' Society and president of

Anticipatory Sciences, Inc.
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Dan Kidder
612/373-1181

Writer: Sam Brungardt
612/376-8182

NEW POST PROGRAMS GIVE WEED CONTROL INFORMATION

Two new computer programs that provide information and recommendations

for postemergence herbicide use on corn and soybeans are being tested at the

(name of county) County Extension Office. The programs were developed for use

on the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Services's EXTEND

computer network.

The programs are easy to use. Users need provide only information on

the weed they wish to control and the stage of growth of their corn or

soybeans. The programs then list the herbicides that have been approved and

give remarks about their effectiveness and use as well as application rates.

Also, they say when University of Minnesota trials have shown that a weed can

be controlled by a herbicide not officially labeled for that use.

This winter, the programs will be expanded. Information and

recommendations for pre-emergence and preplant incorporated herbicide use will

be added. The programs will then take into account multiple weed problems and

will rank herbicides according to preference of use for specific situations.

The programs will be updated each year so that only the most current

information and recommendations are available.
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SOILMAP IS NEW COMPUTER PROGRAM

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Lowell Hanson
612/373-1442

Writer: Monica L. Brodersen
612/373-1715

A computer program designed to help farmers interpret soil map

information will be operational on a trial basis this fall.

SOILMAP, an interactive computer program, will help farmers quickly

calculate fertilizer adjustments for specific crops and soil conditions in

each of their fields.

SOILMAP was developed last summer by Lowell Hanson, soils specialist for

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service and his

associates.

"The program teaches farmers how to study soil survey reports and to

apply the findings efficiently to their own situations," says Hanson.

"They can also make trial runs with fertilizer rates on the computer

instead of in the fields," he says.

Farmers will enter the basic soil types and field conditions into the

computer themselves. They will need a soil survey report and access to an IBM

Personal Computer to begin.

They code each 1.6-acre section of their farms according to soil

texture, pH, percentage of organic matter, slope and field location on special

grids. They then enter the codes into the computer. Farmers may later recall

and apply this information to another part of the SOILMAP program for

interpretation.
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INJECT CHEMICALS SAFELY

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Fred Bergsrud
612/373-0764

Writer: Monica L. Brodersen
612/376-1715

Chemicals can safely be applied through irrigation systems if the proper

safety systems are installed as part of the system.

Without these safety devices, serious pollution problems can exist,

according to Fred Bergsrud, an agricultural engineer for the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

There are basically two ways fertilizer and pesticide chemicals applied

by injection into a sprinkler system can cause pollution.

The irrigation system pump may break down while the injection system

pump continues to operate. The mixture of water and the chemicals would then

either flow back into the irrigation well or run undiluted into the irrigation

lines.

If the injector pump breaks down and the irrigation pump continues, the

water may run into the chemical tank causing it to overflow and pollute the

ground water.

An inexpensive backflow valve is available to prevent the chemical tank

from overflowing if the injector pump quits.

The injection pump can also be connected to the irrigation pump so the

injector pump will stop when the irrigation pump does.

A spring-loaded check system is still needed, however, to stop the

chemicals from flowing back into the main well. This check system costs about
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$300 to $500. If it is not put in at the same time as the irrigation system,

it could cost an additional $300 to $500 for installation.

# # #
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COMPUTER ASSISTS 4-H AT THE FAIR

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Dan Lindsey
612/373-0798

Writer: Jon N. Groth
612/376-7518

"The computer has greatly improved the efficiency of 4-H record keeping

and the disbursement of awards checks," according to Dan Lindsey, 4-H youth

development specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

Piloted at Scott County Fair last summer, the 4-H fair computer program

builds on the 4-H computer enrollment process. Registration of project

entries, development of the premium list and entry of awards enables the

computer to print judges' sheets, entry cards, summaries of registration,

award summaries by individual clubs and disbursement journals.

By using the computer program, Scott County saved $600 in wages for

persons hired to write awards checks. Checks were available within 3 hours of

the time the last animal left the judging ring. In previous years checks were

not available until November, four months after the fair.

According to Lindsey, there will be 16 counties using the computer for

fair record keeping this year. The University's host computer will be used by

6 counties and the other 10 counties will be using microcomputers.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MI NNESOTA 55108
June 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
60 SECONDS DON'T TRY TO HOME CAN THICKENED PIE FILLINGS.

LEAVE THAT TO THE COMMERCIAL CANNERS, SAYS

PAT KRAMM, CONSUMER INFORMATION SPECIALIST

WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA'S

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE. SHE EXPLAINS

COMMERCIAL CANNERS USE "MODIFIED" STARCHES

NOT AVAILABLE TO HOME CANNERS. THESE

STARCHES CAN TAKE THE HIGH HEAT THAT IS

ESSENTIAL TO KILL SPOILAGE ORGANISMS WITHOUT

BREAKING DOWN AND CAUSING THE PIE FILLING TO

BECOME THIN. YOU CAN'T ASSURE A SAFE OR HIGH

QUALITY PRODUCT IN HOME CANNING BY INCREASING

THE PROCESSING TIME. SO, INSTEAD OF HOME

CANNING THICKENED PIE FILLING, KRAMM SAYS, CAN

THE FILLING, LEAVING OUT THE THICKENING. THEN

ADD THE CORNSTARCH OR FLOUR OR TAPIOCA WHEN

YOU ARE MAKING THE PIE. THIS INFORMATION

COMES TO YOU FROM YOUR
---------

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
June 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS I F YOU'VE GOT A HOME COMPUTER THERE ARE SOME

SAFETY RULES FOR HANDLING THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY

THAT YOU SHOULD KNOW. STATIC ELECTRICITY AND

SUDDEN POWER SURGES CAN DAMAGE YOUR

COMPUTER. SO DO NOT PLUG YOUR COMPUTER INTO

THE SAME CIRCUIT AS AN AIR CONDITIONER,

HEATER, WASHER OR DRYER, OR ANY APPLICANCE

THAT DRAWS A LOT OF CURRENT AND TURNS ON AND

OFF WHILE RUNNING. ALSO CONTROL YOUR

COMPUTER ROOM'S HUMIDITY AND PROVI DE GOOD

VENTILATION. THIS MESSAGE COMES TO YOU FROM

YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
June 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS FOR THE FARM COMPUTER OWNER, TIME-SHARE

COMPUTER NETWORKS PROVI DE READY ACCESS TO

NEW INFORMATION. THESE NETWORKS CAN SUPPLY

DAILY UPDATED MARKETS AND PRICES, ANSWER

QUESTIONS THAT ARE TOO COMPLEX FOR A SMALL

MICROCOMPUTER, AND ALLOW ELECTRONIC MAILING.

EXTEND IS THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE NETWORK.

AGNET IS ANOTHER EXTENSION NETWORK BASED AT

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT LINCOLN. FOR

INFORMATION ON HOW YOU CAN HOOK UP WITH

EXTENSION CALL YOUR COUNTY

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
June 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS IF YOU'RE A FARMER WHO HAS OR ANTICIPATES

PROBLEMS WITH ANNUAL OR PERENNIAL WEEDS IN

YOUR CORN OR SOYBEANS THIS SPRING, THE (NAME

OF COUNTY) COUNTY EXTENSION OFFICE IN (CITY)

CAN HELP. THE OFFICE HAS TWO NEW COMPUTER

PROGRAMS THAT GIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDE USE IN THESE TWO

CROPS. THE PROGRAMS LIST HERBICIDES THAT

HAVE BEEN APPROVED FOR A PARTICULAR WEED

PROBLEM AND GIVE REMARKS ABOUT THEIR

EFFECTIVENESS AND USE, AS WELL AS APPLICATION

RATES. THEY ALSO SAY WHEN UNIVERSITY OF

MI NNESOTA RESEARCH HAS SHOWN THAT A WEEK CAN

BE CONTROLLED BY A HERBICIDE NOT OFFICIALLY

LABELED FOR THAT USE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNiCATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
June 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS CAN YOU AVOID THE YEARLY MOSQUITO INVASION?

MAYBE NOT, BUT YOU CAN TAKE EVASIVE ACTION.

YOU CAN HELP KEEP MOSQUITOES FROM TAKING OVER

YOUR BACKYARD BY CONTROLLING PLACES WHERE

THEY BREED. MOSQUITOES BREED IN TEMPORARY

POOLS OF WATER. SO YOU SHOULD FILL IN

BACKYARD TREE HOLES WITH SAND, AND

PERIODICALLY EMPTY ANY CANS, BUCKETS, BIRD

BATHS OR CLOGGED RAIN GUTTERS--ANY DEPRESSION

CAPABLE OF RETAINING WATER FOR 7 TO 10 DAYS.

THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU FROM YOUR

________ COUNTY AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
June 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS THERE ARE ALL KINDS OF BIKE RIDING. THERE'S

RIDING FOR TRANSPORTATION--TO GET TO AND FROM

SCHOOL OR WORK. THERE'S RIDING FOR

PLEASURE--LEISURELY WEEKEND RIDES THROUGH THE

NEIGHBORHOOD OR COUNTRYSIDE. THERE'S RIDING

FOR SPORT--RACING, BIKING IN RODEOS AND

RALLYING. NO MATTER WHAT KIND OF BIKE RIDING

YOU DO, 4-H CAN TEACH YOU TO DO IT RIGHT! YOU

CAN LEARN HOW TO TAKE CARE OF A BICYCLE, WHAT

KIND OF BIKE IS RIGHT FOR YOU AND HOW TO RIDE

SAFELY. CALL YOUR COUNTY

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE FOR MORE

INFORMATION.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
june 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS WHETHER IT'S SQU I RRELS I N A CITY PARK,

RACCOONS ALONG A SUBURBAN STREAM, OR

MAGNIFICENT FOREST HABITAT, CONSERVATION OF

OUR NATURAL RESOURCES IS EVERYONE'S CONCERN.

IT'S PART OF OUR DAILY L1VES--AND PART OF OUR

FUTU RE. I F YOU'RE A YOUNG PERSON INTERESTED

IN LEARNING ABOUT CONSERVATION--OR IF YOU'RE

AN ADULT WHO'D LI KE TO PASS YOUR KNOWLEDGE ON

TO YOUNG PEOPLE--WHY NOT EXPLORE 4-H

CONSERVATION? CALL YOUR -------

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE AND

GET INTO A 4-H PROGRAM TO CONSERVE OUR

NATU RAL RESOU RCES.
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Agricultural E~~~~b~S~vice
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
81.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Dottie Goss
Scott Magnuson-Martinson
612/373-0914

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

CONSTANTLY BUILD THE JOB RESUME

Today is not too soon to begin building a job resume or adding to the

one you already have.

It is a good idea to keep one constantly up to date, whether or not you

think you will need it in the foreseeable future, says Dottie Goss, family

resource management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

This is true, Goss says, even if you've never worked outside the home

and don't anticipate having to contribute to the family income in that way.

Goss thinks of the term "displaced homemaker" as a misnomer. Although

it is the term describing the woman who has been displaced from her source of

financial support either through death or divorce or some absence of the

breadwinner, she is certainly not displaced as a homemaker. Perhaps she is

that even more, as she is singly keeping the family together.

The average displaced homemaker is 49 years old, has two children and

somewhat less than a high school education. Seven percent of all women ages

22-64 are in this category, says Scott Magnuson-Martinson, who does research

with Goss and is quoting Working Opportunities for Women (WOW), one of the

Twin Cities groups doing counseling on entering or re-entering the job market.

He says WOW has found that these women realize some clerical skills will
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be a handle on a job, but result in little income and even less satisfaction

in the type of work they are performing. Disappointment and discouragement

are usual.

Goss suggests coverting volunteerism and neighborhood and community

action into credibility on a job resume as a first step toward the job you are

seeking. Perhaps in the PTA, in Scouting or on the church board, you have

used management skills to produce a smoothly running workshop or some other

event. "Document the steps in doing this, the number of people involved, and

the end result," she says. Save any mimeographed or printed programs of the

events. Are you known for working well with people? Point this out, too.

Take positive steps, be confident and informed. Bury the hard luck

story and focus instead on your skills and interests.

# # #
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NEW TACTICS IN JOB MARKETING

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
S1. Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Dottie Goss
Scott Magnuson-Martinson
612/373-0914

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Tactics fairly new in today's job market search are informational

interviewing and informational letter writing. They seem especially geared to

the woman re-entering the job market, because they allow her to do some

research before definitely applying.

Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with the University

of ~linnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, says these methods glean and

present information without the more formal, perhaps more stressful, job

interviewing.

Information on many companies can be obtained by visiting the public

library. This is a good direction to take before making an appointment to

visit someone at the company. Be sure to tailor your time to theirs. Meet

for a coffee break or over lunch, if possible, rather than taking time away

from their working day. You might even be meeting more people and making

additional contacts in these nonworking hours.

"Informational interviewing means finding out what a job is like by

talking to someone who holds the type of job that might be interesting to

you," Goss describes.

"As well as obtaining information you are looking for, it is a way to

develop more contacts among the professionals in the career area of interest,"
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she says. The informational letter, rather than a resume, gives in narrative

form, information on a person's job skills. It is not a formal resume or even

an application, as such. It ought to be addressed to decisionmakers in your

area of interest, and often they are not in the personnel office.

Following up on job leads, those word-of-mouth news tips about available

jobs, is still a very big dimension in finding a job. It's a form of personal

contact, and today's buzz word for it is "networking." Surveys claim that

only 15 percent to 20 percent of available jobs are ever publicly advertised.

In one study, over half the respondents said they had obtained information

about their present job from a personal source, not from an advertisement or

by another formal method. Examined more closely, the personal contacts were

apt to be acquaintances seen occasionally or rarely and known three to seven

years before the critical job contact. They were not close family members or

friends seen often.

After actively seeking one's first job, quite often the network snapped

into place with subsequent jobs unless one frequently switched jobs. New

positions were likely to be filled through personal contact. Those working in

small firms seemed to develop the widest network of contacts, Goss says.
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

June 1, 1983

Source: Dottie Goss
Scott Magnuson-Martinson
612/373-0914

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

SEVERAL SKILLS: GOOD JOB PROTECTION

Re-read American history to find several occupations during a lifetime

all wrapped in one person.

"It may be a good trend to repeat," says Dottie Goss, family resource

management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extens ion Service. "~lost of us have been trained to do just one and our

specialty can be 'in l and then lout, I" she says.

Tt has happened before. In years past everyone had a family member or

close friend in a railroad or railroad connected job. Not any more.

Some job counselors are recommending that young people who are just

beginning to think about the world of work find four or five ways to earn a

living, rather than limiting themselves to one. It might mean knowing many

aspects of the same job, from production to marketing and sales, for instance.

Or it could mean having general knowledge that would transfer easily. Persons

with the most flexibility have a safety net to spring back from when the I'just

right" job fades or never appears.

Job forecasters say more than a third of the jobs people take in the

year 1990 have not yet been named, meaning they will be in new fields. New

interests bring new occupations or variations of former one&. Consider the

whole exercise-health scene and job opportunities evolving from it, including
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running, hiking, camping, sailing, tennis, racquet ball and golf. With it

come health clubs and year-round bubbles that permit some sports to continue

regardless of weather, plus jobs designing, making and marketing clothing and

equipment for each of these, and planning races and printing books and

magazines geared to all this. There is even a field known as sports-medicine

and a holistic medicine emphasis. Add the dieting field and the possibilities

are endless.

"Learn and grow ought to be the motto we all follow," Goss concludes.

I! I! #
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REPAIR IT TO WEAR IT

Is a torn pocket keeping you from wearing a favorite shirt or jacket?

Repairing the tear will only cost you some time, a little thread and

perhaps some strengthening material, says Sherri Johnson. She is a textiles

and clothing specialist with the University of Ninnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service. "It's an easy way of reviving the wardrobe," she adds.

The first step is mending the tear (figure 1). After pulling out the

pocket stitches close to the tear, cut a piece of material (use matching

material from a facing, belt or hem, if you have it) a little larger than the

tear. Place the patch under the tear and pin. Stitch back and forth over the

tear, using a wide zigzag stitch, a straight stitch or a hand running stitch.

Nachine stitching is stronger than hand stitching. "If the tear is a corner

tear, stitch from both ends to the corner overlapping a few stitches (figure

2) .

"You might want to iron on a fusible web between the patch and tear,"

Johnson says. (Ask at notion counters for what brands may be available.)

Johnson describes this as "a melting process that makes the patch almost

become part of the fabric," A wet cloth or paper towel is put over the tear

(remember, the fusible web is between the patch and tear) and a hot iron

(cotton setting) is held over the tear while slowly counting to 15. The patch

must be allowed to cool or it may not stick. If it doesn't stick the first
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time, repeat the ironing process and be sure to let the patch and fabric cool

before removing from the ironing board.

To sew on the pocket, use thread the same color as the other stitching

if possible. Set the sewing machine so that stitches are the same length as

the ones still holding a piece of the pocket. Start so that you sew over

three of the stitches already there. Sew to the top of the pocket. At the

top edge of the pocket, stitch a triangle to add to the holding strength and

to prevent a repeat tear.

If you are doing this by hand rather than machine, use a backstitch to

sew the pocket (figure 3). It will look like machine stitching. Begin by

sewing over three stitches already there. To backstitch, bring the needle

through the pocket from the wrong side. Push the needle down through the

material about 1/8 inch back from where you started. Bring the needle out one

stitch in front of that stitch. Continue stitching to the top of the pocket,

then do the triangle, by hand, in the same way suggested for machine.

"You can make a larger pocket to cover the mended area. Use material

that harmonizes with the garment," Johnson says. "Trim the new pocket with

pieces of the old one in any design you like such as (figure 4)."

II II fI
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FOOD COST: FITS GROCERIES TO FAMILIES

One family of six could spend from $54 to $103 a week on groce~ies,,

according to a computer program called Food Cost.

The software program, developed by the Agricultural Extension ~ervice at

the University of Minnesota, considers family age, number of meals e~ten away

from home and then "spews out" costs according to thrifty, low, modelrate and

liberal meal patterns.

Mary Darling and Dottie Goss developed the program, available ':for use in

the 23 county and area offices of extension which use the EXTEND network and

extension's IBM Personal Computer. Darling is nutrition specialist and Goss,

family resource management specialist, both with the university's e~tension

service.

"The idea is to estimate reasonable weekly and monthly food e~penditures

for meals and snacks at home," Darling says.
I

"To do this, the progttam needs

information about the ages and sex of family members and how many meals are

eaten away from home--so these won't be included in the weekly groc~ry

purchases," Goss says. Not included when costs are totaled are any non-food

items such as paper products, cleaning supplies, personal items or ~et food.

The computer user types in the ages of the boys and men, girls and women

in the household. All this is in response to questions the computet asks. If

someone is pregnant or nursing, that, too, has an effect on grocery purchases.
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page 2--food cost

Darling quotes that national statistics say the families spend from 10

percent to 40 percent of their income on food. The smaller their inc~me, the

larger their portion in food. An estimated one-quarter to one-third ~f all

meals are eaten away from home.

In the sample for this story. the six-member family consisted of two

adults and four children. the eldest, age 12. Under the thrifty plan they

would be spending $54.44 a week or $235.84 a month. The low-cost pla~

increases that to $69.23 a week and $299.79 a month. Moderate cost p~an is
I
\

$86.30 a week and $373.70 a month and the liberal plan, $103.09 a week and

$446.42 a month. In the sample run, four family members ate some mealis away

from home each week.

Food Cost tells how the plans differ and why some are more expensive

than others.

"The thrifty plan is essentially a Food Stamp plan and takes good

management with grain products and dried beans and peas to satisfy nutritional

needs," Darling says. It takes careful planning, buying, cooking and $toring

and allows very little discarding of food (5 percent) in plate waste a$d

because of spoilage. There would be large amounts of bread and cereal

products, dried beans and peas and potatoes. Meat, fruits and vegetables

would be limited.

Bread rather than rolls would be used in the low cost plan. There would

be more vegetables, fruits and meat than the thrift plan, but less than some

families prefer. Food waste allowance would be about 10 percent of edible

food in plate waste or spoilage.

The amount of meat (including some higher priced cuts) goes up in, the

moderate plan with more fruits and vegetables, more out-of-season and

ready-to-eat packaged foods. There could be up to 20 percent waste counting

inedible parts of fresh produce and bones in meat.
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In the liberal plan there would be more of all the foods mentioned in

the moderate plan and about 25 percent to 30 percent of the edible f~od

allowed as discard.

Wayne Detmer, EXTEND software development specialist for extension,

11 F d C " f' dl ". ica s 00 ost a very r1en y program, mean1ng, n computer jargon, easy

for people to use and understand.

If you ask, the computer will contrast menus for three meals a day under

the low cost, moderate and liberal plans.

Here is a low cost dinner: fried chicken, mashed potatoes (fresh),
,

spinach (frozen), white bread (enriched), spice cake from a mix, milk (fresh)

or coffee. And a liberal dinner includes beef steak, fresh or frozen: corn on

the cob, broccoli with butter sauce (frozen), fresh fruit salad, dinn~r roll

(bakery), German chocolate cake (frozen), milk (fresh) or coffee.

IF IF #
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FUTURE SOFTWARE HAS LOTS OF ANSWERS

Stumped for an immediate answer in the midst of canning? The pay will

come when the computer should solve that problem.

This is one of the software programs, called Food Preservation, which

will be tested this summer in the consumer answering service and in two county

Agricultural Extension Service offices, according to Wayne Detmer, EXTEND

software development specialist for extension. EXTEND is the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service IBM Personal Computer net~ork. At

present, 23 terminals are located in that many of the state's 87 coupties.I

There will be some 400 questions and answers, including sections on

canning, freezing, storing and the best wrapping materials to assur~ product

protection. Members of the committee helping to develop the progra~ being

adapted from Missouri Extension are Joanne Slavin, nutritionist wit~

extension; Mary Darling, extension nutrition specialist; Pat Kramm, [consumer

information specialist, extension; and Elaine Asp, assistant profes~or,

Department of Food Science and Nutrition.

Fabric Stain Removal is another software program in the develqpment

stages. It is scheduled for completion this fall. Cherilyn Nelson,: extension

textiles and clothing specialist, is working with the computer cent~r staff in

the development.

Hot Water is to be field tested soon, but is not yet ready for
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distribution to the counties. Wanda Olson, household equipment specialist,

and Roger Peterson, residential energy specialist, are combining knowledge on

this one. Its emphasis is to be hot water heating. Users will be able to see

how their use of hot water (baths, showers, laundry, dish washing) co~ld be

altered through energy saving methods and how energy efficient water heaters
I

could save on total home energy use. Next to the heating system in t~e house,

the water heater is the largest energy user.

Healthy Eating, a proposal just presented to Detmer this spring, is

slated for completion in December and use by April 1984 in the counties. It

will consider sodium, fat and fiber. Developers are Joanne Slavin, Helody

Hattson, a graduate student; and Mary Darling, nutrition specialist. ~ealthy

Eating will be in question-and-answer form and will incorporate tables;, games

and quizzes, Detmer says.

if II if
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STORED BRIQUETS CAN START ON FIRE

You are asking for trouble if you store your charcoal in a pla$tic bag.

This is one of several ways that stored charcoal can burst intq flames.

Charcoal can ignite spontaneously because of chemical reactions that are

not fully understood. Heat is generated in charcoal by pressure, by iwetting,

and by poor ventilation. Fires occur more readily in fresh hardwood !charcoal

or if there is an excessive amount of pulverized charcoal in a bag.

Considering the numerous bags that are shipped, used and stored~ in

Hinnesota each year, the incidence of spontaneously triggered fires i~ not
I

alarming. The University of ~Iinnesota Fire Center knows of a handful l that

started that way. But as one firefighter said, "I think back to all the

garage fires we've fought and wonder how many of those actually began in a bag

of charcoal."

Associate director of the Fire Center, Frank Oberg suggest sevetal ways

to avoid trouble:

--Store charcoal" high, dry and cool.

--Provide good ventilation. The original bag is fine but don't store it

in plastic.

--Do not place wet coals back in the bag. Put them in a pail away from,

other combustibles.

--Don't store bags that contain large amounts of powdered charcoal.
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page 2--stored briquets

--If kept in a confined area like a closet, put charcoal in a covered

metal container, so if it does ignite it won't go far. Finally, a good place

to keep charcoal is inside your covered grill.

# # #
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PYRAMIDS, CHAINS ARE RISKY AND ILLEGAL

Quick, get-rich schemes may sound like the answer to those who are

jobless, but whether they are masked pyramids or chain letters, they are still

risky and illegal.

"Simple pyramid schemes are similar to chain letters, while di$guised

pyramids are like wolves in sheep's clothing, hiding their true nature in

order to fool potential investors and evade law enforcers," says Dottie Goss,

family resource management specialist with the University of Minnesota'si

Agricultural Extension Service, quoting the Direct Selling Education

Foundation, a Washington, D.C. not-for-profit public education organ~zation.

Pyramid schemes are illegal scams where large numbers of peopl¢ at the

bottom of the pyramid pay money to a few people at the top. Each neW

participant pays for the chance to advance to the top and profit from payments

of those who might join later. Joining could cost anywhere from a few dollars

to a few thousand dollars.

In one example, if all boxes on a chart filled up with partic~pants, the

promoter collects $16,000 and you and others on the bottom levels wquld be

$1,000 poorer. When the promoter is paid off, that box is removed ~nd the

second level becomes the top or payoff level. Only then do the two people on

the second level begin to profit. To payoff these two, 32 empty bqxes are

added at the bottom and the search goes on for new participants. Fdr you to
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collect, 512 people would have to be recruited, half of them losing $1,000

each.

Of course, Goss says, the pyramid may fold long before you reac~ the

top. For everyone to profit there would have to be an unending suppl~ of

potential and willing participants.

Some pyramid promoters attempt to make their scheme look as if ypu were

starting your own business in a multilevel marketing company. ~lultilevel

marketing is lawful and legitimate. It uses a network of independent

distributors to sell consumer products.

To resemble this, a pyramid scheme takes on a line of products and
I

claims to be in the business of selling them. Yet little or no effort is made

to actually market the products which may be overpriced and have no consumer

appeal. Instead, money is made from recruiting; new distributors are pushed

to buy the inventory when they sign up, so the distributors become the,

customers.

How do you tell a legitimate business from a disguised pyramid s~heme?

Pyramid schemes seek to make money from you (and quickly). ~lultilevel

marketing companies seek to make money with you as you build your busirtess

(and theirs) selling consumer products.

To distinquish between the two, ask these three questions:

1. How much are you required to pay to become a distributor?

2. Will the company buy back unsold inventory?

3. Are the company's products sold to consumers?

Don't be fooled by legal-looking documents. (These forms can be

purchased over the counter.) Before signing anything, Goss cautions, take

your time, ask questions, get written copies of all available company

literature and consult with others who have had experience with the company

and its products.
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Check to see if the products are actually being sold to consumers. Find

out if profits are actually being made on volume sales to new recruits who buy

the products not for their usefulness or attractive price, but because they

must buy them to participate in the scheme.

Goss says a simple phone call to the state's consumer services office,

612/296-2331, before participating in any setup which may prove to be illegal

or cost you money, is a wise move. Check out the company you are thinking of

joining, first.

# # #
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REGAIN CONTROL OF YOUR YARD FROM THE MOSQUITOES

It's not a lump-it-or-leave-it situation; you can do something to wrest

control of your yard from the mosquitoes and make summertime outdoo~

activities more pleasant.

Several insecticides labelled for mosquito control outdoors are

available to homeowners. says Jerry Heaps, entomologist with the Uni~ersity of

Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

"Before treating your property for mosquitoes, always check the label on

the insecticide container," Heaps advises.

There are two types of treatments for mosquitoes: residual and: space.
i

Residual treatments are applied as coarse sprays to adult mosquito resting

places such as shrubbery. tall weeds or grass, the north sides of buildings,

and other cool, shaded locations. Space treatments are fine mists oir "fogs"

which kill mosquitoes on contact and leave almost no residue.

"None of the insecticides presently labelled for mosquitoes last very

long outdoors," Heaps says. "It's better to do any treatments befor~ outside

social gatherings than to habitually spray your property for mosquit~es."

Ideally, treatments for parties should be made in the two hours

following dusk when adult mosquitoes are in flight and can be contacted most

effectively. Otherwise, treatments can be made four to six hours before

guests arrive. In all cases, insecticide applications should be mad~ before
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food is prepared or served in the treated area to avoid contamination, Heaps

says.

More information on backyard mosquito control is given in Entomo~ogy
I
i

Fact Sheet 29, Outdoor Mosquito Management, which is available from co¥nty

extension offices in Minnesota or from Communication Resources Distrib¥tion, 3

Coffey Hall, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
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EXERCISE CARE WHEN DISPOSING OF UNWANTED PESTICIDES

Disposing of unwanted or excess pesticides that were bought fot use in

the home or garden is always a problem. It's a problem that can often be

avoided by buying only as much pesticide as is needed for a specific pest

control program for one season, says Phillip Harein, entomologist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

But what if you do need to dispose of excess pesticides? "Normal

household quantities of excess pesticides in their original containers should

be wrapped in an absorbent material such as newspaper and placed in the trash
I

collection container," Harein says.

And if you're using up the last of a pesticide? "Paper pesti¢ide

packages should be emptied thoroughly and also added to solid waste trash,"

Harein says. "Glass, metal or plastic pesticide containers should be triple

rinsed before being added to the trash. The rinsing material should be added

to the tank of your sprayer just before your next application of the

pesticide. Never pour it down the drain."

# # #
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HOMEOWNERS CAN HELP KEEP MOSQUITOES IN CHECK

Governmental efforts to keep mosquito populations down help make

summertime outdoor activities in Minnesota more pleasant. Yet, homeowners can

help keep this omnipresent pest in check, according to Jerry Heaps,

entomologist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"Mosquitoes breed in temporary pools of water, rarely in permanent

bodies of water," Heaps says. "People who live in wooded areas should attempt

to eliminate any depressions or materials capable of retaining water for 7 to

10 days. Filling in tree holes with sand and periodically emptying cans,

buckets, bird baths, old tires, clogged rain gutters, and animal and tire

tracks will eliminate breeding areas.

"Residents of nonwooded areas should also empty, remove, cover or turn

upside down any receptacle that can hold water to reduce mosquito breeding on

their property."

II-P
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USE COMMON SENSE IN STORING PESTICIDES IN THE HOME

Are you courting disaster by being careless about where and how you

store pesticides in your home? "Although it makes little common sense, most

people store pesticides in the kitchen or bathroom," says Phillip Harein,

entomologist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extensi9n

Service. "It is much wiser to store them instead in a locked, marke<ll storage
I

cabinet in some less-used area above the reach of children or pets."

Harein says all pesticides should be kept in their original la~elled

containers. "Never store or even measure pesticides in any kind of food or

beverage container," he cautions.

II-P
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PURPLE CORN NOTH ING TO WORRY ABOUT

Many corn plants in Minnesota will be turning purple soon due to cool

weather the past two weeks.

A purple color is often associated with a phosphorus deficien,cy. But in

this case the purple leaves are probably due to cold soils, says Da:le Hicks,

agronomist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The purple color means the plants are being stressed. But if one corn

hybrid turns purple and another doesn't, you can't conclude that the purple

one is more stressed.

If growing conditions of the two hybrids are similar, it's li~ely that

both hybrids are equally stressed. The purple one is just capable :of visibly

signaling the stress due to its genetic make-up, Hicks says.

The purple color is due to synthesis of anthocyanin, a pigme~t common to

many plants. Corn (and other plants) vary in their anthocyanin content. They

also vary in their ability to synthesize anthocyanin in different

environments.

Purple corn seedling color is seldom related to harvest yields.

P-II, lA, DPMP /I /I /I
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REPLANTING CORN USUALLY WON'T PAY

Farmers won't come out ahead by replanting corn unless plant populations

are well below 14,000 plants per acre.

"Most farmers have reasonably good stands," says Dale Hicks, agronomist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Farmers who have spots or fields with poor stands should get an accurate

plant population count, Hicks advises. "If you were aiming at about 24,000

plants per acre and have an emergence of 14,000, yields will be higher by

leaving the stand. You won't beat that yield by replanting at this late date

with a 30,000 plant population," Hicks says.

"This is considering yield only. When you consider costs of replanting

and higher moisture content of late planted corn, it makes even more sense not

to replant," Hicks says.

II -P, lA, DPMP
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REMOVING BARRIERS FOR DISABLED FARMERS

A conference on technology to help handicapped farmers is scheduled for

the Armory Auditorium in Grand Forks t N.D. t July 21-22 t 1983.

The program is designed for handicapped farmers and spouses t extension

service staff t vocational rehabilitation counselors t third party parerst

rehabilitation personnel and physicians.

Sponsored by the Medical Center Rehabilitation Hospital in Grand Forks

and the Grand Forks County Extension Service t the program is open to anyone

who's interested, regardless of state of residence. Invitations are being

circulated in North and South Dakota t Minnesota, Iowa and Canada.

There will be sessions on equipment modifications such as lifts for

tractors and combines t adapted tractor seats, steering assemblies and

drawbars. Disabled farm operators will give a panel presentation. There will

also be a session on farm stress.

Pre-registration for the two-day conference is open until June 30, but

participants can also register at the door. Registration is $40 for one

person and $30 for a second person. Checks should be made payable ~o Medical

Center Rehabilitation Hospital.

For more information or to mail pre-registration, write Sharon Rask t

director of education and professional standards t MCRH t Box 8202 t University

Station t Grand Forks t ND 58202. The telephone number is (701) 780-2444.
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NEW HEAD APPOINTED FOR AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

Fred G. Bergsrud has been appointed the new head of the Depart~ent of

Agricultural Engineering on the University of Minnesota's St. Paul campus. He

assumes his duties July 1, 1983.

Agricultural engineering is a discipline that combines the physical

sciences of engineering with the biological sciences of agriculture, Bergsrud

said. The principle fields of study in the department are: soil and water

resource management, design of agricultural power and machinery, farm

structure design and environmental control, food process engineering~ and

agricultural waste management.

The University of Minnesota is the only educational institution in the

state that offers undergraduate and graduate degrees in this discipline.

Prior to his selection for this position, Bergsrud was an exte~sion

agricultural engineer at the University specializing in irrigation, drainage

and water resources.

A Spring Grove, Minn., native, he earned his degrees at the University

of Minnesota and at Kansas State University.

Bergsrud joined the University of Minnesota staff in 1969 as an area

extension irrigation engineer in Staples. Before that, he held a similar

position with the Kansas State University Extension Service. He also worked

as a rural civil defense engineer and as a field engineer for Structural Clay
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Products Institute of Ames, Iowa, and consulted for a year on a U.S. AID

project in Syria.

Bergsrud replaces Arnold Flikke who served as head of the department.

Flikke will remain with the department in a teaching and research capacity.

Bergsrud stated that the department has a strong faculty conducting

programs in teaching, research and extension, and that the interaction of

these programs is a strength of the dppartment as it emphasizes engineering

problems unique to Minnesota's agriculture.

Bergsrud stated, "In the future, as in the past, our department is

prepared to serve its clientele, including on- and off-campus students,

agricultural producers and agri-businesses, and we invite and welcome

suggestions to strengthen our efforts "
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